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DEDICATION

I sincerely dedicate this book to my wonderful daughters,
Sara and Lisa Dodd. They had no choice but to embrace
these activities and practice them perfectly, which they did.
Sara became an All-CIF pitcher, a CIF Champion, a travel
ball ASA National Champion, and the recipient of multiple
scholarship offers to play softball in college. She decided to
forgo softball in college to concentrate on a career, and now
has a job working for a top high tech company in Seattle.
Lisa became a multiple-time All-CIF pitcher and CIF

champion, a two-time travel ball ASA 18U Gold National
Champion, a Gatorade State and National Softball Player of
the Year, and an All-Pac-12 and All-American player at
UCLA. She was the head softball coach at UNLV by the age
of twenty-seven and is currently the head softball coach at
Santa Clara University.
This book is also dedicated to the former players of San

Diego Thunder, who in thirteen seasons between the years of
1997 and 2014 dominated girl’s fastpitch softball with a win
loss record of 1,024-163. They won two ASA National
Championships when ASA was the highest level, finished in
the top five six times, in the top ten more than half the time,
and finished out of the top twenty only once. They were the
first San Diego team ever to win an ASA National
Championship, the only team to win two, and they were
named fastpitch softball’s Team of the Year by Softball Today
magazine in 2001. What makes Thunder’s accomplishments
great is that they came from just one single team each season,
not from an organization of multiple teams with the same
name.
Like Sara and Lisa, San Diego Thunder players had no

choice but to practice the activities in this book, sometimes up
to four times a week. They were dedicated girls who worked



tirelessly and perfectly in pursuit of their softball dreams and
were winners because of it. They were successful on the field
because of their dedication and preparation, and now, years
later, they know that is what it takes to succeed in
ANYTHING.
Lastly, this book is dedicated to all young girls who love

to play fastpitch softball and do not back down from hard
work, constructive criticism, countless repetition,
inconvenience, or anything else in pursuit of their softball
dreams, and in pursuit of softball PERFECTION.



PREFACE

The inspiration to write this book has come firsthand
from witnessing the success, accomplishment, and joy
acquired by players who have embraced and completed the
training programs herein. The programs are based on my
personal softball philosophy and includes important
principals I believe in that teaches players about commitment,
responsibility, work ethic, attention to detail, organization,
desire, perseverance, resilience, toughness, and more, and
transforms these players into winners, both on and off the
field. My philosophy has evolved a bit over time but is based
on my life long passion for the game, and on my own very
strong desire to be a champion both in sports and in life. It
has grown from the experiences I’ve retained as a player, and
from the more than twenty-five years of experience I’ve
gained as a coach, but its foundation has always been the
same. This foundation is based on the premise that to
consistently succeed at a very high level, an athlete, or a
person, must prepare better than their competition. To
prepare better than the competition requires a great desire to
excel, a strong work ethic, and the willingness to not only
work longer and harder than they do, but as importantly, the
ability to work smarter than they do. Therefore, my training
programs and schedules are based on a comprehensive
knowledge of what to practice, how much to practice, and
how to practice.

I wish to thank the dozens of people who have volunteered
to help me over the years without who’s help this book would
not have been possible. Special thanks to Gary Sinkeldam,
Ron Domingo, Miguel Tamayo, Mike and Josie Cordero,
Thomas Abeyta, Mike Perez, Randy Crow, Jim Harper, Akio
Oka, Greg Carpenter, Marty Gallardo, Dave Josker, Dan
Lane, Brian Pocock, Luis Hernandez, Anthony Requilman,



John Osmon, Bob Jacoby, Art Cervantes, Russ Reynolds,
Rick and Robyn Downs, Fred Avii, Ron Carter, Pete and
Janet Estepa, and Wade Weakly. With an extra special
thanks to Jill White.

Tom Dodd
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FOREWORD by Sara

When I was young I practiced softball with my sister and
my dad on a daily basis. My dad would always think up
drills and have us do them over and over until we did them
right. This made the practices long and hard because my dad
was such a perfectionist and would correct everything, and I
never really understood why they had to be like that. But we
kept doing them, and pretty soon a lot of success came to my
sister and me, and to the teams my dad coached. I now
realize that the success we enjoyed back then wasn’t just a
coincidence or good luck, it was our preparation. It was not
only what my dad had us practice, but it was also the way he
had us practice. All the repetitions and all the corrections
until we got it right, I think that was the difference. My dad
had us practicing the right things, and practicing them
perfectly. This is what separated our preparation from
everybody else’s. My dad wrote this book so you can
practice perfectly too, the same way we did. What, More
Perfect Practice? provides you with the exercises, drills, and
activities to practice like we did. If you embrace these



activities and practice them as instructed, you too will find
success in the game of fastpitch softball. Sara Dodd



FOREWORD by Lisa

I hear coaches and players at every level talk about
working hard, but what does that really mean? Don’t get me
wrong, hard work is absolutely necessary to become great
and master your craft, but only if you are working hard at the
right things. That’s where What, More Perfect Practice?
comes in. The information and workouts in this book will
help you work smart and become more productive and
consistent every time you practice and workout. With this
information you will be able to work hard, and smart, and
focus your workouts on “perfect practice” to maximize your
potential as a player.

As a pitcher, this idea of working smart was crucial to my
success. I wasn’t blessed with blazing speed or crazy
movement, but by working smart from following the
workouts in this book, I was able to master my pitches and



locations and maximize my potential to become a very
successful pitcher. Even now as a coach, I use these same
concepts and workout plans with my collegiate players.
Everyday in the bullpen my pitchers have two focuses, one is
working towards mastering their pitches (both movement and
location) to turn them into pitching weapons, and the other is
getting them to understand how to utilize these weapons. If
you could listen in on one of our bullpen sessions you would
hear that most of the instruction is about how to pitch smart,
how to make the most of pitching weapons, and how to use
these weapons to set up hitters to our advantage.

My team has also seen tremendous results on the offensive
side by working smart. My team’s biggest weakness at the
plate was pitch discipline, with a pretty distinct pattern of
taking pitches early in the count and chasing pitches late. But
by focusing our practice time on understanding count
advantages and pitcher tendencies, just as much as we focus
on swing mechanics, and by utilizing many of the concepts
from What, More Perfect Practice?, we’ve seen our offensive
production sail. Our base on ball numbers have increased and
our strike-out numbers have decreased, meaning we’ve had
more runners on base and we’ve been much tougher outs at
the plate.

As much as I would like to say that I excelled as a player
solely because of my talent, it’s just not the truth. Lots of
players are talented; strong, fast, and athletic, and yet
somehow certain players are still better than others. Why is
that? From my experience as a Collegiate National
Champion, a USA National Team player, a USA National
Team coach, and now a collegiate coach, I realize that what
makes some players better than the rest are the intangibles.
Intangibles are things you can’t coach, things like work ethic,
attention to detail, instinct, and being a student of the game.
Kids with intangibles are the ones who understand that doing
what it takes to win is not entertaining or flashy, it’s



repetition after repetition of perfect practice, striving for
perfection, all the while knowing that it may never be
achieved. These are the same kids who can think the game
and who understand the significance and meaning of every
count, play, and situation.

The information in this book will help you become a
student of the game, and furnish you with some of the
intangibles that can set you apart from the hundreds of
talented athletes you’re competing with for scholarships, and
for wins. Striving to be great takes hard work, but with the
help of the workouts in What, More Perfect Practice?, the
combination of hard work and working smart will allow you
to reach your true potential by getting the most out of every
workout. And although some of these workouts are
challenging, and on some days may even seem impossible,
they have been tried and tested, and I know first hand that
conquering them will be extremely rewarding in the end.
Lisa Dodd, Head Softball Coach, University of Nevada at Las
Vegas



INTRODUCTION

My first book, What’s the Count?, gives the pitcher and
the hitter a strategy to gain an advantage on one another in
their one-on-one battles. These strategies will work for
everyone but are executed best when players possess certain
softball skills. Skills needed for a pitcher include command
of her pitches and a consistently good change up, while a
hitter needs an aggressive hitting approach and good pitch
selection judgment. These are all skills that can be acquired
from training, and once acquired will allow each player to
control the hitter’s count, and control of the hitter’s count is
the key to getting an advantage in the one-on-one
pitcher/hitter battles. What, More Perfect Practice? is the
companion e-book to What’s the Count?, and provides



players with the training programs and training schedules to
acquire and develop these skills.
What, More Perfect Practice? goes into great detail

providing players with the necessary concepts to understand
what it takes to succeed as a pitcher, and hitter, in fastpitch
softball. There are basic concepts, pitching and hitting
concepts, fitness and exercise concepts, and of course,
workout concepts. These concepts give pitchers an
understanding of the strike zone and how to use it to their
advantage, an understanding of what it means to have
pitching weapons, an understanding of what it takes to be
both physically and mentally tough, and an understanding of
what a good basic pitching strategy is. Hitters are given an
understanding of the strike zone and how to utilize it to their
advantage, an understanding of swing mechanics and timing,
an understanding of why the development of pitch selection
discipline and hitting discipline are important, an
understanding of what it takes to be both physically and
mentally tough, and an understanding of what a good basic
hitting strategy is. Once the concepts are explained, What,
More Perfect Practice? provides players with the pitching
and hitting exercises, drills, and workout schedules to
implement the conceptual ideas. There are several day-to-day
weekly training schedules for both the pitcher and the hitter,
including in season, off season, and various goal orientated
workout schedules, all with multiple drill and exercise
options.

I began developing these workout programs shortly after
college, while coaching Pony League baseball, and continue
to improve them today. My programs have now been utilized
by hundreds of players and the results from using them speak
for themselves, starting with my daughters, Sara and Lisa
Dodd. Sara was an All-CIF pitcher and a CIF Champion in
high school, and an ASA 12U National Champion in travel
softball. Lisa was a four-time All-CIF pitcher and three-time



CIF champion in high school, earned recognition as a
Gatorade National and California State High School Softball
Player of the Year, was a two-time ASA 18U Gold National
Champion in travel ball, a USA National Team Junior World
runner up in USA softball, and an NCAA World Series
Champion, All-Pac-12 selection, and All-American player at
UCLA.

Additionally, every San Diego Thunder travel ball player
is trained with these programs. Pitchers and hitters have a
schedule to follow on their own each week for the entire
season, in addition to team ‘perfect’ practices. Melissa
Requilman, Jamee Avii, Karla Wilburn, and Taryne Mowatt
used these training programs to become star pitchers for San
Diego Thunder’s National Championship teams, with Taryne
moving on to become an NCAA World Series Champion at
the University of Arizona. Brittany Bargar and Linda Kohan
trained with these programs as members of San Diego
Thunder and both received full scholarships to the University
of Notre Dame, where Brittany continued to use these very
same pitching programs throughout her college career.
Dozens of other players have trained with these programs and
gained collegiate success, including lesson student Tiana
Miller who trained with the hitting programs for more than
six years and became the 2015 Horizon League ‘Freshman of
the Year’ at the University of Illinois at Chicago. And at the
high school level these programs guided two different San
Diego Section schools to their first ever CIF title, while
helping players like Gina Leomiti, Dewey Fleet, Kim Kaye,
and many others receive Division 1 athletic scholarships.

The programs in this book will work for everyone and
help them to become self-made players. A self-made player
is one who works hard to learn the skills necessary to succeed,
and who doesn’t just rely on her natural talent. Sara and Lisa
Dodd were self-made players. They learned the physical and
mental skills necessary to compete with girls who had more



talent than they did, and learned these skills from the
activities and training programs offered in What, More
Perfect Practice?. These training programs helped Sara, Lisa,
and many others succeed at a very high level in the game of
fastpitch softball, and now they can do the same for you.
Here’s to your success.

Tom Dodd
Two-time ASA Class A National Championship Coach
Author ofWhat’s the Count?



“Being prepared and awaiting the
unprepared is victory.”

Sun Tzu
chinese military general

The Art of War



PART 1
BASIC CONCEPTS



WHAT DO YOU MEAN, PERFECT?

“Practice does not make perfect. Only perfect practice makes
perfect.”

Vince Lombardi
former professional football coach

Work ethic is a great thing and so is practice,
but all the practice in the world may do little to improve your
softball skills if you are practicing the wrong thing, or in the
wrong way. To get the most out of your practice time it
certainly matters what you practice, but just as important, it
matters how you practice. For the quickest way to improve
the most you need to practice PERFECTLY. Perfect practice
includes the following:

1. Practice to acquire the correct skills.
2. Know what drills and exercises to use.
3. Have a desire to be at practice and show it by having
energy, giving effort, accepting correction, and working
long and hard.

4. Be willing to practice something every day.
5. Execute countless repetitions of drills and exercises
WITH FEEDBACK AND CORRECTION from someone
who is watching, who has knowledge of the activity, and
an eye for detail. To practice perfectly your activities
must be supervised and monitored, not just by anyone, but
by someone who knows what to look for.

6. Work with someone who will push you to work longer
and harder than you would do on your own. This person
must be stern, and secure enough to criticize and/or



correct your effort and action, and aware enough to
motivate you to do more.

7. Have someone to help you assess your efforts and suggest
adjustments.

In recap, here’s how to practice perfectly. Know what to
practice. Choose the right drills. Give it your all. Do it
frequently. Make sure you’re getting good feedback and
motivation from an expert. Focus on ways you can do things
better. What, More Perfect Practice? will take care of the
first two parts, THE OTHER FIVE PARTS ARE UP TO YOU.



TALENT OR SKILL?

“Talent is never enough. With few exceptions the best
players are the hardest workers.”

Magic Johnson
former professional basketball player

Talent and skill are two different things.
They both mean a person is good at something, but talent is
something a person is born with, whereas skill is something a
person acquires from training. Practice repetitions can not
provide a person with talent, but repetitions from practice can
and do provide a person with skill at the activity, and greatly
improve that skill over time. Therefore, regardless of a
person’s natural innate talent for something, including
softball, a person can get better at that activity by acquiring
the skills necessary to perform it from training and practice.
Learning softball skills allows less talented players to excel at
the game, and will help all players to fully execute the mental
plans in my first book, What’s the Count?.

The purpose of this book is to introduce pitchers and
hitters to these skills, and provide the exercises, drills,
training programs, and training schedules necessary for
players to learn them.
In recap, you are born with talent, but you learn skills. To

execute the mental plans in What’s the Count? and gain an
advantage in the pitcher/hitter battles in the game of fastpitch
softball, you should learn and master the softball skills
presented in this book.



WHAT IS TRUE CONFIDENCE?

“Confidence doesn’t come out of nowhere. It’s a result of
something… hours and days and weeks and years of constant

work and dedication.”
Roger Staubach

former professional football player

Confidence comes from being good at
something, not from telling yourself you’re good at
something? Telling yourself you’re good, without being
good, is a form of false confidence that will not sustain good
performance. On the other hand, being good at some activity
develops TRUE confidence, and true confidence can, and
will, sustain and increase performance in that activity. I call
the process of getting good from practice and developing true
confidence, and then sustaining and increasing your
performance with more practice because of that confidence,
the perpetual circle of success.

Since true confidence is attained from being good at
something, then the important question is, how do you get
good at fastpitch softball? The process to get good in softball
begins when a player develops a true passion for the game.
Passion for something brings a desire to excel, a strong work
ethic, a steady focus, and an acceptance and appreciation of
the actual process to improve.

The next step is for the player to develop and master the
fundamental softball skills necessary to succeed on the field.
This may require pursuing individual guidance, training,



and/or instruction by an expert in the specific skills. This
development is enhanced when a player becomes a ‘student
of the game’ by asking questions to learn and understand the
game’s details. This understanding will eventually allow the
player to be able to make necessary adjustments required to
perform at a high level.

Softball skills include the physical and mechanical
abilities required to play the game, the mental strength
needed to accept failure, overcome adversity, and handle
success, and the ability to perform well under pressure, show
composure, and maintain emotional stability. As a player
learns and masters these skills, consistent performance at a
high level becomes possible.

In order to master these skills a player must devote as
much time and repetition as necessary to EXECUTE THE
SKILLS WELL IN PRACTICE. This may require weeks
of training by the player, much of it on her own time. After
that, and AGAIN IN PRACTICE, THE PLAYER MUST
PERFORM THE SKILLS SUCCESSFULLY A
NUMBER OF TIMES, AND SEE HERSELF SUCCEED.
Over time, consistent success in practice will manifest itself
as success in games. Success in games will then bring to the
player the TRUE confidence that will reinforce her passion
for the game, and for maintaining her skills with even more
practice, to complete and perpetuate the circle of success.
In recap, true confidence comes from getting good at

something and seeing yourself consistently succeed at the
activity. This requires a lot of hard work and training, much
of it on the player’s own time. Success in the activity leads a
player to true confidence, and passion for the activity, which
then motivates the player to train and practice even more. I
call this process the perpetual circle of success.



HOW’S MY ATTITUDE?

“A bad attitude is worse than a bad swing.”
Payne Stewart

former professional golfer

An attitude is a tendency to respond either
positively or negatively to an idea, a person, or a situation,
and is primarily formed from past experiences. Although
created from the past, an attitude strongly influences your
approach and course of action in the present and the future.
When you have a good or positive attitude about something
you look forward to it with interest and enthusiasm when it
comes around again, and perform it with high energy and
good effort. When your attitude is negative, you try to avoid
it in the future, and if forced to undertake it, do so with
indifference and disdain.

Your attitude cannot be easily hidden. It is revealed by
what you say, how you say it, how you behave, and by your
body language and facial expressions. It is especially
revealed when you experience some kind of adversity during
an activity, such as performing poorly or being corrected. A
person with a good attitude continues to show energy, interest,
and enthusiasm, while a bad attitude is displayed by pouting,
crying, not trying, not responding, acting like you don’t care,
or in some similar fashion.

Your attitude will determine how fast you achieve a goal
or how well you acquire a skill or knowledge. A positive



attitude will allow you to achieve a goal or acquire a skill or
knowledge much faster than a negative attitude will. This
results because of the energy, interest, and enthusiasm you
have for an activity when you have a positive attitude.

Your attitude is infectious and can influence the attitudes
of other people, sometimes producing similar behavior in
them. This is why a bad attitude is detrimental to you as a
softball player, your team, and your teammates, and should
be avoided. A bad attitude is a selfish act that draws
unwarranted attention to yourself and shows disrespect to all
the other people involved.
In recap, an attitude is a person’s mindset and is revealed

through one’s words, behavior, body language, and facial
expressions. It is infectious to others. A good attitude is the
same as a positive attitude and means that you enjoy what
you are doing. A good attitude aids you to achieve goals and
acquire skills or knowledge quickly.



AM I A HARD WORKER?

“I’m proof that great things can happen to ordinary people if
they work hard and never give up.”

Oral Hershiser
former major league baseball pitcher

A work ethic is a person’s set of individual

moral principles. It refers to how long, how hard, how well,
and how willingly a person performs her activities. Someone
with a strong work ethic comes early, stays late, accepts
correction, and is not distracted from her task by laziness, a
lack of effort, by feeling sorry for herself, or by making
excuses. She works diligently, and exhibits one hundred
percent effort into everything she undertakes, even when she
is performing poorly, or getting corrected. She passionately
cares about how well she does, and puts in extra time to do
things better when this is what it takes. A person with a
strong work ethic is devoted to excellence, and shows great
passion for what she is doing by how hard she works to
achieve it. She never goes through the motions and just does
the bare minimum, nor does she cut corners or try to skate by.
And in addition, she always shows respect to her coaches,
teachers, parents, and other figures of authority by being
happy, energetic, and in a good mood before, during, and
after every activity. To a person with a strong work ethic this
behavior is natural and routine, and this type of work ethic
gives the person a sense of accomplishment and self-pride
from doing things this way.



In recap, a person’s work ethic is her own personal code
of performance in her life’s activities. A strong work ethic
includes a desire to do things well, a positive attitude about
doing them, and a respectful attitude to authority figures. A
person with a strong work ethic gains a sense of
accomplishment and self-pride from doing things this way.



BE A MASTER

“Build your weaknesses until they become your strengths.”
Knute Rockne

former college football coach

To master something you have to
command it with some type of skill. To master the art of
pitching you need the skill to consistently locate pitches to a
small target area about seventy percent of the time. Skill in
locating pitches accurately will enable you to get ahead and
stay ahead in the count. When you are ahead in the count you
can then aim pitches to hard to hit locations that will put extra
pressure on the batter to swing at a bad pitch. Consistently
locating the pitch accurately is a skill that can be acquired
from training, and once you have this skill for a particular
pitch you will be able to say you ‘have’ the pitch, that it is
your pitching weapon, and that you have mastered that pitch.

To master hitting you need skills that include a sound
swing, an aggressive and disciplined approach, and the ability
to consistently distinguish between good and bad pitches to
hit. A skilled swing will enable you to hit fat pitches rather
than foul them off or miss them, and this will keep you from
getting behind in the count. When you have a skilled swing
you should be able to hit fat pitches HARD about half the
time.

An aggressive and disciplined hitting approach will
eliminate guessing and overthinking by keeping you focused
and ready to swing at only fat pitches. When you are skilled



at an aggressive hitting approach you should be able to swing
at a fat pitch when it comes one hundred percent of the time.
The discipline part of this approach includes knowledge of
the strike zone and good pitch location judgment. Pitch
location judgment is the same as pitch selection discipline,
and is a skill that will enable you to let bad and borderline
pitches go. Having this skill will put the count in your favor
and lead you to getting good pitches to hit. Additionally,
trust in your pitch selection discipline will allow you to be
more selective with two strikes and prevent you from
panicking and expanding the strike zone too far. A player
well skilled at pitch location judgment can correctly
distinguish between good and bad pitches to swing at about
eighty percent of the time.

All of these beneficial pitching and hitting skills can be
developed, improved, and mastered from the training
programs in this book. Possession of these skills will provide
you with the command necessary to master the arts of
pitching and hitting.
In recap, mastery means you are skilled enough at

something to command it. If you possess the ability to
consistently locate a pitch to the desired location at least
seven times out of every ten, then you command that pitch. If
you possess the ability to consistently swing at fat pitches one
hundred percent of the time, let bad pitches go eighty percent
of the time, and you can hit fat pitches hard about fifty
percent of the time, then you command the hitting skill. All of
these skills can be developed and improved by the training
programs in this What, More Perfect Practice?



ADJUSTMENT

“Game management, game decisions, adjustments, seeing
things during games, it's all important.

Bill Belichick
professional football coach

Be observant and notice things. Notice the
result of your efforts. When the result is poor, alter some
technique to change it. You should not have two or more
consecutive poor results that are the same because you should
have changed something after the first poor result which
should brought upon a different result. If you do this but the
result is unaffected, you need to exaggerate your change and
make it much bigger. Big opposite result changes are the
quickest way to find the groove. If you do not know what to
change in order to get a different result, find out from one of
your trusted advisors and then remember it. If you continue
to do this and remember details you will start to become a
student of the game, and more importantly, a student of
yourself. Once you become a student of softball and yourself
you will be able to make necessary changes to get desired
results.
In recap, an adjustment is a change to some method or

technique to acquire a different result. Two poor results of
the same manner should not occur if you change something
after the first poor result. Big, exaggerated, opposite result
changes are the fastest way to find the groove.



RESPECT

“Football is like life - it requires perseverance, self-denial,
hard work, sacrifice, dedication, and respect for authority.”

Vince Lombardi
former professional football coach

As a young person growing up it is easy to take
certain things in your life for granted, especially the people
around you the most. In particular, I’m referring to your
parents, teachers, coaches, and other authority figures. These
people invest a lot of time and effort into trying to guide,
develop, and mold you into becoming a better athlete and
person, so they deserve your attention and respect, and should
not be taken for granted. The highest form of attention and
respect you can pay them is to make them feel important and
appreciated by telling them so, but your actions will speak
even louder than your words. Being on time, looking sharp,
hustling, having energy, and acting interested are some good
actions to start with, but the two most important things you
can do to show the figures of authority in your life the
attention and respect they deserve are to have a good attitude
and a strong work ethic whenever you work with them. This
includes days when you don’t feel good, you’re tired, you’re
mad, or you don’t like what they said to you. Figures of
authority DESERVE your best efforts to show them your
appreciation and respect and you should GO OUT OF
YOUR WAY to show them. You should feel a certain
amount of indebtedness to these people for helping you, and
having a good attitude and work ethic is a great way of
paying off this debt.



In recap, it is easy to take important people in your life for
granted. But instead, they deserve your attention and respect.
You can show attention and respect with kind words, but
actions speak even louder. The two best things you can do to
give attention to the figures of authority in your life and show
them the appreciation and respect they deserve are to have a
good attitude and a strong work ethic every time you see them.



PUT THE ODDS IN YOUR FAVOR

“When you believe in yourself and the people you surround
yourself with, you will win something really big someday.”

Dick Vermeil
former professional football coach

There are no guarantees in sports and this is
why sports performance is based and judged on percentages.
For example, if a team has a winning percentage of eighty
percent it means the team wins eight out of every ten games it
plays, which is great, but is also means they lose two games
out of every ten. If a player has a batting average of .350 it
means she gets a hit in thirty-five percent of her at bats,
which we know is good hitting, but it also means that this
batter will not get a hit sixty-five percent of the time. The
point is that there is no guarantees of success for anyone,
regardless of the person’s talent, skill, system, or the training
program they use.

With this in mind, there are things that can be done to put
the percentages of success in a player’s favor. Knowing what
to practice, practicing perfectly, practicing long and hard, and
adding pressure to the practice routines are a few things that
will help, but another very important action that will help put
the percentages of success in a player’s favor is for the player
to become a ‘student of the game’. A student of the game is
someone who recognizes the details of the game, and
specifically, the details of how she, herself, plays the game.
A student of the game knows enough about her swing
mechanics and pitching mechanics to sense when they’re not



right, and knows enough about them to make adjustments to
them to get herself back on track. By knowing details, being
able to adjust them, and maintaining a strong belief in them
when performance is poor, a student of the game can
minimize her performance valleys and get back on track
quickly.

A student of the game also realizes that there are peaks
and valleys in sports performances and doesn’t panic or lose
confidence when she performs poorly. During adverse times,
everybody has an opinion on what a player is doing wrong.
Rather than panic and make desperate and unnecessary
changes by listening to them though, a student of the game
knows it is best to believe in her system, stick with her
training methods, examine and adjust her habits, and give
herself more time because she knows the percentages of
success and failure are much more meaningful over a long
period of time.

If after giving your system and your methods sufficient
time, however, and after carefully examining, comparing, and
adjusting your habits along the way, if the performance level
you’re looking for is still lacking there could come a time
when you should re-evaluate your entire program, including
your system, training methods, training advisors, and your
personal habits, and perhaps try something different or new.
In recap, sports performance is based on percentages. A

good player has a relatively high percentage of success
compared to other players. Success percentage can be
increased by working smart, working perfect, working long
and hard, and believing in your program. It is important to
trust your system and stick with it when performance is poor,
although occasionally changes to it may need to be made.



DISCIPLINE IN SPORTS

“Motivation gets you going. Discipline keeps you going.”
Jim Ryun

former american track and field star

Discipline is important in life and sports.
It is an action based on restraint that allows a person to
behave in a strict, structured, and controlled manner. Having
discipline is an action, but it starts with a certain mentality
that can be influenced, developed, and molded, meaning that
a relatively undisciplined person can become more
disciplined.

Discipline is required by an athlete in two ways. One way
is to do things in the specific manner the athlete was trained
to do them. This requires attention to detail, and a desire and
determination to perform every last detail the exact same way
every time. In a team sport like softball it is important that
each player be disciplined in this way because a single
undisciplined player can hinder a team’s success.

The other way an athlete is required to have discipline is
to have the willpower to do things the athlete sometimes does
not want to do. This requires a strength of will and the self
control to make personal sacrifices to do what the athlete is
supposed to do, instead of something the athlete would like to
do. Discipline in this way will test the athlete’s fortitude,
resolve, and mental strength almost every day when that
athlete is faced with temptations that will disrupt her schedule.
An athlete must learn to stick with her prearranged schedule
and work out when she’s tired, when it rains, when her



friends call, when there is a conflict in her schedule, or when
there is any other reason for her to not want to do it. This
type of discipline is displayed when a player chooses to go to
a scheduled workout rather than do something more fun.

Both types of discipline for an athlete require
determination and mental strength, and these are traits that
can be developed and enhanced with the training programs in
this book.
In recap, discipline is an action based on self-control that

can be influenced and improved. Discipline requires that an
athlete does things in a certain way, and also that an athlete
does things she sometimes does not want to do.



CONSISTENCY

“Consistency is what counts. You have to do things over and
over.”

Hank Aaron
former major league baseball player

One big difference between a good player
and an average one is consistency in performance. Consistent
performance is a relatively steady percentage of success over
a long period of time. And while a player’s performance
level is primarily derived from a good training program and
sufficient preparation, consistent performance requires even
more. Consistent performance comes from training and
preparation, but also requires a certain self-motivating
mentality that many great players have. This mentality is
driven by pride, and consists of a constant focus, great
determination, and a strong desire to be the best, and play
well every time. It includes the ability to ignore all
distractions that could undermine success, like fatigue, poor
competition, not feeling well, etc. This state of mind can be
obtained and developed by players in many ways, but none
more simply than by having a strong burning desire to win
every single game, and be the reason why.
In recap, consistent performance is a relatively steady

percentage of success over time and comes from good
preparation, good training, and a prideful mentality that
includes great focus, determination, the ability to ignore
distractions, and a desire to succeed. The easiest way to



obtain this mentality is to want to be the reason your team
wins.



EMOTIONAL STABILITY

“Learn to control your emotions or they will control you.”
Edgar Martinez

former major league baseball player

Sports competition is full of emotional
ups and downs triggered mostly by good and poor individual
and team performance RESULTS. Things like how many
hits a player got or who won the game. These RESULTS
ARE NOT FULLY CONTROLLABLE BY A PLAYER,
and will eventually lead to concern and frustration by the
player because the player does not control their outcome.
This is a common result of team sport competition. But a
player can enjoy team sport competition more by avoiding the
emotional frustration of good and poor performance results
by SETTING ONE OR MORE REASONABLE
PERFORMANCE BASED GOALS THAT THE
PLAYER FULLY CONTROLS, UNRELATED TO THE
RESULT OF THE PERFORMANCE.

When a performance goal of this type is met a player can
feel a sense of accomplishment and success, regardless of the
result of her performance, or the team’s. Reaching
performance based goals on a regular basis will help keep a
player emotionally stable, motivated, and self-confident over
the course of a long season in spite of the peaks and valleys
of her performance results, and her team’s.

When setting performance based goals they must be
reasonable. Many slumps are caused from the mental stress
created from setting UNREASONABLE GOALS, and/or



having UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS. These can be
self induced, or come externally from another person. For
example, let’s say you’re a good hitter and your batting
average is four hundred for an entire season, but one
particular weekend you get hot and go eight for ten. The next
weekend you go three for ten which is still good, but you or
your parents are disappointed, concerned, and frustrated
because you failed to do as well as the weekend before.
Pretty soon this unrealistic expectation to hit eight hundred
again becomes too great to handle as you continue to fail to
reach it each week, and before you know it you are stressed
out and struggling within a performance slump. Like most
slumps, this slump is mental, and occurred because hitting
eight hundred is an unrealistic expectation. In fact, this
player should realize that hitting eight hundred one week
means she is due for some poor hitting down the road to
average things out, since she’s only a four hundred hitter
overall. Similarly, the unrealistic expectation to out perform
a teammate, or by setting goals a player can’t control, will
also cause mental stress that can quickly induce a
performance slump.

Emotional stability comes when a player recognizes and
understands that there are peaks and valleys in performance
results and does not get too excited or too dejected with their
short term outcomes. Instead, the player concentrates on
reaching the reasonable performance based goals she has set
for herself each practice and game.

While individual performance based goals should be
reasonable and controllable by the player, they should also be
challenging, and achievable. Let’s examine these
characteristics:

1. Reasonable - Something that is possible to do.
2. Challenging - Something that is difficult to do.



3. Achievable - Something that can be accomplished most of
the time.

4. Controllable - Something a player fully controls the
outcome of, independent of luck.

In recap, sports competition has a lot of emotional ups
and downs based mostly on performance results.
Performance results are not fully controllable by a player so
eventually concern and frustration set in which is stressful to
the player and can cause a performance slump. To avoid this
stress, and the performance slump that can come from it, a
player should not base her success on performance results.
Instead, the player should set one or more reasonable
performance based goals that the player fully controls in
regards to her actual performance, rather than the result of
that performance, and base her success on achieving those
goals.
To gain emotional stability from this type of goal setting

the goals should be reasonable, and the player should have
realistic expectations in regards to her performance.



BRING THE PRESSURE

“Under pressure you can perform fifteen percent better or
worse.”

Scott Hamilton
former american figure skater and olympic gold medalist

To learn to ignore the mental pressure that comes
from a game, a player should incorporate mental pressure into
her practice routines. Whether it’s worrying about
performing poorly, making an error, losing the game, or just
the anxiety from people watching, mental pressure in games
can cause a player to tense up, lose energy, lose focus, and
can negatively affect her play if the player does not learn how
to deal with it. To learn how to deal with mental pressure a
player should perform with some sort of mental pressure in
practice. I call this ‘motivated practice’. The motivation I
use in practice is a consequence for poor practice
performance in the form of physical exertion. Something
challenging like burpies, push ups, or sprinting is effective, if
the repetitions, or in the case of sprinting, the time
requirement to make a certain distance is tough enough. The
consequence for a poor practice performance must be
something difficult enough that a player is highly motivated
to want to avoid it. When this is the case, mental pressure is
incorporated into practice activities which help to simulate
the mental pressure of a game. This allows a player to learn
how to cope with the pressure and disregard it. The
consequence used in this book is twenty burpies.



Whether it’s up to bat, on the mound, or performing a drill
in practice, a player must learn to avoid getting sidetracked
with negative thoughts, like losing or burpies, by thinking
positive, and focusing only on the immediate task. One way
for a player to do this is to fill her mind with positive
thoughts by repeating some of their favorite words or phrases
over and over again in her head. But the best and fastest way
for a player to learn to think positively and ignore negative
thoughts is for her to be totally confident in her ability to
successfully complete the activity. THIS ONLY COMES
FROM COUNTLESS REPETITIONS OF THE ACTIVITY
IN PRACTICE AND SEEING HERSELF SUCCEED AT
THAT ACTIVITY.
In recap, to learn to perform well under the mental

pressures from a game, pressure should be incorporated into
practice. One way to produce mental pressure in practice is
to have a consequence for poor practice performance in the
form of challenging physical exertion. Similar to learning to
ignore the thought of losing a game, a player must learn to
ignore the thought of any negative consequence from poor
practice performance and concentrate on the execution of the
immediate task. The best way for players to do this is to be
confident in their ability to complete the activity from having
done it successfully many times in practice.



TIME, COUNT AND RECORD

“It does not matter if the progress is slow, as long as you
reach your goal.”

unknown author

To get the most out of every workout a player
must compete. This competition can come against other
players, against a clock, or even just trying to beat a previous
best in some activity.

When working out alone competition must be against a
clock or a previous best, so a player should have a stopwatch
and a notebook on the field with her during workouts to
record the exercise, drill, or activity she is doing, her best
time or score, and the date. Tracking performance and then
trying to beat it not only develops and stimulates a player’s
competitive spirit, but it also serves to motivate players to
believe in their training methods from seeing trends of
improvement and increased performance over time.
In recap, players must compete with something to get the

most out of their workouts Competition can come against
other players, against a clock, or from trying to beat a
personal best record. The goal is to beat the person, the time,
or the record, every workout. Players should log the best
times and scores of their activities for this purpose.



PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS

“For the hitter, it’s all about getting a pitch to hit. For the
pitcher, it’s all about not giving the hitter a pitch to hit.”

Bob Gibson
former major league baseball pitcher

The location of the pitch is the single most
important factor for both the pitcher and the hitter to succeed,
so let’s define the strike zone and describe some important
pitch locations (match the definition numbers to the diagram
numbers below).

1. strike zone – From the top of the ball to the bottom of the
sternum, to the top of the ball to the top of the knee, with
some part of the ball over the plate (not shown).

2. fat pitch – The entire ball is inside the strike zone with
no part of the ball touching any edge of the zone (not
shown).

3. half of the plate – The center of the ball is over the
center of one half of the plate.

4. fat corner – The entire ball is over the plate with an edge
of the ball touching an edge of the plate on either side.

5. black corner – The center of the ball crosses the edge of
the plate on either side. Black refers to the black frame
around the plate.

6. skinny corner – The entire ball is off the plate with an
edge of the ball touching an edge of the plate on either
side. Technically this is a strike, and since the ball is
almost four inches wide, it means that the outside edge of
the ball can be almost four inches outside of the edge of
the plate and still be a called strike.

7. off the plate 1 – This location is one ball width off the
plate, which means the entire ball is off the plate with an



edge of the ball still touching the plate on either side.
This location is a strike by rule and is the same location as
the skinny corner.

8. off the plate X – This location is X ball widths off the
plate, with each width being four inches wide on either
side. The example shown is off the plate 2.

9. off the plate X, vertical – This same location system
applies to the vertical plane, with four inch ball widths up
and down from the top and bottom of the strike zone (not
shown).

3

4

5



6, 7

8



WHAT IS A GOOD PITCH?

“Home plate is seventeen inches wide, and most of that is of
no interest to the pitcher.”

Bob Gibson
former major league baseball pitcher

“That foot or so in the middle of the plate is what I had my
eye on.”

Reggie Jackson
former major league baseball hitter

The definition of a good pitch depends on whether you
are the pitcher or the hitter.

TO A PITCHER
A good location to a pitcher is one that is hard to hit. The

inventors of the game made a strike zone to give the hitter a
better chance to hit the ball. This means that if the pitch goes
into the strike zone it is for the hitter’s benefit, not the
pitcher’s. The middle of the strike zone is the easiest location
to hit because it is in the center of any hitter’s natural swing
path. Hitting becomes more and more difficult as the ball
approaches the outer edges of the zone because it is harder for
hitters to reach these pitches with the barrel of the bat.
Pitches outside of the strike zone are even harder to reach,
making them extremely difficult to hit, and they get
increasingly more difficult to hit the farther out of the zone
they go.

With this in mind, A GOOD PITCH TO A PITCHER
DEPENDS ON WHETHER THE PITCHER IS AHEAD



OR BEHIND IN THE COUNT. When ahead in the count a
good pitch is one thrown outside the edges of the strike zone
by the right amount according to the count, the batter’s stance
location, and the length of the batter’s reach. This is a good
pitch to a pitcher because when the pitcher is ahead in the
count it is not necessary for the pitch to be a called strike if it
is taken by the batter (see diagram below left). When even or
behind in the count a good pitch is one that is the hardest to
hit, but at the same time will be a called strike if it is taken by
the batter. This is a pitch throw to the edges of the strike
zone, or over the half of the plate, depending on how far
behind in the count the pitcher is (see diagram below right).

Most GOOD hitters are weaker on an outside pitch than
on a GOOD inside pitch (a good inside pitch is an off the
plate 1 location, and is difficult to throw because of possibly
hitting the batter), so a good place to start on most batters is
the outside fat corner at the knees. As you get ahead in the
count locate the pitch more and more outside, up to two, or
even three ball widths off the plate when the count is 0-2 or
1-2, because hitters will often times panic in these counts,
lose their discipline, and swing way out of the zone
(remember who these hitters are). If you fall behind in the
count, continue to throw to the fat corner or the half of the
plate, until you get back even, unless a walk is okay in the
current situation. If a walk is okay, keep throwing the ball to
the off the plate locations.



TO A HITTER
A good pitch location to a hitter is one in which the entire

ball is inside the edges of the strike zone, the closer to the
center of the strike zone the better (see diagrams below). I
call the locations in the diagrams FAT pitches, and if you
learn to hit them when they are on either side of the plate
your opportunities to get one doubles.

FAT PITCHES COME FROM THE PITCHER IN
TWO WAYS, ON PURPOSE AND BY MISTAKES.
THEY COME ON PURPOSE TO AVOID A WALK,
AND THAT STARTS WITH THE VERY FIRST PITCH
OF AN AT BAT BECAUSE EVERY PITCHER AND
PITCH CALLER WANT TO GET AHEAD OF THE
HITTER WITH A FIRST PITCH STRIKE. If the first
pitch is a ball, intentional pitches aimed over the plate usually
keep coming until the pitcher gets a strike. Intentionally
aimed fat pitches also come when the pitcher is behind in the
count, and they keep coming while the pitcher is behind.
These counts are called ‘hitter’s counts’, and the skill of good
pitch selection discipline will help provide you with these
beneficial counts.

THE OTHER WAY A HITTER GETS FAT
PITCHES IS BY PITCHER MISTAKES, meaning that the
ball does not go where the pitcher is aiming it. This happens
far more often than you would think because even college



pitchers make mistakes about thirty-five percent of the time.
Of course not all mistakes go fat over the plate, but
MISTAKES HAPPEN ALL THE TIME, AND AT ANY
TIME, SO YOU HAVE TO BE READY TO SWING AT
ONE ON EVERY PITCH, EVEN ON 0-2 AND 1-2
COUNTS.

To a hitter, it doesn’t matter whether fat pitches come
intentionally or unintentionally, it only matters that the hitter
is ready to swing at them when they come. Accordingly, A
HITTER MUST ANTICIPATE AND EXPECT A FAT
PITCH ON EVERY PITCH AND NOT BE GUESSING
FOR SOMETHING ELSE. Guessing for something else is
called overthinking, and will cause hitters to freeze on a fat
pitch and let it go. This is a big mistake because a fat pitch is
a hitter’s best opportunity to drive the ball, and there is no
guarantee the hitter will see another one. Accordingly, every
fat pitch should be anticipated and swung at unless you have
the take sign (for more information on hitter’s counts, and the
mentality of hitting, please refer to What’s the Count?,
Chapter 1).
In recap, a good location for a pitch depends on your

perspective. From a pitcher’s perspective it is near the edges
of the strike zone, and even a little outside of the zone when
the pitcher is ahead in the count. From a batter’s perspective,
a good pitch location is one in which the entire ball is inside
the strike zone.



WHO IS IN CONTROL?

“Being in control is making the hitter do pretty much what I
want him to do.”

Bob Gibson
former major league pitcher

The pitcher controls every at bat. This is
because the pitcher has the ball, controls where the ball will
go, and has a defense backing her up. If the pitcher throws
strikes to hard to hit locations the batter will usually hit the
ball weakly for outs. If the pitcher gets ahead in the count
and then throws tough pitches to hit around the edges of the
strike zone, the batter will usually miss them, or hit them
weakly for outs. If the pitcher throws fat strikes over the
plate and the batter lets them go or fouls them, the pitcher
will get ahead in the count, and then most likely throw tough
pitches to hit around the edges of the strike zone that will
usually be missed or hit weakly for outs. And finally, if the
pitcher throws fat strikes over the plate and the batter mis-hits
them, these hits will usually be hit weakly for outs.

There are just three ways a batter can succeed. The first
way is to hit the ball and get a hit, either weakly to a lucky
spot, or hard enough to find a spot. Obviously, hard hits are
the best chance. The second way is to let enough bad pitches
go to get a walk, and the third way a batter can beat the
pitcher is to get hit by a pitch.

There is only one thing a batter has control of when up to
bat, and that is what she chooses to swing at. It is extremely
important for a batter to swing at every good (fat) pitch when



it comes because this is her best chance to hit the ball hard,
get a hit, and take control of the at bat. If she lets good
pitches go and gets behind in the count, it is likely that more
difficult pitches to hit will follow. It is also extremely
important for a batter to let bad and borderline pitches go,
because, one, the pitcher will then be forced to throw fat
pitches over the plate to avoid a walk, OR, two, the pitcher
will throw enough bad ones to provide the batter with a walk.

I call this aggressive but disciplined hitting approach
‘aggressipline’, and it is explained in PART 3: HITTING
CONCEPTS.
In recap, the pitcher controls every at bat because she

starts with the ball, chooses where to throw it, and has a
defense to back her up. To get control from the pitcher a
batter must either hit the ball and get a hit, get a walk, or get
hit by a pitch.



PART 2
PITCHING CONCEPTS



DO I NEED A FOUNDATION?

“You have to have good pitching as the solid core, the
foundation. It keeps you in every game.

Tom Seaver
former major league baseball pitcher

A foundation is is something that is solid,
strong, and dependable, and offers support for everything else.
In pitching, it is one or more pitches with mechanics so
consistent from repetition that the pitcher has complete
command of the pitch. A foundation pitch is always accurate,
and never has a ‘bad day’ because it has been repeated so
often in practice. It becomes second nature to the pitcher.

The first foundation pitch for a young player to develop is
a fastball, and this pitch should be retained and utilized her
entire career. For an experienced pitcher who does not have a
fastball, she can develop one, or make a foundation pitch out
of her curve ball or screw ball. Developing this first
foundation pitch is a slow process and can only be fully
accomplished by practicing it exclusively for a considerable
length of time, perhaps a year or longer. This amount of time
will allow the mechanics of the pitch to become second
nature to the pitcher and repeatable without having to think.
When a foundation is this solid it will not be altered or
compromised when new pitches are added. Rise, drop, curve,
peel drop, screwball, change up, and all the variations of
these pitches require their own unique mechanical variations
to your foundation pitch mechanics,and this is why your
foundation pitch mechanics must be super solid. If your
foundation pitch mechanics are not super solid, variations to
them by new pitches will quickly cause you to lose command
of your foundation pitch(es).



The first step to developing a foundation pitch is to control
it. Controlling it means to be able to throw it for a strike.
The next step is to throw it for a strike, not just once or twice,
or even half the time, but seven or eight times out of ten,
EVERY WORKOUT. Step three is to throw it to both
corners for a strike, and then four and eight inches off the
plate, seven or eight times out of ten, EVERY WORKOUT.
If you cannot locate it correctly at least seven times out of ten
every workout, keep practicing it until you can. Test yourself
and keep track of your scores until it becomes this consistent.
When it is this consistent it will be ‘on’ every day and
become your pitching weapon. Obviously this will take a lot
of time to accomplish, and a lot of repetitions, but with time
and repetition come command and mastery of the pitch, and
with mastery of the pitch you have built a foundation that will
not crumble.

An ideal foundation for a young pitcher to develop is a
fastball first, and then a change up. For older pitchers who do
not throw a fastball it is never too late to start throwing one.
If an older pitcher already has pretty good control of a
curveball or screwball, she can develop this pitch into her
first foundation pitch. A change up should be the second
foundation pitch for all pitchers.

Eventually, when a new pitch is added to the pitcher’s
arsenal, the foundation pitch(es) should continue to be
practiced just as much as before, not reduced to accommodate
the new pitch. It is a mistake to primarily focus on a new
pitch and minimize or eliminate practice of the foundation
pitch(es).

To gain command of a pitch requires a lot of practice and
repetition and is the main reason why it is not a good idea to
throw too many different pitches. When you have too many
pitches there is not enough time in a pitching workout to
sufficiently practice each one, and even if there was, it would
be a physical burden to do so. It is better to practice just a



few pitches, so you have the time and energy to practice each
one sufficiently to gain full command of it, than it is to
practice many different pitches with insufficient repetitions of
each one to command it.
In recap, a foundation offers support for everything else.

In pitching, it is a pitch that you can always rely on because
you command its location. Foundation pitches take time to
develop, should be practiced by themselves when being
developed, and evolve from a process. A young player should
develop a fastball first, and then a change up as the base of
her foundation. An older player who does not throw a
fastball can learn to throw one as part of her foundation, or
use a curveball or screwball that she already throws with
good control and develop that into her first foundation pitch.



CAN’T I JUST THROW HARD?

“Location REALLY matters.”
Bob Gibson

former major league baseball pitcher

There are three characteristics to a pitched
ball; speed, movement, and location. Speed and movement
are eye catchers, exciting to see, but it is the location of the
pitch that is the most important characteristic required to get
batters out. A few years ago in major league baseball a
ninety mile per hour pitch would overpower most batters
regardless of its location, but not anymore. Today most
major league pitchers throw ninety plus miles per hour and
that’s not enough to get even average batters out all by itself.
It takes that ninety plus miles per hour pitch thrown to a hard
to hit location to get them out on a regular basis. The same
thing applies in softball. Sixty-five miles per hour is common
enough now that batters have caught up to it and can often hit
it hard when it’s located over the plate. Batters in both
baseball and softball have adjusted to the speeds that used to
overpower them.

A second characteristic of a pitched ball is movement. In
baseball a curveball moves a lot, but when a pitcher hangs
one over the plate it is usually hit hard and far, regardless of
its movement. A hanging pitch refers to one that ‘hangs’
over the plate and does not curve to its proper location. It
still curves, so the curving, or movement of the ball, is not
enough to stop the batter from crushing it all by itself. And
since this occurs in baseball where the ball moves a lot, it
most certainly occurs in softball where the ball moves
considerably less due to the shorter pitching distance. In
order for a movement pitch to be effective in baseball or



softball the pitch must move to a difficult to hit location, the
same location that a non movement pitch must go to.

Location of the pitch is the third characteristic of a pitched
ball. Well located pitches for a pitcher are pitches in which
some part of the ball touches an edge of the strike zone, or in
which the ball is just outside of the zone. Even average speed
pitches with no movement at all, when throw to these
locations, will consistently get batters out. The reason these
locations are hard to hit is because it is difficult for batters to
reach them, and be able to square the ball up to the barrel of
the bat, compared to pitches located inside the strike zone. It
takes superior talent and skill to hit the ball hard in these hard
to hit locations, so these locations are most often swung on
and missed, or hit weakly.

Being able to locate a pitch accurately on a consistent
basis to difficult to hit locations is what is required to get
batters out, regardless of the speed, or the amount of
movement on the pitch. Locating a pitch accurately is a skill
that can be learned and improved with practice from the
training programs in this book.

You should understand that speed and movement on any
pitch is good, and you should try to improve and increase
both characteristics on all of your pitches, but unless you
have an extra ordinary amount of speed, or an extra ordinary
amount of consistent movement, these characteristics alone
will not make up for a poorly located pitch. Poorly located
pitches are pitches in which the entire ball, or most of the ball,
passes through the strike zone.
In recap, the location of the pitch is the key to getting

hitters out consistently. The more speed to that location the
better. The more movement to that location the better. But
speed and/or movement to that location is just a bonus, not a
necessity, and neither one will consistently make up for a
poorly located pitch. Locating a pitch accurately requires



having command of that pitch and is a skill that can be
learned and improved with practice.



WHAT IS A PITCHING WEAPON?

“My concentration is a great weapon.”
unknown author

A weapon is anything that serves to outwit or get
the better of an opponent. As a pitcher, you can outwit or get
the better of opponent batters in several ways, such as
overpowering them with speed, fooling them with movement,
or tricking them with off speed. But the best and most
consistent way to get the better of a batter is to throw the ball
to locations that are hard to hit. Batters can catch up to speed,
they can hit hanging movement pitches, they can adjust to off
speed, but there is not much they can do when the pitch is
located to a hard to hit location. Low and outside, up and in,
low and in, are examples of difficult locations for a batter to
hit, and although batters will occasionally get lucky and hit
these well located pitches hard, most of the time these pitches
will produce weakly hit outs.

The purpose of the strike zone is to benefit the batter by
giving her something to hit. The closer to the middle of the
zone the ball is the easier it is for the batter to hit it. Pitches
on the edges, and just outside the edges of the strike zone are
the most difficult to hit. This is the nature of fastpitch
softball. Accordingly, the location of the pitch is a powerful
and effective weapon for a pitcher..

Additional weapons for a pitcher include the following:

1. The Percentages - The odds are always in the pitcher’s
favor and allow the pitcher to sometimes just rare back
and challenge the hitter when she is behind in the count.

2. The Count - Getting way ahead in the count allows the
pitcher to locate pitches out of the strike zone to pressure
and panic the batter into swinging at bad pitches.



3. First Pitch Strikes - First pitch strikes allow the pitcher to
control the count right away, especially since about half
of all batters automatically take them.

4. Off Speed Pitches - Off speed pitches are hard to
recognize and completely disrupt a batter’s timing, even
when they are not called strikes.

5. Adrenalin, Determination, Mental Toughness, Stamina
and Competitive Nature - These traits help a pitcher stay
strong, overcome adversity, and out compete the batter.

In recap, pitchers have several weapons, but the best, most
effective, and most consistent weapon a pitcher has to get
batters out is the final location of the thrown pitch, and
specifically a pitch located at the edges or slightly outside the
edges of the strike zone.



YOU THROW A WHAT?

“The reason I think I’m a good pitcher is I locate my fastball
and I change speeds. Period. That’s what you do to pitch.

That’s what pitchers have to do to win games.”
Greg Maddox

former professional baseball pitcher

I have always wondered why young boys who
want to become pitchers in baseball learn to throw a fastball
first, then keep it for their entire careers, while young girls in
softball learn a fastball first, but then quickly replace it with a
movement pitch? And not only do the boys keep their
fastball, but for most of them it becomes their best, most
accurate, and fastest pitch. For almost all baseball pitchers a
fastball is the foundation of their pitching success, the pitch
they throw most often, and the pitch they rely on when they
get in a jam.

Most softball pitchers, even very young ones, don’t throw
a fastball. In fact, it’s come to the point where it’s almost
embarrassing for a young girl to say she throws one. But I
want to make it clear that it is not embarrassing for softball
pitchers to throw fastballs. In fact, I think the opposite is true.
I think a fastball should be a part of every softball pitcher’s
foundation. My daughters threw only fastballs and change
ups until high school and had a very strong foundation of
both before they added any new pitches. Melissa Requilman,
Jamee Avii, and Karla Wilburn threw only fastballs and
change ups while playing for San Diego Thunder and
became travel ball National Championship winning pitchers.

THE PRIMARY REASON TO THROW A FASTBALL
IS BECAUSE A FASTBALL IS THE PITCH A PITCHER
CAN CONTROL THE BEST. Young girls stop throwing it
too soon, well before they command it, mostly influenced by



people rushing them to try new pitches. So in spite of what
some pitching coaches, coaches, and people might say, it is
not embarrassing to throw a fastball, and a fastball should be
a big part of your pitching foundation, and could even be
your best pitch.

Why throw a fastball? These are the reasons:

1. A fastball is the easiest pitch to learn.
2. A fastball uses the most natural throwing motion, one that
can be consistently repeated.

3. A fastball is the easiest pitch to control because the wrist
snap is natural and straight.

4. A fastball is the least likely pitch to hurt your arm because
the wrist snap is natural and straight.

5. A fastball is the pitch you can throw the hardest because
the wrist snap is natural and straight.

In recap, it is not embarrassing to throw a fastball and
every fastpitch softball pitcher should have one. A pitcher
should throw a fastball because, relatively speaking, it’s easy
to learn, easy to throw, easy to control, puts little strain on
the arm, and is a pitcher’s fastest pitch. A fastball should be
a part of every pitcher’s pitching foundation.



I HAVE MULTIPLE PITCHES, ALL
FASTBALLS

“When they’re in a jam, a lot of pitchers try to throw harder.
Me, I try to locate better.”

Greg Maddox
former professional baseball pitcher

As I’ve mentioned, a fastball is the easiest
pitch to learn, control, and command. In fact, when you
command a fastball it can be multiple pitches all in one. Let
me call them outside, inside, high, and low. In softball, these
pitches can be used effectively as substitutes for curve, screw,
rise, and drop, until these difficult to throw movement pitches
can be mastered. If any of the movement pitches cannot be
mastered, don’t worry, because the fastball can easily take its
place forever. In addition, a commanded fastball can replace
even more pitches. It can be a substitute for curve on the
corner, curve one ball width off the plate, curve two ball
widths off the plate, drop at the knees, drop one ball width
below the knees, drop one ball width outside, etc., etc. With
a commanded fastball you can become a pitching artist
stroking that perfect spot on the canvas with pinpoint
accuracy at every batter’s weakness.
In recap, if you have command of a fastball it can be an

effective substitute for any and all other pitches. With a
commanded fastball you can be more than just a pitcher, you
can be a pitching artist.



YOU HAVE HOW MANY PITCHES?

“The dumber a pitcher is the better. When he gets smart and
begins to experiment with a lot of different pitches he’s in
trouble. All I ever had was a fastball, a curve, and a change

up and I did pretty good.”
Dizzy Dean

former major league baseball pitcher

Time and time again pitchers come to a
workout or try out for my team and before they throw a pitch
I talk with them about pitching. Among other things I ask
them how often they practice pitching, how many pitches
they throw, how many pitches they control well, and what
they think their best pitch is. Most pitchers say they ‘have’
four or five pitches, sometimes even six, and that they control
two or three of them well. So I let them warm up and then
give them an accuracy test on their two most accurate pitches.
I let them know that they can miss a little low or wide and
still get credit for a good pitch, but nothing high or over the
plate will count (except high for rise ball and over the plate
for change up). I look at the spin on the ball, the movement
of the pitch, but most importantly the location of the pitch.
Most girls throw four or five good pitches out of ten with
their best pitch, and less with other pitches, missing high and
over the plate quite often with all of their pitches. When the
workout is over and they have scored considerably less than
seven out of ten with a pitch, I tell them, sorry, but in my
opinion you don’t ‘have’ that pitch. I tell them in order to say
you ‘have’ a pitch you need to command its accuracy, and
this means being able to consistently locate it properly at least
seventy percent of the time. If the spin and/or the movement
was consistently good, I tell them they could potentially
‘have’ the pitch by practicing it more, but they are only



fooling themselves to think they have it now. Six times or
less to the correct location is not enough for a pitcher to say
she ‘has’ that pitch. I tell them it sounds good to say they
‘have’ a pitch, but to get batters out consistently they must
really have it, and this means they must have command of it.
I recommend that they temporarily eliminate some pitches
from their practice routine and focus on practicing just one
pitch until they can locate it accurately seventy percent of the
time. Good spin and/or movement on the pitch is a bonus,
not the point of the pitch. THE POINT OF EACH PITCH
IS ACCURATE LOCATION.
In recap, to say you ‘have’ a pitch should mean you can

consistently throw that pitch accurately at least seventy
percent of the time, regardless of its speed, spin, or movement.



BUT MY PITCH MOVES

“My pitching philosophy is simple. Keep the ball away from
the bat.”
Satchel Paige

former professional baseball pitcher

Curve, drop, slider, screw, and rise, are
examples of movement pitches. They are called movement
pitches because when thrown properly the spin on the ball
causes the ball to vary its path from a direct line. Movement
on a pitch is a good thing, but it comes at a price. The price
is repeatability. It is hard to make the ball spin the exact
same way every time. To spin a ball a certain way requires
tremendous synchronization between the arm motion, the
wrist movement, and the release point. Unlike a fastball
where the wrist snap movement is a natural result of the
arm’s motion and does not have to be created, a movement
pitch requires an unnatural wrist snap movement and a
conscious effort to make it. To repeat this movement exactly
the same way every time is impossible to do, and when it is
not executed properly the ball spins poorly, the pitch does not
move like it should, and the location of the pitch is usually
compromised. When thrown improperly these pitches will
often times hang over the plate from a lack of movement and
be hit hard due to their poor location over the plate. All
movement pitches have the risk of hanging a certain
percentage of the time. I highly recommend that if you add a
movement pitch to your foundation you do it patiently,
always practicing your foundation pitches more than the new
pitch so your foundation remains dependable. I also
recommend that you add only one movement pitch to your
foundation per year.



In recap, movement on a pitch is desirable, but only if the
pitch is accurate in location. The unnatural wrist snap
required to throw movement pitches makes it difficult to spin
the ball exactly the same way every time. This causes a
certain percentage of them to be located poorly by hanging
over the plate.



GO TO PITCH

“You're just trying to throw the best pitch you can and make
sure you hit your spots.”

Mariana Rivera
former major league baseball pitcher

Every pitcher should have a pitch they are
exceptionally good at and can throw with great command and
confidence. It is their best pitch, favorite pitch, most accurate
pitch, and the base of their pitching foundation. This pitch is
known as the pitcher’s ‘go to’ pitch. A ‘go to’ pitch is a
powerful pitching weapon that can be used in several ways to
get batters out.

 It can be thrown to the corner of the plate on the first pitch,
instead of down the middle, to get the pitcher ahead in the
count.

 It can be placed perfectly off the plate, just enough to
entice the batter to swing, when the pitcher is ahead in the
count with two strikes.

 And perhaps its most important use, it can effectively
neutralize any count when the pitcher is behind in the
count by being aimed to the fat corner for a called strike,
rather than have to be aimed right down the middle.

A ‘go to’ pitch is usually a fastball, curveball, or
screwball, with enough command that the pitcher can throw
it for a strike to a half of the plate or better at least seventy
percent of the time. When a pitcher is behind in the count it
is extremely important, and effective, for the pitcher to have
a pitch she does not have to aim right down the middle of
the plate to get a called strike.



Another extremely effective ‘go to’ pitch is a change up,
or some other off speed pitch. This is an excellent pitch to
throw when a pitcher is behind in the count because batters
are not expecting it on these counts. It is an extremely
effective weapon for a pitcher to have some sort of off speed
pitch as her ‘go to’ pitch.
In recap, every pitcher should have a ‘go to’ pitch that she

can consistently throw where she’s aiming it at least seven
out of every ten times. It is her favorite pitch, best pitch, and
part of her foundation. She can utilize it to get ahead in the
count, to get back even in the count, and to tempt the batter to
swing at it when it’s off the plate on 0-2 and 1-2 counts.



GOTTA HAVE A CHANGE UP

“Hitting is timing. Pitching is upsetting timing.”
Warren Spahn

former professional baseball pitcher

If there is one pitch that helps to neutralize a good
hitter, it is a change up. It should be a foundation pitch for
every pitcher. Thrown at the right time, it is not just a
weapon, it is a super weapon. To be a super weapon though it
has to be a strike, because the right time to throw it is very
often when the pitcher is behind in the count and cannot
afford to throw another ball. Most pitchers throw a change
up, but unfortunately very few command it. For many, it is
their least accurate pitch and rarely thrown when it should be
because of its inconsistent nature. So instead of being an
effective weapon, it becomes a waste pitch utilized primarily
when the pitcher gets way ahead in the count and can afford
to throw a ball.

A change up affects a batter’s timing, and because of this,
its horizontal location is not the most important factor like it
is for most pitches. The most important location factor for a
change up is that it is a called strike. The reason for this is
because a change up will very often freeze the batter, and
when this happens it becomes a wasted pitch if it is off the
plate for a ball because it was aimed to the corner. Therefore,
to maximize a change up’s called strike efficiency it should
be aimed to the middle of the plate, not toward the corners.

The best time to throw a change up is when the batter is
expecting something fast. These times are on the first pitch,
when the batter is ahead in the count, after a change up ball,
and with a full count. Smart batters expect fat fast pitches in
these situations so a change up will usually fool them.



Many pitchers underestimate the importance and value of
commanding a change up, and this is a mistake. An accurate
change up is a terrific weapon for a pitcher. A pitcher should
experiment with different types of change ups until she finds
one she likes, then practice it over and over until she can
throw it for a strike about seventy percent of the time. Once a
pitcher can do this she will have command of her change up
and it then becomes an extremely valuable weapon for her,
especially when thrown at the appropriate times.

Learning to throw a consistently good change up is a skill
that can be learned and improved with practice and should be
a top priority for every pitcher.
In recap, if a pitcher commands a change up and learns to

throw it at the right times it becomes a super weapon for the
pitcher. Since it affects a batter’s timing it should be thrown
over the plate, not aimed to the corners or off the plate like
most pitches should be. If there is one pitch for a pitcher to
practice and practice and practice until she can throw it for a
strike at least seventy percent of the time, it is a change up.



BUT I HAVE A PITCHING COACH

“Get ahead with strikes, get ‘em’ out with balls.”
Ryan Mills

baseball pitching coach

I have three comments to make about pitching
coaches. One, many do not value a fastball, two, many are
more concerned with movement than location, and three,
many want to add new pitches too quickly, before the pitcher
has had enough repetitions to command the previous pitch.
In my opinion, young girls eight, nine, and ten years old
should be throwing only fastballs for two or three years,
maybe longer, in order to acquire the muscle memory
necessary to control and eventually command the pitch to
precise locations. This pitch can then become the base of
their foundation that they can retain for their entire careers.
A foundation of this type will be solid and not crumble when
the pitcher eventually attempts to learn other pitches.

Instead of this process however, I see young girls this age
barely able to throw a strike with their fastball when their
pitching coach tells them it is time to learn something new, a
‘movement’ pitch. Practicing this new pitch reduces the
practice repetitions of the fastball and alters its mechanics,
both of which reduce its accuracy, while at the same time the
new pitch is even less accurate than the fastball. Eventually
the pitcher finally breaks off a beauty with the new pitch and
the coach says, “Wow, that was great, I think you have it,
now let me show you something else.” At any age, one pitch
that moves, or one perfect pitch does not mean you control
that pitch, let alone command it. Having command of a pitch
means you can throw it accurately to multiple locations at
least seven times out of every ten, and until you can, you
should practice it more, and avoid adding any new pitches.



If you are an older pitcher and find yourself in a similar
situation where you throw multiple pitches but don’t really
command any of them, don’t worry, because all you have to
do is temporarily reduce the number of pitches you practice
to two, a fast pitch and a change up, and then work to master
each one, no matter how long it takes. These pitches will
become your foundation, and then you can slowly incorporate
the other pitches back into your practice routine, ONE AT A
TIME, always practicing the foundation pitches more than
the added one.

As I mentioned previously, rise, drop, curve, peel drop,
screwball, change up, and all the variations of these pitches,
each requiring their own unique mechanical variations to
your foundation mechanics, will negatively affect those
mechanics in a very short amount of time if they are not as
solid as a rock.
In recap, find a pitching coach who values the fastball,

values location of the pitch above everything else, adds new
pitches slowly, adds new pitches one at a time, believes in a
foundation, and is very patient.



PART 3
HITTING CONCEPTS



I GOTTA SWING AT THAT?

“Early in the count you don’t want to swing at pitches out of
the strike zone that you can’t do anything with.”

Reggie Jackson
former major league baseball player

In order to maximize your hitting potential you
should know the strike zone and be good at judging whether
pitches go through the zone or not. The strike zone exists
strictly for the benefit of the hitter, and a hitter only reaps the
rewards of this benefit if she forces the pitcher to throw the
ball through it. Hitters spend a lot of time working on their
swings, but not enough time learning to distinguish between
good, borderline, and bad pitches. Judgment of these pitches
is called pitch selection discipline and is a skill that can be
learned and improved with practice from the drills in this
book.

If you improve your pitch selection discipline you can
easily add points to your average without changing your
swing. This is because the better you are at letting borderline
and bad pitches go, the more often you will get fat pitches in
the zone to swing at, and fat pitches in the zone are the easiest
pitches to hit for all hitters. This happens because when a
pitcher gets behind in the count she throws pitches over the
plate on purpose to avoid walking you. Conversely, the more
times you swing at pitches out of the strike zone the more
times the pitcher will stay ahead in the count, and when the
pitcher is ahead in the count the more times she will throw
pitches intentionally out of the zone to try to get you to swing
at a bad pitch. So ultimately, a hitter’s pitch selection
discipline determines the count, and the count determines the
location to where the next pitch will be aimed.



Of course, when a pitch does come into the strike zone
you must swing at it, because if you don’t, you lose the
opportunity to swing at a relatively easy pitch to hit, but more
importantly, you allow the pitcher to make a mistake, get
away with it, and improve THE PITCHER’S count status,
which will reduce your chances of getting future fat pitches to
hit in that at bat Pitches in the strike zone are the easiest
pitches to hit so you must swing at them when you have the
chance, otherwise the pitcher will continue to control the
count and attempt to throw harder pitches to hit.

In recap, it is important for a hitter to get the pitcher to
throw the pitch inside the strike zone. Pitches inside the
strike zone are the easiest to hit and will add points to your
average without changing a thing with your swing. Hitters
can do this by having good pitch selection discipline, which is
a skill that can be learned and improved with practice.
Additionally, when pitches do come inside the zone the hitter
must swing or she will allow the pitcher to get away with a
mistake, improve her count status, and increase her control of
the at bat.



‘AGGRESSIPLINE’, WHAT’S THAT?

“I always had a plan in mind when I came up to bat, and it
always involved hitting the ball before the pitcher got two

strikes on me.”
Reggie Jackson

former major league baseball player

Aggressipline is a word I created to describe
a proper hitting approach. It is a combination of aggressive
hitting behavior, pitch selection discipline, and pitch type
discipline, all skills that can be learned and improved with
practice.

THE WORSE THING A HITTER CAN DO IN ANY
AT BAT IS TO TAKE A FAT PITCH, so the
aggressiveness part of aggressipline is the most important
part. ON EVERY SINGLE THROWN PITCH IN
EVERY AT BAT THE HITTER SHOULD
ANTICIPATE AND EXPECT A FAT FAST STRIKE
AND BE PREPARED AND READY TO SWING AT IT
WHEN IT COMES. A hitter should not let a single fat fast
strike go, and should avoid swinging at anything else. A
hitter should learn to let change ups go, corner strikes go, and
balls go. This should be a hitter’s approach in every at bat,
unless she has two strikes, is executing an alternate plan, or
has been given the take sign.

The discipline part of aggressipline is what provides a
hitter with fat pitches to hit. It consists of two types of
discipline, pitch selection and pitch type. Pitch selection
discipline is the process of selecting pitches to swing at by
judging whether they pass inside or outside of the strike zone.
Pitch type discipline is the process of only swinging at
pitches the hitter is expecting. Two examples of pitch type
discipline are swinging at fat fast strikes and letting change



up strikes go, and swinging at inside fast strikes and letting
outside strikes go.

Both types of discipline are absolutely necessary to
consistently obtain favorable counts, and favorable counts
will provide a hitter with fat pitches to hit.
In recap, aggressipline is a combination of aggressive

hitting, and two kinds of hitting discipline. It is a skill that
can be learned and improved with practice from the drills in
What, More Perfect Practice? The most important part of
this skill is to be aggressively ready to swing at every fat fast
strike. The discipline part includes knowing the strike zone,
being good at judging whether pitches go through it, and
having the ability to let pitches go that you are not expecting.
Both types of hitting discipline will help supply you with
favorable counts.



DO I OVERTHINK?

“A full mind is an empty bat.”
Branch Ricky

former major league baseball executive

Think, overthink, or not think at all.
Which action is best for pitchers and hitters in fastpitch
softball? To determine which is best let’s evaluate each
action.

 THINK - To think means to devise a plan. By studying
scouting reports and stats, watching players for trends and
tendencies, figuring out what will and won’t work, by
knowing your own strengths and weaknesses, and from
learning from your mistakes and experiences, you can
develop a strategic plan for how you are going to do things
in a game. Devising a plan is a rational act that occurs
over a period of time while you are in a non emotional
state of mind, not while you’re in the batter’s box or
pitching circle in the heat of a game. As a game ensues
adjustments to a plan might be needed, but these are also
formulated in a non emotional state off of the field of play.
Once you’ve settled on a well thought out plan or
adjustment, come game time, all you have to do is trust it,
and execute it. A plan allows a player to be able to
anticipate certain things and be more prepared than
the player would be without a plan.

 OVERTHINK - To overthink means to lose trust in your
plan, and/or to think distracting thoughts. Distracting
thoughts frequently include doubt, wondering, or guessing,
and usually occur in the heat of the moment of a game,
while in the batter’s box or pitcher’s circle. For example,
rather than follow her plan, a hitter may get nervous or



anxious and start to wonder if the plan is good, and then
rather than execute it, attempt to guess what the next pitch
might be. A pitcher may lose confidence in her plan
because a batter hit one of her planned pitches for a home
run, and then start to wonder if she should stick with the
plan or pitch differently. These are simple examples of
overthinking and basically mean that a player gets nervous
and questions what’s she’s doing in the heat of
competition. Overthinking creates poor decision
making and will cause a batter to freeze when her pitch
comes, or cause a pitcher to throw a bad pitch because
she is not committed to the pitch she is throwing.

 NOT THINK - To not think means a player does not study
scouting reports or look at stats, does not look for player
trends or tendencies, does not try to consider what might
work or not work, does not self evaluate, and does not try
to learn from experience. Basically the player just gets out
there and wings it with the amount of talent and skill she
has. For some players, primarily the type who have a
tendency to over analyze things or try to be too perfect,
not thinking could be a good ‘strategy’ because it may
allow the player to relax.

After examining each action, to think, to overthink,
and to not think at all, it seems clear to me that thinking
is the best action for most players. To think and devise a
plan allows players to anticipate certain things and be more
prepared than they would be without a plan.

Addressing any underlying cause will eventually help the
player to avoid overthinking.

Not thinking at all is better than overthinking, and for
some types of players might be a good strategy because it
may allow certain high strung players to relax and avoid
tensing up from over analyzing.



In recap, thinking is good because it helps a player to be
better prepared, but it should be done in a non emotional
environment outside of the heat of competition. Overthinking
means you question your strategy and start to doubt its
effectiveness in the heat of the moment. Overthinking is bad
and causes players to hesitate and perform poorly. Not
thinking at all is a strategy that may benefit some players by
allowing them to relax, but for the majority of players
thinking is the best action to take.



QUALITY GOALS

“I’m a firm believer in goal setting. Step by step. I can’t see
any other way of accomplishing anything”

Michael Jordan
former professional basketball player

Achieving a performance goal will
allow a player to feel satisfied with her effort regardless of
the outcome of her performance that day, or the result of the
game. Achieving a goal on a regular basis will help the
player avoid the emotional highs and lows that come with
performance results, and allow the player to remain
emotionally stable throughout a long season (refer to PART 1:
BASIC CONCEPTS, EMOTIONAL STABILITY for
additional information on setting goals).

When setting a performance goal for hitting, make sure
you can achieve it without depending on luck, or help from
anyone. A goal is meaningless if it is something a player
does not totally control. So instead of setting a goal for some
result, like hits, batting average, or out performing a
teammate like many players do, set it for something that you
have control of.

A goal I suggest for a hitter is to have a ‘QUALITY AT
BAT’, every at bat. A quality at bat is not only something
within a hitter’s control, but when accomplished, it is
something that will improve her production and add points to
her average.

My definition of a quality at bat is this: Anticipate, expect,
and swing at every fat pitch (refer to PART 1: THE BASICS,
WHAT IS A GOOD PITCH? for the definition of a fat pitch);
do not swing at borderline strikes or obvious balls; out battle
the pitcher. To do these three things requires a combination
of aggressiveness, discipline, and determination, all important



skills for a hitter to develop for self improvement, and all
things within a hitter’s control.
In recap, set goals that you control, like having a quality

at bat every time you are up to the plate. A quality at bat
includes three things, one, make sure you swing at every fat
pitch, two, make sure you let all borderline and bad pitches
go, and three, make sure you put up a determined battle
against the pitcher. As a bonus, a quality at bat with improve
your production by providing you with good pitches to hit.



I LOVE MY TEE

“Even after eighteen years in the big leagues, every winter I
go home and break out the tee.”

Tony Gwynn
former major league baseball player

The mechanical motion of the swing is
a skill you can learn, develop, and improve, and one of the
best ways to do this is with a batting tee. When your swing
mechanics are sound you should be able to hit multiple balls
in a row PROPERLY off of a batting tee at various heights.
If you cannot hit multiple balls in a row at various heights
properly off of a tee you need to continue to work on your
swing until you can, and until that time you will not have
reached your highest level of hitting potential. How to hit
properly off a batting tee is explained below.

A batting tee is a valuable benefit to players of all ages for
the following reasons. It is cheap to buy, simple to use, and
you don’t need a partner to receive its benefits. It removes
the timing factor from hitting so you can completely focus on
the mechanics of the swing. It also provides excellent
feedback to you about your swing. Many players
underestimate the importance of using a batting tee to
improve their swings, and for those who do use one, most fail
to reap the full benefits a batting tee has to offer. The full
benefit comes from the feedback a tee offers. THE
FEEDBACK YOU GET FROM A BATTING TEE IS ITS
MOST IMPORTANT BENEFIT, and a benefit that most
players ignore or fail to realize. A tee’s feedback comes in
the form of the SOUND OF THE HIT and the
DIRECTION OF THE HIT. If these things are ignored the
feedback is lost.



HOW TO HIT PROPERLY OFF OF A BATTING
TEE:

In order to gain the important feedback about your swing
from a batting tee, it should be utilized as follows:

1. Use real softballs so you can hear the sound of the hit.
2. Stand up to the tee with your front foot even with the
vertical pole that holds the ball.

3. Place the tee about five feet in front of a net and attach a
target to the net in line with the vertical pole of the tee at
the same height as the ball on the tee.

4. Adjust the tee and target and hit balls at various heights,
including the very top and bottom of the strike zone.

When you hit a ball off of a batting tee it should SOUND
SOLID AND LOUD. You will hear a difference when you
hit the top of the ball, get under it, or hit it near the end of the
bat. If the sound of the hit is not loud and solid, it is not a
proper hit regardless of where it hits the net, and adjustments
need to be made to your stance or swing mechanics until the
sound is solid. This is the reason you should use real
softballs instead of waffle balls when hitting off of a tee, so
you can hear the sound of each hit.

Directional feedback is another benefit you get from
hitting off of a tee. This important feedback is only valid,
however, if you are standing correctly in relation to the tee.
To stand correctly your FRONT FOOT MUST BE EVEN
WITH THE VERTICAL POLE. This ensures that the
contact point will be correct to hit the ball straight ahead. If
you stand too far back, or in front of the pole, your contact
point will change and hits will go to the left or right of the
target. When lined up with your front foot even with the pole
a proper will go straight forward, and this is where you
PLACE A TARGET ON THE NET, IN LINE WITH



THE POLE AND AT THE SAME HEIGHT AS THE
BALL. The target should be soft, round or square in shape,
and approximately six inches in width
NOTE: Beginning hitters should use one height, advanced
hitters should use various heights, including the top and
bottom of the strike zone (refer to PART 1: THE BASICS,
PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS for location details).

The purpose of the target is to show the directional
feedback a tee provides by comparing your hit to a proper hit.
A proper hit is one in which some part of the ball touches
some part of the target. If a target is not used, and/or the
direction of your hit is not recognized, then you are not
gaining the valuable feedback information a tee provides and
are failing to utilize the tee’s full benefit. KEEP IN MIND
THAT IF THE SOUND OF THE HIT IS NOT SOLID,
FEEDBACK FROM THE TARGET IS MEANINGLESS.
NOTE: Rather than use a net with a target, a hitter may
hit the ball into open space to see the direction of the hit.
Hitting into open space provides the added benefit of
being able to see the spin on the ball The spin on the ball
should be slight backspin..

If you are standing correctly and your hit goes high, low,
left, or right of the target, or any combination of these
directions, then you have mishit the ball in some way and an
adjustment to your swing is required. Adjustments include,
but are not limited to the following, based on where the ball
hits the net in relation to the target:

1. Above the target – This means you are under the ball and
is usually accompanied by the bat hitting the tee on the
swing. Getting under the ball can be caused by too heavy
of a bat, dropping your hands ON YOUR STRIDE, a lack
of linear motion, excessive collapse of the back side, or a
failure to control the barrel of the bat with your grip.



2. Below the target – Usually caused by hitting the top of
the ball with an upper cut swing. Rarely is it caused by an
angled down swing.

3. Pull side of the target – If you are standing up to the tee
correctly and the ball is going to the pull side it means that
you are casting the bat out at the beginning of the swing
and unlocking your wrists too soon. This is commonly
called coming around the ball. Hits to the pull side can
also be caused by pulling off the ball with too much front
shoulder movement away from the ball early in the swing,
or by striding away from the tee.

4. Non pull side of the target – A little to the non pull side
of the target is generally considered a good swing (two to
six inches). Too far to the right (more than six inches)
could mean you are unlocking your wrists too late or not
at all, or you are bringing your arms too far forward and
lagging the bat too long before unlocking your wrists.

A batting tee can also be used to simulate hitting inside
and outside pitches. You do this by adjusting your stance
position forward or backward in relation to the pole of the tee.
To simulate hitting an inside pitch you would move
backwards from the pole between eight to twelve inches and
stand about three inches closer to the tee than when hitting
straight away. From this location proper hits will go to the
pull side of the target. Adjust your position slightly, if
needed, to make sure you are hitting the ball on the barrel of
the bat. To simulate hitting an outside pitch you would move
forward until the pole of the tee is between your belly button
and back hip, but closer to the hip, and move about three
inches farther away from the tee than when hitting straight
away. From this position a proper hit will go to the non pull
side of the target. Again, adjust your position slightly, if
needed, so you are hitting the ball on the barrel of the bat.



NOTE: Rather than adjust your stance position you can
re-position the tee for hitting inside and outside pitches.
Whether you adjust your stance position or the tee, you
will also need to reposition the net to the pull side for
inside tee hitting and to the non pull side for outside tee
hitting.
In recap, a batting tee is a valuable hitting tool when used

properly and provides excellent feedback about your swing.
To receive this important feedback you should use real
softballs, stand with your front foot even with the pole, use a
target, and hit from various heights.

The feedback you receive from hitting on the tee is the
sound of the hit, and the direction of the hit relative to the
target. A player should be able to properly hit multiple balls
in a row off of a tee at various heights, including the very top
and bottom heights of the strike zone. If the sound is not solid,
and/or the direction is not correct in relation to the target,
swing adjustments are required.
Players can also use a batting tee to simulate hitting

inside and outside pitches. This is done by adjusting the
stance position forward or backward in relation to the tee’s
pole. From these positions hits to the pull and non pull sides
of the target are required.



PART 4
FITNESS CONCEPTS



FREQUENCY, DURATION, AND
INTENSITY

“We all need a little discipline. Exercise is my discipline.”
Jack LaLanne

american fitness guru

Physical exercise includes three main
components; frequency, duration, and intensity. Frequency
refers to how often the exercise is performed, duration is the
length of time the exercise is performed, and intensity is how
hard the exercise is performed. All three are important
factors to reaching and maintaining a certain level of fitness,
but intensity has been shown to be the most important.
Exercise physiology is a field of study devoted to examining
the body’s response to physical activity, and studies in
exercise physiology have shown that fitness can be gained
and maintained with reductions in the frequency and duration
of a player’s workouts, but not with a reduction in the
intensity of those workouts.

High intensity workouts in softball include conditioning
exercises like short distance running, sprinting, burpies, frogs,
speed sit-ups and push-ups, etc., and practice activities like
pitching and hitting sets, running the bases full speed, and all
out sliding and diving.
In recap, exercise consists of three components; frequency,

duration, and intensity. To gain and/or maintain a high level
of fitness from physical exercise the frequency and duration
of an exercise may be occasionally altered, but the exercise
must always be performed at a high level of intensity.



STRENGTH, ENDURANCE, AND
FLEXIBILITY

“My workouts include aerobic exercise for a healthy
cardiovascular system; strength training to maintain muscle
tone and bone density; core strength exercise for a stable

mid-section; and stretching to maintain mobility.”
Samantha Stosur

austrailian professional tennis player

Muscular strength, endurance,
and flexibility are all required for athletes to perform at a high
level and exercises to develop these components should be
incorporated into a player’s training routine.

Muscular strength is a measure of how much force
muscles can exert in a single effort and comes from resistance
training such as weight lifting, resistance bands, and body
weight exercises. Throwing a weighted ball, swinging a
weighted bat, resistance band exercises, push-ups, push-up
walks, sit-ups, planks, burpies, frogs, and leaps are some
strength training exercises I use for softball and baseball
(refer to PART 5: EXERCISE CONCEPTS for suggested
strength exercises).

Muscular endurance is the ability of muscles to sustain an
activity for a long period of time without fatigue and is
developed by performing exercises with many repetitions that
last an extended length of time. Repetitive full speed pitching
or full speed swings, thirty times in a row without rest, are
examples of muscular endurance training for softball (refer
to PART 6: PITCHER WORKOUT CONCEPTS,
GROUP 6, Accuracy, 6A and PART 7: HITTER
WORKOUT CONCEPTS, GROUP 9, Mechanics, 9A for
information on sets of pitching and hitting).



Cardiovascular endurance is the ability of the heart and
lungs to deliver oxygen to the muscles during sustained
physical activity. The training activities I use for softball and
baseball are there-and-backs, burpies, jumping rope, tuck
jumps, and cone jumps (refer to PART 5: EXERCISE
CONCEPTS for suggested conditioning exercises).

Muscular flexibility is a measure of the range of motion
of muscles and is an important aspect of fitness. Flexibility is
the ability of muscle fibers to stretch and flexible muscles are
thought to minimize injury. Muscular flexibility can be
improved with proper stretching exercises performed both
before and after workouts.

Pitchers and hitters in softball and baseball are
competitive athletes, and competitive athletes require all of
these physical fitness components to maximize performance,
prolong performance, and to prevent injury. The repetitive
motion of pitching a ball full speed multiple times without
rest and the repetitive motion of swinging a bat multiple
times with little or no rest, like in batting practice, front toss,
or tee work, are examples of activities in fastpitch softball
that require a high level of physical fitness and the reason a
player should include training for all of these fitness
components into their workout programs. .

In recap, muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility
are key components of physical fitness. In softball strength is
required to pitch or swing hard, muscular endurance is
required to pitch or swing continuously without fatigue,
cardiovascular endurance is required to play hard for hours
without a break, and flexibility is required to provide
sufficient range of motion to maximize pitch and bat speed,
and to lower the risk of injury to muscles, tendons, and
ligaments. Pitchers and hitters in softball and baseball
require a good level of fitness in all of these areas to
consistently perform at a high level so their workout routines
should include training for each component.



REST AND RECOVERY

“A lot of people underestimate rest, especially sleeping and
recovery time.”

Jason Day
austrailian professional golfer

Since intensity is the one component of a
workout that cannot be eliminated or reduced to maintain
fitness, players should exercise intensely at just about every
workout. Intense workouts stress the body, however, and will
sometimes create sore and tired muscles. When muscles get
sore and tired the body needs some recovery time to re-
energize itself and repair and strengthen the sore and tired
muscles. Too many consecutive high intensity workouts will
not only negatively affect performance by making muscles
sore and tired, but may also make them more susceptible to
injury.

All players need some amount of rest and recovery time
after intense exercise, but the fitness level of the player, the
difficulty and duration of the activity, the number of
repetitions, the athlete’s familiarity with the activity, and
most of all, the amount of soreness and fatigue encountered
by the athlete the day after the workout, all factor in to
determine exactly how much rest is required. I believe a rest
day after one or two consecutive days of intense workouts is
appropriate for most athletes, although short workouts may at
times be done more than two days in a row. Additionally,
once the body gets accustomed to a certain amount of high
intensity repetitions it gets conditioned to them, and can
perform them with less stress, producing less soreness,
requiring less rest afterwards. For example, if a softball
pitcher throws one hundred and eighty full speed pitches in a
high intensity workout and is sore and tired the next day, a



rest day is required. But if this same pitcher, who is used to
throwing one hundred and eighty pitches every workout is not
sore or tired the next day, then she is good to throw again the
next day, and maybe even another day after that if she’s still
not sore. As a general rule, players should listen to their
bodies. When the body is extremely sore or tired the player
should rest the next day.

For players unaccustomed to high intensity workouts with
many repetitions, performing them every other day, or every
third day, might be a good starting routine, keeping in mind
that if at any time soreness, deadness, and/or fatigue of any
muscles used in the workout are still present after the allotted
rest time, another day of rest should be taken for the body to
fully recover.

A day of rest for beginners would mean a complete
shutdown of all activity, but for others it could mean walking,
jogging, stretching, or even low intensity exercise for well
conditioned players. This would depend on the fitness level
of the athlete, the amount of soreness or fatigue involved, and
the upcoming preparation schedule required for the next
event.

My experience has shown that once a player has attained a
certain high level of fitness and is accustomed to an activity
one day of rest is all that is required between high intensity
workouts for her to perform at her peak. With this level of
fitness two or three consecutive days of high intensity
workouts may be performed when, and if, it is necessary, but
generally speaking a rest day after each intense workout is
advisable even when there is no soreness or fatigue. My
daughters and the pitchers on my travel teams have always
attained a fitness level in which they can throw one hundred
and eighty or more pitches every other day without soreness
or fatigue the next day.
In recap, high intensity exercise stresses muscles and

makes them sore. When muscles are stressed and sore they



need time for the body to heal and repair them so they can get
stronger. This requires a day or more of complete or semi-
complete rest. When used to doing high intensity workouts,
an athlete may perform them two or three days in a row
without a problem, but a day of rest is advisable after any
intense workout, even when the athlete is not sore or tired the
next day.



MIDDLE AND LOWER HALF

“All physical activity begins with the body’s core.”
Derrick Rose

professional basketball player

Proper pitching and hitting mechanics
provide arm and bat speed which is generated from the
utilization of the core and leg muscles. When used properly,
these powerful muscles furnish the torque necessary to speed
up the arm and the bat. In addition, not only are these
muscles used for arm and bat speed, but they are also the
foundation of both the pitching and hitting motions. When
they are solid and strong they help support the form and
balance necessary to continually repeat the pitching and
hitting motions identically each time. When they are weak or
become fatigued their foundation is compromised causing
imbalance and erratic and inconsistent motions, resulting in
erratic and inconsistent performances. To get and keep these
muscles strong, it is important to incorporate core and leg
strengthening exercises into all of your pitching and hitting
workouts (refer to PART 5: EXERCISE CONCEPTS for
suggested core and lower body exercises).
In recap, it is important for pitchers and hitters to have

strong core and leg muscles. These muscles provide arm and
bat speed, and are the solid foundation necessary to provide
the form and balance necessary to make identically
repeatable pitching motions and swings.



MENTAL TOUGHNESS

“Competitive toughness is an acquired skill and not an
inherited gift.”

Chris Evert
former professional tennis player

As mentioned previously, intensity is
the most important component of physical exercise to
develop and maintain fitness. This means that intensely
executed fitness exercises, strength exercises, and running
exercises are required at most workouts to gain and retain a
high level of fitness. These activities are very challenging,
especially near the end. Knowing and accepting that you
have to do them is one challenge to overcome, but an even
greater challenge is to perform them with one hundred
percent effort near the end of the sets when you are tired. At
the end of a set when these high intensity exercises get hard,
you have three choices. You can stop, you can let up, or you
can not let up, keep going, and struggle for as long as
possible to try to complete them. If you are unable to
complete an exercise, or a repetition of an exercise, but you
struggle long and hard to complete it, you will get better at
that exercise and become stronger more quickly than if you
stop or let up. More importantly though, in addition to
getting better at the exercise and stronger, this type of attitude
and determination will help you to become mentally tough.

Mental toughness is developed through exercise in two
ways. The first way is by a person accepting and embracing
the exercise even before starting it, knowing the discomfort
that will come from completing it, and the second way is by a
person fighting for as long and as hard as possible to
complete an exercise (or repetition), rather than giving in to
the struggle and stopping.



Mental toughness is an invaluable ally to an athlete during
tough competitions by aiding the athlete to overcome
adversity by refusing to quit. Mental toughness also provides
an athlete with self pride and positive self esteem for not
giving up or giving in.
In recap, it is important to do exercises intensely, and also

to complete them. If you are unable to complete an exercise,
or a repetition of an exercise, it is important that you struggle
for as long as possible to complete it before stopping. This
attitude and determination will help you be able to complete
the exercise sooner than if you gave in, and it will also make
you mentally tougher. Mental toughness, in turn, will help
you develop self pride and positive self esteem from refusing
to quit when things get hard.



PART 5
EXERCISE CONCEPTS



WORKOUT EXERCISES DEFINED

“It’s not the will to win, but the will to prepare to win that
makes the difference.”

Bear Bryant
former college football coach

The following exercises are used in the
pitching and hitting workout schedules listed in PARTS 8 and
9. The exercises are organized into four groups (1-4): lower
body (1), core (2), upper body (3), and conditioning (4). A
description of each exercise is provided below.

GROUP 1 Lower Body Exercises

1A Lower Body: Four Count Burpies
1. From a standing position, squat down until your buttocks
nearly touches your heels and put your hands on the
ground outside of, and in front of, your knees (low squat
position).

2. Kick your feet straight back as far as they will go into the
up position of a push up without any part of your body
touching the ground, and with your body parallel to the
ground.

3. Immediately bring your feet back to where they were in
the squatting position, and then, without hesitation,
explode straight up into the air as high as you can jump,
with your hands reaching up into the air as high as
possible, and then land back down into the low squat
position.

4. This is one repetition. Usual amount is twenty repetitions.



1B Lower Body: Frogs
1. From a standing position, squat down until your buttocks
nearly touches your heels.

2. Without hesitation, immediately explode up into the air as
high as you can jump, with your hands reaching up into
the air as high as possible, and then land back down into
the original squatting position.

3. This is one repetition. Usual amount is twenty repetitions.

1C Lower Body: Leaps
1 With your feet wider than your shoulders, your knees bent,
and your body in an athletic position, swing your arms
back, and then quickly and aggressively bring them
forward, while at the same time leaping forward as far as
possible.

2 This is one repetition.
3 Upon landing, immediately swing your arms back again,
then bring them forward and leap forward again as far as
possible.

4 There is no rest time after landing.
5 Usual amount is twenty repetitions.

1D Lower Body: Tuck Jumps
1 From a standing position, jump straight up into the air as
high as possible, while at the same time bringing your
knees up to your waist, or higher, then land on the balls of
your feet.

2 This is one repetition.
3 Upon landing, immediately jump up again and bring your
knees up again, then land the same way.

4 There is no rest time after landing.
5 Usual amount is fifteen repetitions.

1E Lower Body: Stationary Alternating Lunges
1. From a standing position with your feet together, step
forward with your left foot and kneel down onto the



opposite knee until it barely touches the ground, all the
while keeping your back straight. DO NOT LET YOUR
KNEE HIT THE GROUND HARD AND DO NOT
BOUNCE BACK UP OFF OF YOUR KNEE.

2. Once the knee touches, straighten back up into a standing
position by stepping back with your left foot until your
feet are again even.

3. Now step forward with your right foot and kneel down
onto the opposite knee until it barely touches the ground,
and then straighten back up into a standing position by
stepping back with your right foot until your feet are
again even. DO NOT LET YOUR KNEE HIT THE
GROUND HARD AND DO NOT BOUNCE BACK UP
OFF OF YOUR KNEE.

4. This is one repetition. Usual amount is 20 repetitions..

GROUP 2 Core Exercises

2A Core: Plank
1. Kneel on the ground onto both knees and lean forward
onto your forearms into a prone position parallel to the
ground.

2. Keep your body straight and firm with only your feet and
forearms touching the ground. Do not let your hips sag to
the ground and do not raise your buttocks into the air.

3. Hold this position for one minute.
4. This is one repetition. Usual amount is one repetition.

2B Core: Sit-Ups With A Hold
1. Lay on your back with your feet close together and your
knees slightly bent.

2. Cross your arms over your chest holding onto your shirt
collar, and with your elbows in contact with your body.



3. Raise your upper body toward your knees and stop about
half way up, in the most uncomfortable position you can
find, and hold there for five seconds.

4. After five seconds, continue up until your elbows touch
your legs without moving your arms from their position
on your chest. DO NOT STOP OR REST AT THE TOP
MOST POSITION.

5. Once your arms touch your legs lower back down to the
same uncomfortable position (about halfway) you held
before, and hold again for five seconds.

6. Then lower back down to the original starting position on
the ground until your shoulders touch the ground, then
immediately raise back up to the halfway position, and
hold again for five seconds. DO NOT STOP OR REST
AT THE BOTTOM POSITION.

7. This is one repetition. Usual amount is twenty repetitions.

2C Core: Speed Sit-Ups -
1. Lay on your back with your feet close together and your
knees slightly bent.

2. Cross your arms over your chest holding onto your shirt
collar, and with your elbows in contact with your body.

3. Raise your upper body toward your knees until your
elbows touch your legs without moving your arms from
their original position on your chest. DO NOT STOP OR
REST AT THE TOP POSITION.

4. Once your arms touch your legs, lower back down to the
original starting position on the ground until your
shoulders barely touch the ground. DO NOT STOP OR
REST AT THE BOTTOM POSITION.

5. This is one repetition.
6. AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, repeat these instructions
over and over again without stopping the requested
number of times.

7. Usual amount is thirty repetitions.



2D Core: Legs Side To Side
1. Get on your hands and knees.
2. Extend your legs back into the up position of a push up
with your feet together. Keep your body firm and parallel
to the ground.

3. With your feet touching each other, move both legs
together side to side as far as possible in an alternating
fashion. One time to the left and one time to the right is
two repetitions

4. Usual amount is thirty repetitions.

GROUP 3 Upper Body Exercises

3A Upper Body: Push-Ups With A Hold
1. From your hands and knees move into the up pose of a
push-up position with your body rigid, straight, and
parallel to the ground.

2. Bend your elbows and lower your body until your chest
BARELY touches a softball that you placed on the
ground below your chest before you started. DON’T
REST ON THE BALL, DON’T ALLOW YOUR KNEES
TO TOUCH THE GROUND, DON’T ARCH YOUR
BACK, AND DON’T STICK YOUR BUTTOCKS UP
IN THE AIR. Instead, keep your body rigid and straight.

3. Hold yourself at this position for five seconds and then
raise back up into the up pose of a push-up position
without allowing your knees to touch the ground on the
way up.

4. This is one repetition.
5. IF YOU CANNOT DO THIS EXERCISE AS
EXPLAINED, STRUGGLE AS LONG AS POSSIBLE
BEFORE GIVING UP.

6. Usual amount is ten repetitions.



3B Upper Body: Push-Ups With A Walk
1. From your hands and knees move into the up pose of a
push-up position with your body rigid, straight, and
parallel to the ground.

2. Bend your elbows and lower your body until your chest
BARELY touches a softball that you placed on the
ground below your chest before you started. DON’T
REST ON THE BALL, DON’T ALLOW YOUR KNEES
TO TOUCH THE GROUND, DON’T ARCH YOUR
BACK, AND DON’T STICK YOUR BUTTOCKS UP
IN THE AIR. Instead, keep your body rigid and straight.

3. Upon contact with the ball immediately raise back up to
the up pose of a push-up position without allowing your
knees to touch the ground on the way up.

4. From the up push-up position, walk ten steps to the right
while keeping your body parallel to the ground the entire
time, with only your hands and feet touching the ground.

5. Do another push-up.
6. Now walk back to the left ten steps in the same up
position of a push-up and do another push-up.

7. This is one set. Usual amount is two sets.

3C Upper Body: Speed Push-Ups
1. From your hands and knees move into the up pose of a
push-up position with your body rigid, straight, and
parallel to the ground.

2. Bend your elbows and lower your body until your chest
BARELY touches a softball that you placed on the
ground below your chest before you started. DON’T
REST ON THE BALL, DON’T ALLOW YOUR KNEES
TO TOUCH THE GROUND, DON’T ARCH YOUR
BACK, AND DON’T STICK YOUR BUTTOCKS UP
IN THE AIR. Instead, keep your body rigid and straight.

3. Upon contact with the ball immediately raise back up to
the starting position. This is one repetition.



4. AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, and while maintaining
proper form by going all the way down to the ball, all the
way up to the top, and by keeping your body firm and
parallel to the ground, repeat these instructions over and
over again the requested number of times.

5. Usual amount is fifteen repetitions.

GROUP 4 Conditioning Exercises

4A Conditioning: There-and-Backs
1. Mark off a distance of fifty yards with two cones.
2. Start from one cone and run to the other one and back
twice, as fast as possible, for a total distance run of two
hundred yards.

3. You must touch the ground at every change of direction.
4. Keep track of the time with a stopwatch. Your goal is a
time of less than 41 seconds.

5. This is one repetition.
6. Take only one minute of rest between repetitions.
7. Usual amount is three repetitions.

4B Conditioning: Cone Jumps
1. Stand to the side of a six to twelve inch high cone with
your feet close together.

2. Jump over the cone from side to side AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE, with no hesitation, no double jumps, or rest
between jumps.

3. Don’t touch the cone with your feet, and don’t just jump
next to the cone, you must jump over it.

4. Each jump counts as one repetition.
5. Usual amount is thirty repetitions.

4C Conditioning: 5-10-5
1. Place three cones on the ground in a straight line five
yards apart from each other.



2. Start from one end and sprint five yards to the middle
cone and back to the start, then sprint ten yards to the
opposite end cone and back to the start, and then sprint
another five yards to the middle cone and back to the start,
all continuously without rest or hesitation for a total
distance run of forty yards. YOU MUST TOUCH THE
GROUND AT EVERY CHANGE OF DIRECTION.

3. This is one repetition.
4. Usual amount is ten repetitions with forty seconds of rest
between repetitions.

4D Conditioning: Pick-Ups
1. Stand in an athletic position with your feet shoulder width
apart, your knees bent, bent at the waist, and facing a
partner who is kneeling on the ground in front of you with
a ball about four feet away.

2. Your partner rolls the ball to your left and you shuffle
TWICE to get it, field it with both hands and toss it back
underhand to your partner.

3. Then immediately shuffle back twice to the right while
your partner rolls the ball in that direction, field it the
same way and toss it back.

4. This is 2 repetitions.
5. Your partner continues to roll the ball from side to side,
and you continue to shuffle TWICE each way, fielding
the ball and tossing it back underhand AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE.

6. Usual amount is twenty repetitions.

4E Conditioning: Around The Square
1. Place four cones on the ground in the shape of a square
six yards apart.

2. Start at one cone and sprint to the adjacent cone in a
clockwise direction. CUT SHARPLY, AND SQUARE,
around the cone and then slow jog around the last two
cones and back to the starting cone.



3. Without stopping, CUT SHARPLY around the starting
cone and sprint around the next two cones, CUTTING
SHARPLY AND SQUARE around each one, and then
jog around the last cone and back to the start.

4. Again without stopping, CUT SHARPLY around the
starting cone, and sprint and CUT SHARPLY AND
SQUARE around the other three cones, and then slow jog
to the start.

5. And finally, CUT SHARPLY around the starting cone,
and sprint all the way around the square CUTTING
SHARPLY AND SQUARE at each cone, and back to the
starting cone and then stop.

6. This is one set.
7. ON THE SPRINTS, AND THE JOGS, ALL THE
TURNS SHOULD BE SHARP AND SQUARE, NOT
ROUNDED.

8. Usual amount is two sets with one minute of rest between
sets.

4F Conditioning: Two Mile Run**
1. Run eight laps around the track of a typical football field
without stopping or walking.

2. Run at the fastest pace you can maintain.
3. Keep track of your time with a stopwatch.
4. The minimum time to make is two minutes a lap, or
sixteen minutes overall.

** Note: The track around a typical football field is 400
meters long which is slightly less than a quarter mile. So
eight laps around it is a run of slightly less than two miles



PART 6
PITCHER WORKOUT CONCEPTS



PITCHER WORKOUT DRILLS

“Getting ahead is the most important part of getting a hitter
out.”

Bob Gibson
former major league baseball pitcher

The following drills are utilized in the
pitching workout schedules listed in Part 8. The drills are
organized into two groups (5,6). Group 5 offers drills to
increase the velocity of the pitch, while group 6 presents
drills to improve the pitch’s accuracy. Most of the drills ask
you to execute a certain number of repetitions and record
your best score or time, and the date. You are then asked to
repeat the drill, with the same number of repetitions, and
attempt to beat your previous score or time. Once you get
good at the drills you should challenge yourself even more by
attempting to not only beat your best score or time of the day,
but your best weekly, monthly, or even your best overall
career score or time. To do this requires that you record
every single workout.

The pitching workout drills are described below.

SPECIAL NOTES
One Eye Drills – Purpose: increase focus, increase
concentration, discover dominant eye. Drills marked with an
** can, and should be done, at least some of the time with one
eye closed or covered.

Motivated Practice (consequence) – The drills in PART 6
use twenty burpies as motivation for the player to beat the
score or time of her first set. The purpose of a motivation is
to teach the player how to perform under pressure. If the
consequence for not beating the first set score or time is not



hard enough, any motivation to perform under pressure is lost.
With this in mind, if initially twenty burpies is too difficult
for a player to execute, a lesser amount can be used until the
player is able to do twenty (refer to PART 1: BASIC
CONCEPTS, BRING THE PRESSURE for more details on
motivated practice).

In addition, not beating your previous score in some
activity is not necessarily an indication of poor practice
performance, but the consequence of twenty burpies for not
doing so is a bit of extra motivation to try.

And finally, to benefit from a motivated practice a player
must not let up in the first set in order to be able to beat it in
the second set.

GROUP 5 Velocity

5A Velocity: Long Toss
Purpose: increase arm speed, increase effort, increase
desire to throw hard.
1. You will need two markers and six balls for this drill.
2. Mark a spot on the ground to start from.
3. From a standing position RUN three or four steps forward
from the marker, turn sideways as you raise your pitching
arm up in a clockwise direction to the top of your arm
circle, and then continue with the pitching motion and
throw the ball as hard and as far as possible while
finishing with good balance.

4. Do six repetitions from the same starting position and
mark the spot where the farthest ball rolled to. If you
only have one ball keep track of the farthest ball each
throw by marking its spot each time.

5. Collect the balls and immediately do a second set of six
long tosses from the same starting spot and keep track of



how many times your ball passes the marked spot of the
farthest ball from the first six tosses.

6. Every time you throw a ball past that spot you get six (6)
points. If your ball ties or does not go past the spot you
get a minus point (-1).

7. After the second six tosses total your points. If your total
is zero or less you must do twenty burpies.

8. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

5B Velocity: Power Pitching
Purpose: increase arm speed, increase effort, increase
desire to throw hard.
1. You will need a ball, a net, a target for the net, a radar gun,
and a helper for this drill.

2. Stand up facing a net about fifteen feet away. Attach a
target to the net at the height of a batter’s knees.

3. Ask your helper to stand either behind you or behind the
net with a radar gun noting the speed of each pitch.

4. Sprint toward the net as fast as possible for three or four
steps and turn sideways as you raise your pitching arm up
in a clockwise direction to the top of your arm circle, then
continue with the pitching motion and throw the ball as
hard as possible at the target. Do not bend or lean on the
delivery. ONLY RUN THREE OR FOUR STEPS AND
DO NOT GET TOO CLOSE TO THE NET.

5. Throw ten pitches without rest in between. Determine the
speed of the fastest pitch and write it down along with the
date .

6. Now do a second set of power pitching of only five
pitches. You must tie or beat the previous best speed at
least once. If you tie or beat the previously recorded best
speed replace the speed written down with this new speed
and the set is finished.



7. If you do not tie or beat the previously recorded best
speed from the first ten pitches you must do twenty
burpies.

8. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

5C Velocity: All Out
Purpose: increase arm speed, increase effort, increase
desire to throw hard.
1. You will need a ball, a catcher, a helper, and a radar gun
for this drill.

2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball and a catcher ready to catch.

3. The catcher sets up on a skinny corner of the plate (refer
to PART 1: BASIC CONCEPTS, PITCH LOCATION
DEFINITIONS for skinny corner description).

4. All the pitches are aimed at this location.
5. Execute your normal pitching motion and throw your ‘go
to’ pitch (refer to PART 2: PITCHING CONCEPTS:, GO
TO PITCH for the definition of a go to pitch) as hard as
you can at the catcher’s target. YOU ARE NOT
CONCERNED WITH ACCURACY IN THIS DRILL.
You are only concerned with throwing the pitch as hard
as you possibly can while maintaining good mechanics
and a good finish position.

6. Ask your helper to stand behind you with a radar gun and
note the speed of each pitch.

7. Throw eight pitches and record the fastest pitch and the
date.

8. After a one minute rest do a second set of eight pitches
trying to tie or beat the speed of your fastest pitch from
the first eight. Remember, ACCURACY DOES NOT
MATTER IN THIS DRILL.

9. If you tie or beat the best recorded speed from the first
eight pitches replace it with this new speed.



10. If you do not tie or beat the best speed recorded from the
first eight pitches you must do twenty burpies.

11. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

5D Velocity: Speed Pitching
Purpose: increase arm speed, increase effort, increase
desire to throw hard, increase muscular endurance, increase
cardio endurance.
1. You will need twelve softballs, a catcher, a helper, and a
stop watch for this drill.

2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball, a catcher ready to catch, and a helper
near you ready to toss you balls and keep the time.

3. The catcher sets up on the skinny corner of the plate (refer
to PART 1: BASIC CONCEPTS, PITCH LOCATION
DEFINITIONS for skinny corner description).

4. All the pitches are aimed to this location.
5. The helper says go and starts the stopwatch, and you
execute your normal pitching motion and throw your ‘go
to’ pitch (refer to PART 2: PITCHING CONCEPTS, GO
TO PITCH for the definition of a go to pitch) as hard as
you can at the catcher’s target.

6. The catcher tosses each pitch she catches to the side.
7. AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, retreat back to the rubber
as you receive another ball from the helper and throw the
next pitch as hard as possible to the catcher’s target.

8. Repeat this routine twelve times and stop the stopwatch.
9. Record how long it took and the date.
10. After a one minute rest throw a second set of twelve
pitches the exact same way trying to do it more quickly
than you threw the first twelve.

11. If you beat the recorded time from the first twelve
pitches replace it with the new time.

12. If you tie or fail to beat the recorded time from the first
twelve pitches you must do twenty burpies. IF THE



BALL HITS THE GROUND FOR ANY REASON
(CATCHER MISSES IT, TOSSER DROPS IT, YOU
DROP IT, YOU MAKE A BAD PITCH, ETC.) DURING
EITHER SET OF TWELVE PITCHES YOU MUST DO
TWENTY BURPIES AFTER THAT SET, EVEN IF
YOU DO BEAT THE FIRST RECORDED TIME ON
THE SECOND SET.

13. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

GROUP 6 Accuracy
6A Accuracy: **Sets of Pitching
Purpose: increase accuracy, increase focus, increase
awareness of misses, increase desire to locate the pitch
correctly, increase muscular endurance, increase cardio
endurance.
1. You will need a ball and a catcher for this drill.
2. A set is thirty pitches and includes a sprint after the thirty
pitches. Thirty is used because it is more than double the
number of pitches in a typical inning. This number of
pitches conditions the pitcher with enough muscular and
cardiovascular endurance for long innings and long games,
and helps to compensate for the energy expenditure
caused from the mental pressure of pitching in a game.
The sprint adds cardio endurance, helps to compensate for
the mental energy expenditure of a game, and simulates
pitching after running the bases. At times the sprint can
be utilized to produce additional mental pressure into a
workout as a reward or punishment for one good pitch, or
set of pitches, but using the sprint for this purpose should
be a rare exception.

3. When pitching sets, pitches do not have to be perfect, but
they cannot miss at all towards the middle of the plate
horizontally, or high. Pitches have a SIX INCH
ALLOWANCE for being too low or too far outside of the



target, so if any part of the ball is within six inches of the
target in these areas the pitches should be counted as good.

4. The catcher is the judge, says good or bad OUT LOUD on
each pitch, and keeps count of the number of good pitches
in her head, or writes them down in the dirt or on a pad.
THE CATCHER SHOULD BE STRICT AND
CONSISTENT IN HER PITCH CALLING JUDGMENT.

5. The pitcher has no say as to whether the pitch is good or
bad, and this is an important aspect of the drill that
simulates gamelike mental pressure in which the pitcher
must stay composed when calls by the umpire go against
her. This is why the catcher must make her calls loud
enough for the pitcher to hear. The pitcher must learn to
stay composed and only concentrate on the things she
controls, so questioning or arguing a call by the pitcher is
not allowed and twenty burpies is the penalty for doing so.

6. A set usually consists of throwing the same pitch all thirty
times to the following three locations. Five pitches to a
half of the plate, five pitches to the skinny corner on the
same side of the plate, and five pitches to the off the plate
2 location on the same side of the plate (refer to PART 1:
THE BASICS, PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS for a
description of these locations). This is fifteen pitches.

7. For rise ball, drop, and similar pitches, vertical locations
should be used for sets in addition to, or instead of,
horizontal ones, and these locations would be the top or
bottom of the strike zone, and 1 and 2 ball widths up or
down from there. For rise ball, pitches can be up to six
inches high, and for drop ball they can be up to six inches
low, and still be counted as good, but vertical pitches
cannot miss at all towards the middle of the strike zone
vertically.

8. After those fifteen pitches, the same sequence is repeated
with the same pitch, to the same three locations, on the
same side of the plate. This totals thirty pitches.



9. Immediately after throwing the thirty pitch set, and
without any rest, the pitcher must SPRINT two hundred
yards.

10. After that, and again without rest, the pitcher throws
another set of thirty pitches and SPRINTS two hundred
more yards.

11. The pitcher may rest and drink after every two sets.
12. While resting, record the pitch type, the number of good
pitches of each set, and the date.

13. Each set can be the same pitch, or a different pitch, but
the locations are always the same.

14. Usual amount is six sets if this drill is used exclusively
for the workout.

6B Accuracy: **Three In A Row
Purpose: improve accuracy, increase focus, increase
awareness of misses, increase desire to locate the pitch
correctly.
1. You will need a ball and a catcher for this drill.
2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball and a catcher ready to catch.

3. The catcher sets up to one side of the plate at the
following locations in the following order: half, fat corner,
black corner, skinny corner, and off the plate 2 (refer to
PART 1: THE BASICS, PITCH LOCATION
DEFINITIONS for a description of these locations).

4. The catcher’s target should be at the bottom of the knees.
5. The pitcher should throw a pitch that she would normally
throw to that side of the plate.

6. Pitches do not have to be perfect in this drill but cannot
miss at all towards the middle of the plate horizontally or
high. All horizontal pitches have a SIX INCH
ALLOWANCE for being too low or too far outside of the
target, so if any part of the ball is within six inches of the
target in these areas the pitches should be counted as good.



7. For rise ball, drop, and similar pitches, vertical locations
should be used in addition to, or instead of, horizontal
ones, and these would be the top or bottom of the strike
zone, and 1 and 2 ball widths up or down from there. For
rise ball, pitches can be up to six inches high, and for drop
ball they can be up to six inches low, and still be counted
as good, but vertical pitches cannot miss at all towards the
middle of the strike zone vertically.

8. The catcher is the judge, says good or bad OUT LOUD on
each pitch, and keeps count of the number of good pitches
in her head, or writes them down in the dirt or on a pad.
THE CATCHER SHOULD BE STRICT AND
CONSISTENT IN HER PITCH CALLING JUDGMENT.

9. The pitcher has no say as to whether the pitch is good or
bad, and this is an important aspect of the drill that
simulates gamelike mental pressure in which the pitcher
must stay composed when calls by the umpire go against
her. This is why the catcher must make her calls loud
enough for the pitcher to hear. The pitcher must learn to
stay composed and only concentrate on the things she
controls, so questioning or arguing a call by the pitcher is
not allowed and twenty burpies is the penalty for doing so.

10. The pitcher gets five tries to throw three good pitches IN
A ROW to the first location, the half of the plate. If she
misses on a pitch she must start over until she gets three
good pitches IN A ROW. When she gets three in a row
she moves on to the next location, still throwing the same
pitch, and gets five more tries to get three in a row at the
new location.

11. If the pitcher fails to get three good pitches in a row to
any location after five tries she must stop and immediately
do ten burpies before moving to the next location.

12. The pitcher continues until she throws to all five
locations listed above.

13. This is one set Usual amount is one set.



6C Accuracy: **On The Money
Purpose: improve accuracy, increase focus, increase
awareness of misses, increase desire to locate the pitch
correctly.
1. You will need a ball and a catcher for this drill.
2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball and a catcher ready to catch.

3. The catcher sets up to one side of the plate at the
following locations in this order: half, fat corner, black
corner, skinny corner, and off the plate 2 (refer to PART 1:
THE BASICS, PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS for a
description of these locations).

4. The catcher’s target should be at the bottom of the knees.
5. The pitcher throws a pitch that she would normally throw
to that side of the plate.

6. For rise ball, drop, and similar pitches, vertical locations
should be used in addition to, or instead of, horizontal
ones, and these would be the top or bottom of the strike
zone, and 1 and 2 ball widths up or down from there.

7. PITCHES DO HAVE TO BE ABSOLUTELY
PERFECT to count in this drill, so to be counted as a
good pitch the catcher’s glove cannot move. PERFECT
PITCHES ARE CALLED ‘ON THE MONEY’.

8. The catcher is the judge, says good or bad OUT LOUD on
each pitch, and keeps count of the number of good pitches
in her head, or writes them down in the dirt or on a pad.
THE CATCHER SHOULD BE STRICT AND
CONSISTENT IN HER PITCH CALLING JUDGMENT.

9. The pitcher has no say as to whether the pitch is good or
bad, and this is an important aspect of the drill which
simulates gamelike mental pressure in which the pitcher
must stay composed when calls by the umpire go against
her. This is why the catcher must make her calls loud
enough for the pitcher to hear. The pitcher must learn to



stay composed and only concentrate on the things she
controls, and this is why questioning or arguing a call by
the pitcher is not allowed and twenty burpies is the
penalty for doing so.

10. The pitcher throws three pitches in a row to each
location starting with the first location, the half of the
plate.

11. Record the number of ‘On The Money’ pitches from
these fifteen pitches and the date.

12. The pitcher now repeats the drill with the same pitch to
the same locations and tries to beat the number of ‘On
The Money’ pitches she threw on the first fifteen pitches.

13. If she beats the number, replace it with this new one.
14. If the pitcher ties or fails to beat the number of ‘On The
Money’ pitches from the previous fifteen pitches she must
do twenty burpies.

15. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

6D Accuracy: **90 Seconds Same
Purpose: improve accuracy, increase focus, increase
awareness of misses, increase desire to locate the pitch
correctly.
1. You will need a ball, a catcher, and a stopwatch for this
drill.

2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball and a catcher ready to catch.

3. The catcher sets up at any single location for the duration
of the drill (refer to PART 1: THE BASICS, PITCH
LOCATION DEFINITIONS for location descriptions).

4. The catcher starts the clock and you pitch quickly, but
without compromising your normal motion, for ninety
seconds trying to make perfect pitches to the catcher’s
target.

5. Use a pitch you throw to the selected location.



6. PITCHES HAVE TO BE ABSOLUTELY PERFECT,
without the catcher’s glove moving at all, to count as a
good pitch.

7. The catcher is the judge, says good or bad OUT LOUD on
each pitch, and keeps count of the number of good pitches
in her head or writes them down in the dirt or on a pad.
THE CATCHER SHOULD BE STRICT AND
CONSISTENT IN HER PITCH CALLING JUDGMENT.

8. The pitcher has no say as to whether the pitch is good or
bad and this is an important aspect of the drill which
simulates gamelike mental pressure in which the pitcher
must stay composed when calls by the umpire go against
her. This is why the catcher must make her calls loud
enough for the pitcher to hear. The pitcher must learn to
stay composed and only concentrate on the things she
controls, and this is why questioning or arguing a call by
the pitcher is not allowed and twenty burpies is the
penalty for doing so.

9. The catcher stops the clock after ninety seconds and
records the number of perfect pitches and the date while
the pitcher rests for one minute.

10. After one minute of rest, repeat the drill with the same
pitch to the same location for ninety more seconds, trying
to get more perfect pitches than you got the first time.

11. If you beat the previously recorded number replace it
with this new number.

12. If you tie or fail to beat the previously recorded number
of perfect pitches from the first ninety seconds you must
do twenty burpies.

13. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

6E accuracy: **90 Seconds Random
Purpose: improve accuracy, increase focus, increase
awareness of misses, increase desire to locate the pitch
correctly.



1. You will need a ball, a catcher, and a stopwatch for this
drill.

2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball and a catcher ready to catch.

3. The catcher sets up in different locations on each pitch for
the duration of the drill (refer to PART 1: THE BASICS,
PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS for location
descriptions).

4. The catcher starts the clock and you pitch quickly, but
without compromising your normal motion, for ninety
seconds trying to make perfect pitches to the catcher’s
target.

5. Use pitches you throw to the selected locations.
6. Pitches HAVE TO BE ABSOLUTELY PERFECT,
without the glove moving at all ,to count as a good pitch.

7. The catcher is the judge, says good or bad OUT LOUD on
each pitch, and keeps count of the number of good pitches
in her head or writes them down in the dirt or on a pad.
THE CATCHER SHOULD BE STRICT AND
CONSISTENT IN HER PITCH CALLING JUDGMENT.

8. The pitcher has no say as to whether the pitch is good or
bad and this is an important aspect of the drill that
simulates gamelike mental pressure in which the pitcher
must stay composed when calls by the umpire go against
her. This is why the catcher must make her calls loud
enough for the pitcher to hear. The pitcher must learn to
stay composed and only concentrate on the things she
controls, and this is why questioning or arguing a call by
the pitcher is not allowed and twenty burpies is the
penalty for doing so.

9. The catcher stops the clock after ninety seconds and
records the number of good pitches and the date while the
pitcher rests for one minute.



10. After one minute of rest, repeat the drill with the same
pitch to the same location for ninety more seconds, trying
to get more perfect pitches than you got the first time.

11. If you beat the recorded number replace it with this new
number.

12. If you tie or fail to beat the number of previously
recorded perfect pitches from the first ninety seconds you
must do twenty burpies.

13. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

6F Accuracy: **One Shot
Purpose: improve accuracy, increase focus, increase
awareness of misses, increase desire to locate the pitch
correctly, increase mental toughness.
1. You will need a ball and a catcher for this drill.
2. Stand on the pitching rubber at your normal pitching
distance with a ball and a catcher ready to catch.

3. The catcher sets up in five different locations, one at a
time, and you throw only one pitch to each location (refer
to PART 1: THE BASICS, PITCH LOCATION
DEFINITIONS for location descriptions).

4. Pitches do not have to be perfect in this drill, but cannot
miss at all towards the middle of the plate horizontally or
high. All horizontal pitches have a SIX INCH
ALLOWANCE for being too low or too far outside of the
target, so if any part of the ball is within six inches of the
target in these areas the pitches should be counted as good.

5. For rise ball, drop, and similar pitches, vertical locations
should be used in addition to, or instead of, horizontal
ones, and these would be the top or bottom of the strike
zone, and 1 and 2 ball widths up or down from there. For
rise ball, pitches can be up to six inches high, and for drop
ball they can be up to six inches low, and still be counted
as good, but vertical pitches cannot miss at all towards the
middle of the strike zone vertically.



6. The catcher is the judge, says good or bad OUT LOUD on
each pitch, and keeps count of the number of good pitches
in her head or writes them down in the dirt or on a pad.
THE CATCHER SHOULD BE STRICT AND
CONSISTENT IN HER PITCH CALLING JUDGMENT.

7. The pitcher has no say as to whether the pitch is good or
bad and this is an important aspect of the drill that
simulates gamelike mental pressure in which the pitcher
must stay composed when calls by the umpire go against
her. This is why the catcher must make her calls loud
enough for the pitcher to hear. The pitcher must learn to
stay composed and only concentrate on the things she
controls, and this is why questioning or arguing a call by
the pitcher is not allowed and twenty burpies is the
penalty for doing so.

8. If the pitcher makes a good pitch she moves on to the next
location.

9. If the pitcher fails to make a good pitch, she must
immediately do five burpies, then move on to the next
location.

10. Continue with all five different locations and record the
number of good pitches and the date.

11. This is one set. Usual amount is ten sets.



PART 7
HITTER WORKOUT CONCEPTS



HITTER WORKOUT DRILLS

“My father taught me that the only way you can make good at
anything is to practice, and then practice some more.”

Pete Rose
former professional baseball player

The following drills are utilized in the
hitting workout schedules listed in PART 9. The drills are
organized into four groups (7-10), based on their purpose.
Group 7 has drills to improve a hitter’s pitch selection
discipline, Group 8, bat speed, Group 9, mechanics, and
Group 10 has drills to improve timing. Most of the drills ask
you to execute a certain number of repetitions and record
your best score or time, and the date. You are then asked to
repeat the same number of repetitions and attempt to beat
your previous score or time. Once you get good at the drills
you should challenge yourself even more by attempting to
beat not only your best score or time of the day, but your best
weekly, monthly, or overall career score or time. To do this
requires that you record every single workout.

The hitting workout drills are described below.

SPECIAL NOTES
One Eye Drills – Purpose: increase focus, increase
concentration, discover dominant eye. Drills marked with an
** should be done at least some of the time with one eye
closed or covered.

Motivated Practice (consequence) – The drills in PART 7
use twenty burpies as motivation for the player to beat the
score or time of her first set. The purpose of a motivation is
to teach the player how to perform under pressure. If the
consequence for not beating the first set score or time is not



hard enough, any motivation to perform under pressure is lost.
With this in mind, if initially twenty burpies is too difficult
for a player to execute, a lesser amount can be used until the
player is able to do twenty (refer to PART 1: BASIC
CONCEPTS, BRING THE PRESSURE for more details on
motivated practice).

In addition, not beating your previous score in some
activity is not necessarily an indication of poor practice
performance, but the consequence of twenty burpies for not
doing so is a bit of extra motivation to try.

And finally, to benefit from a motivated practice a player
must not let up in the first set in order to be able to beat it in
the second set.

Batting Tee Drills – Purpose: develop consistent swing
mechanics, increase focus, increase awareness of poor
swings, increase desire to make swing adjustments. When
hitting off of a batting tee you should use various heights and
locations, rather than always hit from the same place.
Concentrate on the top and bottom of the strike zone, as well
as both fat corners, because these locations are the most
difficult to hit. I believe that if you practice hitting balls at
the outer edges of the strike zone you will be better at hitting
balls inside the zone. I also think the high pitch is very
difficult for most players to hit, so it has been given its own
separate drill number (9B) (refer to PART 3: THE HITTER, I
LOVE MY TEE for additional information about hitting off
of a batting tee).

Timing Drills – Purpose: develop and improve the ability to
access and judge the speed of a moving pitch, develop and
improve the ability to initiate the swing on time, gain
awareness of being early or late, increase desire to adjust
timing. Timing drills require the batter to hit a moving pitch.
The pitch can be moving slow from a close distance such as



in front toss, slow from your normal pitching distance off of a
machine or batting practice pitcher, or fast from normal
pitching distance off of a machine or pitcher. When a hitter is
on time the ball makes contact with the bat on the barrel.
Contact on the barrel of the bat makes a loud distinctive
sound much different from the sound of the ball hitting near
the end of the bat or the handle. Additionally, when a batter
is on time inside pitches are hit to the pull side, middle
pitches up the middle, and outside pitches are hit the opposite
way. This is called going with the pitch. The amount the
ball is pulled or hit the other way on inside and outside
pitches depends on how far inside or outside the pitches are.

If you feel like your timing is off, here are some general
ideas that might help. If you are consistently hitting balls off
of the end of the bat you are either too early, stepping away
from the plate, or pulling off the ball with your front shoulder.
If you are consistently hitting balls off of the handle you are
either too late, stepping toward the plate, or you are casting
your hands out at the beginning of your swing movement.

When struggling to time the pitch correctly stick to the
slowly pitched front toss or machine pitched drills until you
improve.

GROUP 7 Discipline

7A Discipline: Strike Zone
Purpose: improve knowledge of the strike zone, improve
judgment of strikes and balls, develop hitting discipline,
understand importance of good pitch selection.
1. Understand and memorize the official fastpitch softball
strike zone. It is defined as follows: The vertical plane of
the strike zone runs from the top of the ball at the bottom
of the sternum, to the top of the ball at the top of the knee,



when the batter is in her natural stance. The horizontal
plane is defined as any part of the ball over the plate.

2. Since the plate is seventeen inches wide and the ball is
approximately three and one half inches wide, when the
inside edge of the ball touches the plate on both sides the
horizontal strike zone measures twenty-four inches wide.

3. Each day test yourself on the definition of the strike zone
by asking yourself to define it.

4. If you omit a part of the definition or get any part of it
wrong you must do twenty burpies.

5. This is one repetition. Usual amount is two repetitions.

7B Discipline: Perceived Strike Zone
Purpose: improve knowledge of the strike zone, improve
judgment of strikes and balls, develop hitting discipline,
understand importance of good pitch selection.
1. You will need a bat and a ball for this drill.
Stand up to a plate in your normal stance and position in the
batter’s box with a bat in your hands as if you are going to
hit. Note: This drill should be done from the same exact
stance location each time, and this location should be the
same exact stance location used for games. In games,
with few exceptions, players should stand in the exact
same place in the batter’s box every at bat. Moving
around in the batter’s box makes judging strikes and
balls more difficult.
2. Now look over the plate and imagine black lines outlining
the official strike zone.

3. Make a mental note of where the edges of the strike zone
are located in relation to your body.

4. Now put the bat down and pick up a ball.
5. Stand back up to the plate in your normal stance and
position in the batter’s box holding the ball instead of the
bat and close your eyes.



6. Without looking, place the ball in the low inside corner of
the strike zone and hold it there. You may move from
your stance to place and hold the ball. Open your eyes
and see if your placement is accurate. If your placement
is not accurate adjust the ball to the correct position.

7. Starting each time from your batting stance location and
with your eyes closed, do the same thing for the other
three corners of the strike zone, as well as for the top
middle, middle middle, and bottom middle locations, and
the middle inside and middle outside locations, for a total
of nine different locations, opening your eyes each time to
evaluate and adjust your work.

8. Now start over with the low inside corner and do all nine
locations again, each time opening your eyes to see if
your placement is accurate.

9. For every one of your blind placements that is inaccurate
on the second time around you must immediately stop and
do ten burpies before placing the ball at the next location.

10. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

7C Discipline: Measure Up
Purpose: improve knowledge of the strike zone, improve
judgment of strikes and balls, develop hitting discipline,
understand importance of good pitch selection.
1. You will need a measuring tape and a helper for this drill
2. Stand up to a plate in your normal stance and position in
the batter’s box. Note: This drill should be done from
the exact stance location used for games. In games,
with few exceptions, players should stand in the exact
same place in the batter’s box every at bat. Moving
around in the batter’s box makes judging strikes and
balls more difficult.

3. Draw a line parallel to the plate where the toes of your
shoes are in the batter’s box.



4. Use a tape measure to measure the distance from your toe
line to the inside edge of the plate, minus four inches (for
most players this distance will be approximately six to ten
inches) and to the outside edge of the plate, plus four
inches (for most players this distance will be
approximately twenty-seven to thirty-five inches)..

5. Record these measurements.
6. Now stand up and hold your hands on the tape measure at
the measured distances, first the shorter one and then the
longer one.

7. When you think you have the distances memorized, give
the tape measure to your helper. Now hold your hands
apart the correct distances, first the shorter one and then
the other, while your helper measures the distance
between your hands. Do this five times each, alternating
between the shorter and longer distances Note: Players
should find alternate ways to practice judging these
distances.

8. For every measurement that is inaccurate by more than
one inch, immediately stop and do five burpies before
doing the next measurement.

9. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

7D Discipline: **Pitch Judgment Horizontal
Purpose: improve knowledge of the strike zone, improve
judgment of strikes and balls, develop hitting discipline,
understand importance of good pitch selection.
1. You will need a bat, ball, helmet, and a partner for this
drill.

2. Stand up to a plate in your normal stance with a bat in
your hands.

3. Your partner is the pitcher, either sitting or standing up,
about ten feet away from you.

4. DO NOT SWING AT ANY THROWN PITCHES. The
pitcher throws twenty slow underhand pitches to you



while you take your normal approach to the pitch as if
you are going to hit it. The pitcher should throw the first
ten pitches to the outside part of the zone and the second
ten to the inside part. When you get better at judging the
horizontal location of the pitch the pitches can be thrown
randomly to both sides.

5. For the purpose of this drill disregard the height of the
pitch while judging the horizontal plane.

6. On each pitch, BEFORE THE BALL GETS TO THE
PLATE, call out loud the location of the pitch
horizontally by saying ‘plate’, if the entire ball is over the
plate, ‘corner’, if some part of the ball is over the edge of
the plate, or ‘off X’, where X is the number of ball widths
the pitch is off the plate.

7. Do this for ten pitches outside and ten pitches inside and
record the number of correctly called out locations and
the date.

8. The pitcher is the judge and the counter and the batter has
no say in the scoring.

9. Repeat the drill with twenty more pitches, ten outside and
ten inside, and try to call out more correct locations than
you recorded in the first twenty.

10. If you get more, replace the recorded number with this
new number.

11. If you tie or fail to call out more correct locations in the
second twenty pitches than you did in the first twenty you
must do twenty burpies

12. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

7E Discipline: **Pitch Judgment Vertical
Purpose: improve knowledge of the strike zone, improve
judgment of strikes and balls, develop hitting discipline,
understand importance of good pitch selection.
1. You will need a bat, ball, helmet, and a partner for this
drill.



2. Stand up to a plate in your normal stance with a bat in
your hands.

3. Your partner is the pitcher, either sitting or standing up,
about ten feet away from you.

4. DO NOT SWING AT ANY THROWN PITCHES.
The pitcher throws twenty slow underhand pitches to you
while you take your normal approach to the pitch as if
you are going to hit it. The pitcher should throw the first
ten pitches to the top part of the strike zone and the
second ten to the bottom part of the zone. When you get
better at judging the vertical location of the pitch the
pitches can be thrown randomly to both locations.

5. For the purpose of this drill disregard the horizontal
location of the pitch while judging the vertical plane.

6. On each pitch, before the ball gets to the plate, call out
loud the location of the pitch vertically by saying ‘strike’
if the entire ball is in the strike zone and ‘ball’ if any part
of the ball is out of the zone vertically.

7. Do this for ten pitches at the top of the strike zone and ten
at the bottom, and record the number of correctly called
out locations along with the date.

8. The pitcher is the judge and counter and the batter has no
say in the scoring.

9. Repeat the drill with twenty more pitches, ten at the top
and ten at the bottom of the strike zone, and try to call out
more correct locations than you recorded in the first
twenty.

10. If you get more, replace the recorded number with this
new number.

11. If you tie or fail to call out more correct locations in the
second twenty pitches than you called out in the first
twenty you must do twenty burpies.

12. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.



7F Discipline: **Watch It
Purpose: improve knowledge of the strike zone, improve
judgment of strikes and balls, develop hitting discipline,
understand importance of good pitch selection.
1. You will need a bat, helmet, a pitching machine, pitching
machine balls, and a partner for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate in your normal stance with a bat in
your hands and approach each pitch as if you are going to
swing.

3. DO NOT SWING AT ANY OF THE PITCHES. Your
partner feeds the pitching machine at your normal
pitching distance.

4. Set the machine to the speed of your average game
competition. Set the machine to throw the ball to the
outside half, black, skinny, off the plate1, and off the
plate2 locations, five pitches each, one location at a time,
at a vertical height inside the strike zone (refer to PART 1:
BASIC CONCEPTS, PITCH LOCATION
DEFINITIONS for a description of the locations).

5. This drill may also be done watching and judging pitches
that are inside, high, or low.

6. When practicing high and low locations set the machine
to throw pitches to either the top or bottom of the strike
zone (refer to PART 7: HITTER WORKOUT
CONCEPTS, GROUP 7, Discipline, 7A, 1 for a
description of these locations) in which the entire ball is
inside the zone, and also in which the entire ball is just
outside of the zone.

7. For horizontal locations start with the fat corner and
watch five consecutive pitches at that spot. Know that
this is a strike and get used to judging its distance from
your normal stance position.

8. Now adjust the machine to throw five pitches to the black
corner location. Again, know that this location is a strike,



but try to see the difference between how it looks
compared to the first location.

9. Continue to adjust the machine to the skinny corner and
off the plate locations for five pitches each, recognize if
each pitch is a strike or not, by rule, and make a mental
note of how each location looks.

10. Next, have your partner randomly adjust the machine to
one of the five horizontal locations while your eyes are
closed.

11. Open your eyes each time before your partner pitches the
ball.

12. For the purpose of this drill disregard the height of the
pitch while judging the horizontal plane.

13. With each pitch, before the ball gets to the plate, call out
loud the location of the pitch horizontally by saying
‘plate’, if the entire ball is over the plate, ‘corner’, if some
part of the ball is over the edge of the plate, or ‘off X’,
where X is the number of ball widths the pitch is off the
plate.

14. Do this for twenty five pitches outside and record the
number of correctly called out locations and the date.

15. The pitcher determines whether the called out locations
are correct and keeps track of the count. The batter may
not question or argue a call.

16. Repeat the drill with twenty five more outside pitches to
the same five locations and try to call out more correct
locations than you recorded from the first twenty five.

17. If you call out more, replace the recorded number with
this new number.

18. If you tie or fail to call out more correct locations in the
second twenty five pitches than you did in the first twenty
five you must do twenty burpies

19. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.



GROUP 8 Bat Speed/Power/Muscular
Endurance

8A Bat Speed: Bat Exercises
Purpose: increase wrist, forearm, and shoulder strength,
increase bat speed, increase effort, increase desire to swing
hard.
1. You will need a bat for this drill.
2. Stand up with a bat in your left hand, and your left arm
extended straight out in front of you parallel to the ground
with the bat head pointing straight up, perpendicular to
the ground, and parallel to your body.

3. Choke up on the bat just enough to fully control its
movement.

4. Start by tilting the bat SLOWLY to the left until the bat is
parallel to the ground with the bat head pointing to the left.
Without stopping when the bat gets parallel to the ground,
tilt the bat back SLOWLY to the right past the upright
position until the bat is again parallel to the ground, but
this time with the bat head pointing to the right. Continue
this back and forth bat movement for twenty repetitions,
with each change of direction counting as one. THE BAT
MOVEMENT MUST ALWAYS BE SLOW,
CONTROLLED, AND CONTINUOUS, without any
stops, and your body should remain straight, with no arch
to your back. If the correct posture and slow bat
movement cannot be attained from where you are holding
the bat, chock up slightly until it can, but do not choke up
any more than is absolutely necessary because this will
minimize the strengthening benefits of the exercise.

5. When finished with the left arm immediately do twenty
repetitions of the same exercise with the right arm.

6. When finished with the right arm immediately do twenty
more repetitions while holding the bat with both hands.



7. When holding the bat with both hands you should be able
to drop your hands down closer to the knob of the bat and
still be able to do the exercise correctly.

8. There is no rest time between exercises.
9. When these exercises are completed, there are three more
similar exercises to do, twenty repetitions each, one with
the left arm, one with the right, and one with both arms.

10. This time, while maintaining the same posture as before,
and with your arm(s) out as before, instead of tilting the
bat head to the left and right, you will keep the bat in the
perpendicular position to the ground and make SMALL
circular motions (four inch radius) with the bat head, ten
clockwise, and ten counter clockwise.

11. All six exercises are considered one set. Usual amount
is two sets.

8B Bat Speed: Bat Toss
Purpose: increase strength, increase bat speed, increase
effort, increase desire to swing hard, develop core strength.
USE AN OLD BAT FOR THIS DRILL, DO THE
DRILL ON GRASS, AND MAKE SURE THERE IS NO
ONE AROUND YOU WITHIN ONE HUNDRED FEET
IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
1. You will need an OLD bat for this drill. DO NOT USE
YOUR GAME BAT.

2. Mark a spot on the ground to start from.
3. Get in your batting stance at that spot with an OLD bat in
your hands. Do two quick shuffles forward while
swinging the bat as hard as you can and let it go as your
arms extend and throw it forward as hard and as far as
possible. RELEASE THE BAT SO IT GOES
FORWARD. AVOID HOLDING ON TO IT TOO
LONG AND THROWING IT TO THE PULL SIDE.

4. Do ten repetitions, keeping track of your farthest throw of
where the bat rolled to, and mark that spot.



5. Now do ten more tosses from the same starting spot and
keep track of how many times your bat passes the marked
spot from the previous ten tosses.

6. Every time you throw the bat past the previous spot you
get ten (10) points.

7. If your bat doesn’t go past the spot, or it ties the spot, you
get a minus point (-1).

8. After the second ten tosses total your points.
9. If your total is zero or less you must do twenty burpies.
10. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

8C Bat Speed: Weighted Swings
Purpose: increase strength, increase bat speed, increase
effort, increase desire to swing hard, increase core strength,
increase muscular endurance.
1. You will need a bat, a bat weight, and a stopwatch for this
drill. If you do not have a bat weight you can use two
bats, just be sure you can hold on to them.

2. Stand up to a plate in your batting stance with a bat in
your hands and a weight on the bat.

3. Start the clock and swing the weighted bat as hard as
possible making sure to follow through completely, and
then as quickly as possible, reload the bat to your batting
stance position and swing again as hard as you can.

4. Do this continually without stopping for fifteen swings
and then stop the clock.

5. The vertical height of the swing does not matter.
6. Rest for only one minute while recording the time it took
you to do those fifteen swings and the date.

7. After one minute start the clock again and repeat the drill
with fifteen more weighted swings trying to take less time
than the recorded time of the first fifteen swings. SWING
QUICKLY, BUT DO NOT CHEAT BY
COMPROMISING YOUR SWING OR FOLLOW
THROUGH



8. If you beat the previously recorded time replace it with
this new one.

9. If you tie or fail to beat your previous recorded time you
must do twenty burpies.

10. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

8D Bat Speed: **Muscle Up
Purpose: increase strength, increase bat speed, increase
effort, increase desire to swing hard.
1. You will need a bat, ten softballs, and a batting tee for this
drill (drill can be executed properly with only one softball
if necessary).

2. Stand up to a plate with a batting tee on the plate at a
height within the vertical strike zone.

3. Hit into an open field for this drill, not into a net or screen.
4. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.

5. Hit ten balls, keeping track of the farthest one and mark
its spot. If you only have one softball, keep track and
spot the farthest hit every time you retrieve the ball.

6. SWING AS HARD AS YOU CAN and hit the ball as
hard and as far as possible toward center field. Don’t be
concerned with accuracy in this drill, only with swinging
as hard as possible and hitting the ball as far as you can
while maintaining good hitting form, balance, and finish
position.

7. After a one minute rest repeat the drill with ten more hits
trying to beat the farthest hit from the previous ten.

8. If the balls are spread out, and/or, it is difficult to
determine the farthest ball, it may be necessary to step off
the distance of the farthest hit from the first ten hits by
counting the steps from the tee, and then count the steps
of multiple ball positions from the second ten hits to
determine if a ball beat the farthest ball from the first ten.



9. If you beat the farthest hit from the first ten hits record the
distance (number of steps) and the date.

10. If you tie or fail to beat the farthest ball from the first ten
hits you must do twenty burpies.

11. This is one set. Usual amount is two sets.

8E Bat Speed: **Speed Hitting
Purpose: increase strength, increase bat speed, increase
effort, increase desire to swing hard, increase muscular
endurance, increase cardio endurance.
1. You will need a bat, at least twelve softballs, a net, a
stopwatch, and a helper for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate about five feet away from a net and hit
soft tossed balls from your helper into the net.

3. Swing as hard as possible making sure you take a full
swing, meaning a FULL AND NORMAL FOLLOW
THROUGH EACH TIME, then reload AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE and swing again.

4. Repeat this action without stopping or resting the
requested number of times.

5. The stopwatch is only used to time the rest periods.
6. Hit twelve in a row.
7. Rest for only fifteen seconds while picking up balls and
then hit ten more in a row, then eight, six, four, and two,
all with only fifteen seconds of rest in between.

8. Pick up the balls and rest for only one minute, then repeat
the drill, except this time you only get ten seconds of rest
in between rounds of swings.

9. If your hit misses the net, you swing and miss, tip or miss-
hit any of the pitches in the second round of swings you
must do twenty burpies

10. This is one set. Usual amount is two sets.



GROUP 9 Mechanics

SEE THE SPECIAL NOTE AT THE BEGINNING OF
PART 7 ON BATTING TEE DRILLS

9A Mechanics: **Sets of Tee Hitting
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics, increase
focus, increase awareness of poor swings, increase desire to
make swing adjustments, increase muscular endurance,
increase cardio endurance.
1. You will need a bat, softballs, a batting tee, a net, and a
target for this drill.

2. One set of tee hitting includes thirty swings, plus a two
hundred yard sprint after the swings.

3. Stand up to a plate with a bat, facing a net about five feet
away, with a batting tee on the plate and a ball on the tee.

4. Unless directed to use a specific horizontal location, set
the tee to a position in the middle of the plate, and attach
a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line with the
pole of the tee and at the height of the ball on the tee.

5. Hit from three different vertical locations from this
horizontal location, and re-position the target for each one.

6. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.

7. Take five swings at the top of the strike zone (SEE
DRILL GROUP 7A, 1 for location description), five in
the middle, and five at the bottom of the strike zone (SEE
DRILL GROUP 7A, 1 for location description), for a total
of fifteen swings.

8. Take your usual full speed swing and hit the ball into the
net watching where the ball hits the net in relation to the
target. Hits do not have to be perfect, but some part of the
ball must touch some part of the twelve inch square target
(SEE NOTE BELOW FOR HIGH TEE).



9. After the first fifteen swings, and without a rest, repeat the
same sequence over again with five swings at the top, five
in the middle, and five at the bottom of the strike zone,
for an overall total of thirty swings. Without resting, and
immediately following these thirty swings you must sprint
two hundred yards.

10. This is one set.
11. A player may rest and get a drink after every TWO sets,
but for not longer than two minutes.

12. While resting, record the number of good swings of each
set, the horizontal locations, and the date.

13. On the second fifteen swings if you beat the number of
good swings you had on the first fifteen, the set is
finished.

14. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good swings from
the first fifteen swings, you must do twenty burpies

15. The usual amount is six sets if this drill is used
exclusively for the workout, otherwise do as directed in a
workout schedule.

NOTE FOR THE HIGH TEE: If the swing is an upper
cut and the bat hits the TOP of the ball on a high tee, the
ball may hit the net at or below the target and give the
illusion of being a good swing. It is not a good swing
however. The bat must contact the center of the ball for
target results to be valid. TIP: Listen for the sound of a
solid hit.

9B Mechanics: **High Tee
Purpose: a pitch at the top of the strike zone is difficult for
most players to hit without getting under it due to backside
collapse and/or barrel drop. The short term purpose of this
drill is to over compensate for this by swinging down on the
high strike. Over time, this will help to level out the high
pitch swing. The long term purpose is to develop consistent
swing mechanics on a pitch at the top of the strike zone.



1. You will need a bat, softballs, two batting tees, a net, a
target, and two buckets for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away, with a batting tee placed on a bucket on the plate,
and another batting tee placed on a bucket right behind
the first bucket.

3. Adjust the height of the front tee to the top of the strike
zone (SEE DRILL GROUP 7A, 1 for location description)
and place a ball on it.

4. Adjust the back tee to a height of one inch higher than the
front tee.

5. The tops of the tees should be in line with each other and
about five or less inches apart.

6. Attach a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line
with the front tee and at the height of the ball.

7. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the
front tee on each swing.

8. In order to hit the ball square without hitting the back tee,
your swing will have to be angled down slightly and
accompanied with a lower than usual follow through.

9. Take your usual full speed swing and hit the ball into the
net without touching the back tee with the bat and watch
where the ball hits the net in relation to the target.

10. The entire ball must hit the net BELOW the target to be
counted as a good swing (SEE NOTE BELOW FOR THE
HIGH TEE).

11. If any part of the ball hits any part of the target the swing
is not good.

12. If the bat touches the back tee the swing is not good,
regardless of where the ball hits the net.

13. Do twenty swings keeping track of the good ones, and
record the number of good swings and the date while
resting.



14. After a one minute rest do twenty more swings trying to
beat the number of good swings you had on the first
twenty swings.

15. If you beat the previous number replace it with this new
number.

16. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good swings
recorded from the first twenty swings you must do twenty
burpies

17. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.
NOTE FOR THE HIGH TEE: If the swing is an upper
cut and the bat hits the TOP of the ball on a high tee
swing the ball may hit the net at or below the target and
give the illusion of being a good swing. It is not a good
swing however. The swing must contact the center of the
ball for target results to be valid. TIP: Listen for the
sound of a solid hit.

9C Mechanics: **High/Low Tee
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics on a pitch at
the top of the strike zone, develop consistent swing
mechanics on a pitch at the bottom of the strike zone,
increase awareness of specific swing mechanics and
adjustments.
1. You will need a bat, softballs, two batting tees, a net, two
targets, and a bucket for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate facing a net about five feet away with
a batting tee placed on a bucket on the plate and a second
batting tee placed on the ground next to the first tee. on
the side of the plate where you stand in the batter’s box.

3. Adjust the height of the first tee to the top of the strike
zone (SEE DRILL GROUP 7A, 1 for location description)
and place a ball on it. This is the high tee.

4. Adjust the height of the second tee, the one closest to you,
to the height of the bottom of the strike zone (SEE DRILL



GROUP 7A, 1 for location description) and put a ball on
it. This is the low tee.

5. The poles of both tees should be lined up even with each
other.

6. Attach a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line
with the high tee and at the same height.

7. Attach another twelve inch square soft target to the net in
line with the low tee and at the same height.

8. Make sure the poles of the tees are lined up evenly, and
ensure that your front foot is even with the poles on each
swing.

9. Line yourself up at the correct distance from the tee to hit
off the high tee and take your usual full speed swing. Hit
the ball into the net watching where the ball hits the net in
relation to the high tee target.

10. Take only one swing.
11. In this drill if any part of the ball hits any part of the
target the swing is good (SEE NOTE BELOW FOR
HIGH TEE).

12. Now back away slightly and line yourself up the correct
distance to hit off the low tee and take your usual full
speed swing and hit the ball into the net watching where
the ball hits the net in relation to the low tee target.

13. Take only one swing.
14. If any part of the ball hits any part of the target the swing
is good.

15. Continue to take alternating swings between the high tee
and the low tee while lining yourself up correctly to each
tee on each swing.

16. Do twenty total swings keeping track of the good ones.
17. Rest for one minute while recording the number of good
swings and the date.

18. Now do twenty more alternating swings at the same
heights trying to beat the number of good swings you got



the first time. If you beat the previous number replace it
with this new number.

19. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good swings
recorded from the first twenty swings you must do twenty
burpies.

20. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.
NOTE FOR THE HIGH TEE: If the swing is an upper
cut and the bat hits the TOP of the ball on a high tee
swing the ball may hit the net at or below the target and
give the illusion of being a good swing. It is not a good
swing however. The bat must contact the center of the
ball for target results to be valid. TIP: Listen for the
sound of a solid hit.

9D Mechanics: **In/Out Tee
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics on the inside
pitch, develop consistent swing mechanics on the outside
pitch, increase awareness of specific swing mechanics and
adjustments.
1. You will need a bat, softballs, two batting tees, two nets,
and two targets for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing the nets about five
feet away from you, one to your left about three or four
feet and one to your right about the same distance.

3. Stand in your normal hitting position relative to a plate
and place one tee in a position to simulate an inside pitch
at the height of the knees, and the other tee placed in a
position to simulate an outside pitch at the height of the
waist (refer to PART 3: HITTING CONCEPTS, I LOVE
MY TEE for placement information).

4. When placed properly you will be able to stand in the
same place to hit off of both tees.

5. Put a ball on each tee. You may vary the heights of the
tees for this drill but YOU MUST ALWAYS MAKE
SURE THE INSIDE TEE IS CONSIDERABLY LOWER



THAN THE OUTSIDE TEE so it is not struck by the
follow through when swinging at the outside tee.

6. Attach one twelve inch square soft target to the pull side
net at the height of the inside tee.

7. Attach the other target to the non pull side net at the
height of the outside tee.

8. Take your usual full speed swing at the ball on the inside
tee and hit it into the net watching where the ball hits the
net in relation to the inside target.

9. Take only one swing.
10. For the swing to be good the ball should hit the net at the
approximate height of the target. Hits to the left or the
right of the target should generally be considered good
because net and target placement may be difficult to
gauge correctly. Keep track of the good swings.

11. Now from the same standing position take your usual
full speed swing at the ball on the outside tee and hit the
ball into the outside net watching where it hits the net in
relation to the outside target.

12. Take only one swing.
13. For the swing to be good the ball should hit the net at the
approximate height of the target. Similar to the pull side,
hits to the left or the right of the target should generally
be considered good because net and target placement may
be difficult to gauge correctly.

14. Continue to do alternating swings between the inside tee
and the outside tee from the same starting position for
each swing.

15. Do twenty total swings keeping track of the good ones.
16. Rest for one minute while recording the number of good
swings and the date.

17. Now do twenty more alternating swings at the same tee
placements and heights trying to beat the number of good
swings you got the first time.



18. If you beat the previous number replace it with this new
number.

19. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good swings
recorded from the first twenty swings you must do twenty
burpies.

20. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

9E Mechanics: Sets of Half Swings
Purpose: keep front side closed, awareness of shoulder
movement, develop consistent swing mechanics, increase
focus, increase awareness of poor swings, increase desire to
make swing adjustments, increase muscular endurance,
increase cardio endurance.
1. You will need a bat, softballs, a batting tee, a net, and a
target for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away with a batting tee on the plate and a ball on the tee.

3. Unless directed to use a specific horizontal location, set
the tee in the middle of the plate and attach a twelve inch
square soft target to the net in line with the tee and at the
height of the top of the tee. TO GET THE FULL
BENEFIT FROM THIS DRILL AVOID SELECTING
INSIDE HORIZONTAL LOCATIONS.

4. Hit to three different vertical locations for every
horizontal location, five swings at the top of the strike
zone (SEE DRILL GROUP 7A, 1 for location description)
(SEE NOTE BELOW FOR HIGH TEE), five at the
middle, and five at the bottom of the strike zone (SEE
DRILL GROUP 7A, 1 for location description), for a total
of 15 swings.

5. Adjust the target for each vertical height.
6. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.



7. Take your normal swing, except do not follow through.
Instead, stop your swing after contact with the ball upon
full extension of your arms.

8. Be aware of your front shoulder movement and prevent it
from opening up too soon or too much, keep your hands
inside the ball, lag the barrel of the bat and hit the ball so
that it hits the net slightly to the non pull side of the target.

9. When doing sets of half swings, hit balls do not have to
hit the target. Hits within twelve inches of the target on
the non pull side should be counted as good.

10. After the first fifteen swings, and without resting, repeat
the same sequence over again at the same horizontal
location, for a grand total of thirty swings.

11. Without resting, and immediately following the thirty
swings, the player must sprint two hundred yards.

12. This is one set.
13. The player may rest and drink water after every TWO
sets but for no longer than two minutes.

14. While resting, record the number of good swings of each
set, the horizontal location, and the date.

15. On the second fifteen swings if you beat the number of
good swings you had on the first fifteen, the set is
finished.

16. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good swings from
the first fifteen swings you must do twenty burpies

17. The usual amount is six sets if this drill is used
exclusively for the workout, otherwise do as directed in a
workout schedule.

NOTE FOR THE HIGH TEE: If the swing is an upper
cut and the bat hits the TOP of the ball on the high tee
swing the ball may hit the net at or below the target and
give the illusion of a good swing. It is not a good swing
however. The bat must contact the middle of the ball for
target results to be valid. TIP: Listen for the sound of a
solid hit.



9F Mechanics: **90 Seconds Same
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics, increase
focus, increase awareness of poor swings, increase desire to
make swing adjustments, increase muscular endurance.
1. You will need a bat, softballs, a net, a target, a batting tee,
a stopwatch, and a helper for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away with a batting tee in the middle of the plate and a
ball on the tee.

3. Use any height in the vertical strike zone (SEE DRILL
GROUP 7A, 1 for location description). NOTE: YOU
SHOULD USE A DIFFERENT HEIGHT IN THE
VERTICAL STRIKE ZONE EACH TIME YOU DO
THIS DRILL UNLESS A CERTAIN HEIGHT IS
SPECIFIED IN A WORKOUT SCHEDULE.

4. Attach a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line
with the tee and at the height of the ball on the tee.

5. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.

6. Have your helper start the clock and feed the tee. Take
your usual full speed swing and hit the ball into the net
watching where the ball hits the net in relation to the
target.

7. Reload and repeat your swing, AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE, without compromising your normal motion
or follow through for ninety seconds while your helper
feeds the balls on the tee.

8. If any part of the ball touches any part of the target, count
the hit as good. Keep track of this number in your head
until the ninety seconds is up then,g record the number of
good hits and the date.

9. After a one minute rest repeat the drill for ninety more
seconds trying to get more good hits than you got the first
time.



10. If you beat the previously recorded number replace it
with this new number and you are finished.

11. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good hits from the
first ninety seconds you must do twenty burpies.

12. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

9G Mechanics: **One Shot
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics, increase
focus, increase awareness of poor swings, increase desire to
make swing adjustments
1. You will need a bat, softballs, a net, a target, and a batting
tee for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away with a batting tee in the middle of a plate and a ball
on the tee.

3. Use any height in the vertical strike zone.
4. Attach a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line
with the tee and at the height of the ball on the tee.

5. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.

6. Take only one full speed swing and hit the ball into the
net, watching where the ball hits the net in relation to the
target.

7. If any part of the ball touches any part of the target the hit
is good.

8. Now adjust the height of the tee and the target and take
one swing at this new height.

9. Do this for five different heights.
10. You only get one swing at each height.
11. Keep track of the number of good hits.
12. If you make a good hit move on to the next height and
swing again.

13. If you fail to make a good hit, stop and immediately do
five burpies before adjusting the tee and the target and
taking another swing at the next height.



14. When the drill is finished record the number of good hits
and the date.

15. This is one set. Usual amount is four sets.

9H Mechanics: **Three In A Row
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics, increase
focus, increase awareness of poor swings, increase desire to
make swing adjustments
1. You will need a bat, softballs, a net, a target, and a batting
tee for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away with a batting tee in the middle of a plate and a ball
on the tee.

3. Use any height in the vertical strike zone.
4. Attach a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line
with the tee and at the height of the ball on the tee.

5. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.

6. Take a full speed swing and hit the ball into the net
watching where the ball hits the net in relation to the
target.

7. If any part of the ball hits any part of the target the hit
should be counted as good.

8. You get five tries to execute three good swings in a row in
which some part of the ball touches some part of the
target.

9. If you fail to make a good swing, start over until you get
three in a row or complete five tries.

10. Getting three in a row or taking five tries is considered
one set.

11. After five tries of any set, if you failed to get three in a
row stop immediately and do ten burpies before starting
the next set.

12. Usual amount is four sets. NOTE: VARY THE
HEIGHT OF THE TEE FOR EACH SET.



9I * Mechanics: *On The Money
Purpose: develop consistent swing mechanics, increase
focus, increase awareness of poor swings, increase desire to
make swing adjustments.
1. You will need a bat, softballs, a net, a target, and a batting
tee for this drill.

2. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away with a batting tee in the middle of a plate and a ball
on the tee.

3. Use any height in the vertical strike zone.
4. Attach a twelve inch square soft target to the net in line
with the tee and at the height of the top of the tee.

5. With a marker draw an eight inch square in the center of
the target.

6. Make sure your front foot is even with the pole of the tee
on each swing.

7. Take a full speed swing and hit the ball into the net
watching where the ball hits the net in relation to the
target.

8. HITS HAVE TO BE ABSOLUTELY PERFECT TO
BE COUNTED AS GOOD IN THIS DRILL.

9. If the entire ball lands inside the eight inch square in the
middle of the target the swing should be counted as good.
Perfect hits are called ‘On the Money’.

10. Take ten swings and keep track of how many hits are
‘On the Money’.

11. Rest for one minute and record the number of ‘On the
Money’ hits and the date.

12. Now repeat the drill with ten more swings at the same
tee height and try to beat the number of ‘On the Money’
hits you got the first time.

13. If you beat the previously recorded number replace it
with this new one.



14. If you tie or fail to beat the number of ‘On the Money’
hits from the previous ten swings you must do twenty
burpies.

15. This is one set. Usual amount is two sets.
NOTE: YOU SHOULD USE A DIFFERENT HEIGHT IN
THE VERTICAL STRIKE ZONE EACH TIME YOU DO
THIS DRILL.

GROUP 10 Timing

REFER TO PART 7: HITTER WORKOUT CONCEPTS,
SPECIAL NOTES, Timing Drills for more details.

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING TIMING DRILLS MAY
BE PERFORMED AS FRONT TOSS, MACHINE
HITTING, BATTING PRACTICE, OR LIVE HITTING
Equipment required and instructions for each method are as
follows:

SOFT TOSS
 Equipment required: bat, softballs, net, and helper.
 Instructions:
1. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about five feet
away from you with your helper kneeling across from
you with some softballs.

2. The helper tosses the ball over the plate near your front
hip a little less than waist high.

3. You concentrate on timing the tosses properly by
CONSISTENTLY hitting them into the middle of the
net at the same height as the contact point of the toss.

FRONT TOSS
 Equipment required: bat, softballs, net, and helper.



 Instructions:
1. Stand up to a plate with a bat facing a net about ten feet
away from you with your helper seated or standing
behind the net with some softballs.

2. The helper throws you slow underhand pitches and you
concentrate on timing them properly by
CONSISTENTLY hitting them where they are pitched
(refer to PART 7: HITTER WORKOUT CONCEPTS,
SPECIAL NOTES, Timing Drills, for more details).

MACHINE HITTING
 Equipment required: bat, screen, pitching machine, and
machine balls.

 Instructions:
1. Stand up to a plate with a bat at your normal pitching
distance facing a screen with your partner standing
behind the screen ready to feed a pitching machine.

2. Adjust the machine and set a speed.
3. The helper feeds the machine and you time the pitches
properly by CONSISTENTLY hitting them where they
are pitched (refer to PART 7: HITTER WORKOUT
CONCEPTS, SPECIAL NOTES, Timing Drills, for
more details).

BATTING PRACTICE
 Equipment required: bat, softballs, screen, and a pitcher
 Instructions:

1. Stand up to a plate with a bat at your normal hitting
distance facing a pitcher who is behind a protective
screen with some softballs.

2. The pitcher throws unchallenging pitches for you to
time properly by CONSISTENTLY hitting them where
they are pitched (refer to PART 7: HITTER
WORKOUT CONCEPTS, SPECIAL NOTES, Timing
Drills, for more details).



LIVE HITTING
 Equipment required: bat, softballs, screen, and a pitcher
 Instructions:

1. Stand up to a plate with a bat at your normal hitting
distance facing a pitcher who is behind a protective
screen with some softballs.

2. The pitcher throws full speed challenging pitches for
you to time properly by CONSISTENTLY hitting them
where they are pitched (refer to PART 7: HITTER
WORKOUT CONCEPTS, SPECIAL NOTES, Timing
Drills, for more details).

10A Timing: **Sets of Hitting
Purpose: develop and improve the ability to access and
judge the speed of a moving pitch, develop and improve the
ability to initiate the swing on time, gain awareness of being
early or late, increase desire to adjust.
1. As soft toss, front toss, off of a machine, or pitcher,
concentrate on hitting pitches with proper timing

2. This means starting at the right time and executing
efficient and consistent swing mechanics to hit the ball
where it is pitched.

3. Hitting the ball where it is pitched means that you hit
outside pitches to the opposite field, middle pitches up the
middle, and inside pitches to the pull side.

4. Make sure to only swing at pitches that are in the strike
zone, even off of a machine.

5. Select and concentrate on a single pitch location or use
the one referenced in a workout schedule.

6. Continue to hit for fifteen hits, not pitches, by only
swinging at pitches in the selected location.

7. Keep track of well timed hits, the ones that sound solid
and go with the pitch, and later on record the number of
them and the date.



8. The helper or pitcher is the counter and the judge.
9. After the first fifteen hits, and without rest, do another
fifteen hits at the same location, again keeping track of
the number of well timed hits.

10. After the second fifteen hits, and again without resting,
the player must sprint two hundred yards.

11. This is one set.
12. The player may rest and get a drink after every TWO
sets, but for not longer than two minutes.

13. While resting record the number of good hits of each set,
the pitch location, and the date.

14. On the second fifteen hits of each set if you beat the
number of good hits you had on the first fifteen, then the
set is finished.

15. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good hits from the
first fifteen hits you must do twenty burpies

16. The usual amount is six sets if this drill is used
exclusively for the workout, otherwise do as directed in a
workout schedule.

10BTiming: Sets of Half Swings
Purpose: keep front side closed, hit the ball when it gets
deep into the strike zone, develop consistent swing
mechanics, increase focus, increase awareness of poor
swings, increase desire to make swing adjustments, increase
muscular endurance, increase cardio endurance.
1. As soft toss, front toss, off of a machine, or pitcher,
concentrate on hitting pitches with proper timing with
only a half swing.

2. Take your normal swing, but do not follow through by
stopping the swing upon full extension of your arms after
contact with the ball.

3. Be aware of your front shoulder movement and prevent it
from opening up too soon or too much, keep your hands
inside the ball, lag the barrel of the bat, allow the ball to



travel into the strike zone, and hit the ball where it is
pitched.

4. Hitting the ball where it is pitched means hitting outside
pitches to the opposite field, middle pitches up the middle,
and inside pitches to the pull side.

5. Make sure to only swing at pitches that are in the strike
zone, even off of a machine.

6. Select a horizontal pitch location or use the one provided
in a workout schedule. TO GET THE MOST BENEFIT
FROM THIS DRILL AVOID THE USE OF INSIDE
LOCATIONS.

7. Continue to hit for fifteen hits, not pitches, by only
swinging at pitches in the selected location.

8. Keep track of the number of well timed hits, the ones that
sound solid and go with the pitch, and later on record the
number of them and the date.

9. The helper or the pitcher is the counter and the judge and
the batter has no say in the scoring.

10. After the first fifteen hits, and without rest, do another
fifteen hits at the same location keeping track of the
number of well timed hits.

11. Immediately following the second fifteen hits, and again
without resting,. the player must sprint two hundred yards.

12. This is one set.
13. The player may rest and get a drink after every TWO
sets, but for not longer than two minutes.

14. While resting, record the number of good hits of each set,
the pitch location, and the date.

15. On the second fifteen hits of each set if you beat the
number of good swings you had on the first fifteen, the
set is finished.

16. If you tie or fail to beat the number of good hits from the
first fifteen hits you must do twenty burpies



17. The usual amount is six sets if this drill is used
exclusively for the workout, otherwise do as directed in a
workout schedule.

10CTiming: **Speed Hitting
Purpose: develop and improve the ability to access and
judge the speed of a moving pitch, develop and improve the
ability to initiate the swing on time, gain awareness of being
early or late, increase desire and ability to adjust.
1. As soft toss, front toss, off of a machine, or pitcher, but
IN VERY RAPID FASHION, concentrate on hitting
pitches with proper timing

2. This means starting on time, executing efficient and
consistent swing mechanics, and hitting the ball where it
is pitched.

3. Hitting the ball where it is pitched means that you hit
outside pitches to the opposite field, middle pitches up the
middle, and inside pitches to the pull side.

4. Make sure to only swing at pitches that are in the strike
zone, even off of a machine.

5. Select a single pitch location or use the one in a workout
schedule.

6. SWING AND RELOAD AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE
FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE HITS WHILE MAKING
SURE TO TAKE A FULL SWING WITH A
COMPLETE FOLLOW THROUGH EACH TIME.
SWING AS HARD AS POSSIBLE.

7. Do this three times in a row for a total of fifteen hits (not
pitches) by only swinging at pitches in the selected
location.

8. Keep track of well timed hits, the ones that sound solid
and go with the pitch, and later on record the number and
the date. Alternately, you may need to keep track of a
different hitting goal if requested in a workout schedule.



9. The helper or the pitcher is the counter and judge and the
hitter has no say in the scoring.

10. After the fifteen hits you must do ten burpies, and then
immediately without resting hit another fifteen hits in the
same manner as before, again keeping track of the
number of well timed hits.

11. If you beat the the number of well timed hits from the
first fifteen the set is finished.

12. If you tie or fail to beat the number of well timed hits
from the first fifteen hits you must do twenty burpies.

13. Record the highest number of well timed hits from either
the first or second fifteen hits, the pitch location, and the
date.

14. This is one set. Usual amount is two sets.

10DTiming: **90 Seconds Same
Purpose: develop and improve the ability to access and
judge the speed of a moving pitch, develop and improve the
ability to initiate the swing on time, gain awareness of being
early or late, increase desire and ability to adjust.
1. You will need a stopwatch for this drill.
2. As soft toss, front toss, off of a machine, or pitcher, IN
RAPID FASHION, concentrate on hitting pitches with
proper timing

3. This means starting on time, executing efficient and
consistent swing mechanics, and hitting the ball where it
is pitched.

4. Hitting the ball where it is pitched means that you hit
outside pitches to the opposite field, middle pitches up the
middle, and inside pitches to the pull side.

5. Make sure to only swing at pitches that are in the strike
zone, even off of a machine.

6. Select a single pitch location or use the one referenced in
a workout schedule.



7. Start the clock and hit for ninety seconds only swinging at
pitches in the selected location.

8. Keep track of well timed hits, the ones that sound solid
and go with the pitch, and record the number later on.

9. The helper is the counter and judge, and the batter has no
say in the scoring.

10. After the first ninety seconds of hitting you must do
fifteen burpies, then without rest, hit for another ninety
seconds at the same pitch location, again keeping track of
the number of well timed hits.

11. If you beat the number of well timed hits you had in the
first ninety seconds, you are finished with this set.

12. If you tie or fail to beat the number of well timed hits
from the first ninety seconds you must do twenty burpies.

13. Record the highest number of well timed hits from either
the first or second fifteen hits, the location, and the date.

14. This is one set. Usual amount is one set.

10E Timing: **Three In A Row
Purpose: develop and improve the ability to access and
judge the speed of a moving pitch, develop and improve the
ability to initiate the swing on time, gain awareness of being
early or late, increase desire and ability to adjust.
1. As soft toss, front toss, off of a machine, or pitcher,
concentrate on hitting pitches with proper timing

2. This means starting on time, executing efficient and
consistent swing mechanics, and hitting the ball where it
is pitched.

3. Hitting the ball where it is pitched means that you hit
outside pitches to the opposite field, middle pitches up the
middle, and inside pitches to the pull side.

4. Make sure to only swing at pitches that are in the strike
zone, even off of a machine.



5. You have five tries to take your normal swing and get
THREE CONSECUTIVE SOLID HITS by hitting the
ball where it is pitched three times in a row.

6. You must execute three good hits IN A ROW.
7. To be counted as good the hit must sound solid, be hit
hard, and be hit where it is pitched.

8. If you fail to make a good hit, immediately start over,
trying to get three in a row, until you have taken five tries.

9. After five tries the drill is finished.
10. If you fail to get three in a row in any set immediately
stop and do ten burpies

11. Record the number of tries, how many times you got
three in a row, and the date.

12. Getting three in a row or taking five tries is considered
one set. Usual amount is four sets.

10F Timing: **Force It
Purpose: develop and improve the ability to access and
judge the speed of a moving pitch, develop and improve the
ability to initiate the swing on time, gain awareness of being
early or late, increase desire and ability to adjust your
swing.
1. As soft toss, front toss, off of a machine, or pitcher, you
purposely concentrate on hitting pitches with IMPROPER
timing

2. This means intentionally starting too early or too late,
and/or intentionally swinging and missing because you
are too early or too late.

3. Make sure to only swing at pitches that are in the strike
zone, even off of a machine, and even if you are trying to
miss them.

4. Select a single location and only swing at pitches in this
location.

5. Take five swings with the intent to be too early. Then on
the same pitch and location take five more swings with



the intent to be too late. Your goal is to miss the ball
completely on all ten pitches.

6. Keep track of well timed missed swings. If the bat
touches the ball, or if you miss the ball but the timing was
not early or late, then that swing is not good.

7. At first, swing and miss on purpose by being way too
early or late, but eventually time it so you are just barely
early or late.

8. When you get good at the drill you can try to just barely
touch the ball with the bat, queuing it off the end when
you are early, and tipping it off the end when you are late.

9. Keep track of well timed misses from these first ten
swings and record the number later, and the date.

10. The helper or the pitcher is the counter and judge and the
batter has no say in the scoring.

11. After the first ten swings you must do fifteen burpies,
and then without resting take another ten swings, five too
early, and five too late, again keeping track of well timed
missed swings.

12. If you beat the number of well timed misses from the
first ten the set is finished.

13. If you tie or fail to beat the number of well timed misses
from the first ten swings you must do twenty burpies.

14. Record the highest number of well timed misses from
either the first or second ten swings, the location, and the
date. .

15. This is one set. Usual amount is two sets.



PART 8
PITCHER WORKOUT SCHEDULE
CONCEPTS



SCHEDULE BASICS

“Don’t stop when you’re tired. Stop when you’re done.”
Sri Sri

indian spiritual leader

The following weekly workout schedules
are samples only, and may be adjusted to suit the pitcher’s
routine. ADDITIONALLY, VARY THE SCHEDULES
EACH WEEK BY SUBSTITUTING DIFFERENT
EXERCISES AND DRILLS WITHIN EACH GROUP.

Sample schedules in this section are included for both in-
season and off-season workouts. In-season schedules are
provided for the travel ball and high school seasons, and off-
season schedules are included for a general workout, and for
programs specifically designed to improve accuracy, velocity,
and endurance.

NOTE ON IN-SEASON WORKOUTS: The important thing
to remember is to do the heaviest amount of work well in
advance of game pitching day, and gradually reduce the
workload as game day nears so you are fresh and strong for
the games.

ALL EXERCISES AND DRILLS IN THE PITCHER
WORKOUT SCHEDULES ARE LISTED BY GROUP
AND NUMBER FROM PARTS 4 THROUGH 6. IF A
SPECIFIC LETTER IS NOT SPECIFIED FROM A
GROUP, YOU MAY CHOOSE ANY EXERCISE OR
DRILL IN THAT GROUP. DO THE NUMBER OF
REPETITIONS LISTED IN THE EXERCISE OR
DRILL UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN A
SCHEDULE. REFER TO THE DRILL AND
EXERCISE REFERENCE LIST ON THE NEXT PAGE,



OR SEE PARTS 4, THROUGH 7 FOR EXERCISE AND
DRILL DETAILS.



EXERCISE AND DRILL REFERENCE LIST

EXERCISES
GROUP 1 Lower Body
1A. Four Count Burpies
1B. Frogs
1C. Leaps
1D. Tuck Jumps
1E. Stationary Alternating Lunges

GROUP 2 Core
2A. Plank
2B. Sit Ups With A Hold
2C. Speed Sit Ups
2D. Legs Side to Side

GROUP 3 Upper Body
3A. Push Ups With A Hold
3B. Push Ups With A Walk
3C. Speed Push Ups

GROUP 4 Conditioning
4A. There Back There Back
4B. Cone Jumps 5-10-5
4C. Pick Ups
4D. Around The Square
4E. Two Mile Run

DRILLS - PITCHER
GROUP 5 Velocity
5A. Long Toss
5B. Power Pitching
5C. All Out
5D. Speed Pitching



GROUP 6 Accuracy
6A. Sets of Pitching
6B. Three In A Row
6C. On The Money
6D. 90 Seconds Same
6E. 90 Seconds Random
6F. One Shot

DRILLS - HITTER
GROUP 7 Discipline
7A. Strike Zone
7B. Perceived Strike Zone
7C. Measure Up
7D. Pitch Judgment Horizontal
7E. Pitch Judgment Vertical
7F. Watch It

GROUP 8 Bat Speed/Power/Muscular
Endurance
8A. Bat Exercises
8B. Bat Toss
8C. Weighted Swings
8D. Muscle Up
8E. Speed Hitting

GROUP 9 Mechanics
9A. Sets of tee Hitting
9B. High Tee
9C. High/Low Tee
9D. In/Out Tee
9E. Sets of Half Swings
9F. 90 Seconds Same
9G. One Shot



9H. Three In A Row
9I. On The Money

GROUP 10 Timing
10A.Sets of Hitting
10B.Sets of Half Swings
10C.Speed Hitting
10D.90 Seconds Same
10E.Three In A Row
10F. Force It



IN-SEASON WEEKLY SCHEDULE
(TRAVEL BALL)

This workout schedule is designed for the pitcher who is
pitching in games on the weekends. It is heaviest at the
beginning of the week and lighter at the end so the pitcher is
well prepared, but fresh and strong for the weekend games.
Weekend days are heavy days, so in addition to innings
pitched in game(s), workouts typically include pitching on the
side. Two innings of game pitching is equivalent to one set
of pitching on the side, or one drill from GROUP 5 or 6. The
overall amount of pitching on each weekend day should be
equivalent to six sets of pitching.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
1 minute rest between exercises
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2B
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2C
exercise group 1B
exercise group 3A
exercise group 1B
exercise group 3B
2 minute rest
exercise group 4C
5 minute rest
exercise group 4F
record time and date.

cool down, walk one lap and stretch

TUESDAY
warm up and stretch



drill group 5A
drill group 6A
1 set of main pitch outside to a right hand batter

3 minute rest
drill group 6B
main pitch outside to a right handed pitcher

3 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter
1 set change up
only use half location

3 minute rest
drill group 5B

cool down and stretch
record all scores

WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set of change up
only use half locations

3 minute rest
drill group 6D
change up
only use 1st base side half location

cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter
1 set change up
only use half locations

1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter



1 set some other pitch
cool down and stretch
record all scores
FRIDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities

SATURDAY
Possible game day. The following workout assumes no game
pitching. If there is game pitching, adjust the workout
accordingly. Two innings of game pitching equals one set or
one drill from GROUP 5 or 6.
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

drill group 6C
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter

drill group 6C
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter

drill group 6A
1 set change up
half locations only

drill group 6C
1 set change up

cool down and stretch
record all scores

SUNDAY
Possible game day. The following workout assumes no game
pitching. If there is game pitching adjust the workout
accordingly. Two innings of game pitching equals one set or
one drill from GROUP 5 or 6..
warm up and stretch



drill group 6A
2 sets main pitch outside to a right hand batter
2 sets main pitch outside to a left hand batter
1 set change up
1 set alternate pitch

cool down and stretch
record all scores



IN-SEASON WEEKLY SCHEDULE (HIGH
SCHOOL)

This sample workout schedule is designed for the pitcher
who is pitching in games once or twice during the week,
usually with a day of rest in between. It is heaviest on the
day after the last game pitched in the week, so for example, if
the game schedule is Monday and Wednesday, the heaviest
workout day would be on Thursday. Game days could
require pitching on the side, depending on the number of
innings pitched in the game. Remember, two innings of
game pitching is equivalent to one set of pitching on the side,
or one drill from GROUP 5 or 6.

FIRST DAY AFTER THE LAST GAME PITCHED
warm up and stretch
1 minute rest between the following exercises
exercise from group 1
exercise from group 2
same exercise from group 1
same exercise from group 2
different exercise from group 1
exercise from group 3
same second exercise from group 1
same exercise from group 3

2 minute rest
exercise from group 4
5 minute rest before two mile run
exercise group 4F
record time and date.

cool down, walk one lap and stretch



SECOND DAY
warm up and stretch
drill from group 5
drill group 6A
2 sets of main pitch outside to a right hand batter
exercise from group 1 between sets

3 minute rest
drill from group 6
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set of main pitch outside to a left hand batter
1 set of change up
only use half locations

3 minute rest
drill from group 5

cool down and stretch
record all scores

THIRD DAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set of change up
only use half locations

3 minute rest
drill from group 6
change up
only use 1st base side half location

cool down and stretch
record all scores

FOURTH DAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities



GAME DAY
Possible game day. The following workout assumes no game
pitching. If there is game pitching adjust the workout
accordingly. Two innings of game pitching equals one set or
one drill from GROUP 5 or 6.
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

drill from group 6
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

1 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter

drill from group 6
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter

1 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set change up
half locations only

drill from group 6
1 set change up

cool down and stretch
record all scores

SIXTH DAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities

GAME DAY
Possible game day. The following workout assumes no game
pitching. If there is game pitching adjust the workout
accordingly. Two innings of game pitching equals one set or
one drill from GROUP 5 or 6.
warm up and stretch
Drill group 6A



2 sets main pitch outside to a right hand batter
2 sets main pitch outside to a left hand batter
1 set change up
1 set alternate pitch

cool down and stretch
record all scores



OFF-SEASONWEEKLY GENERAL
SCHEDULE

This workout schedule is designed for the pitcher who is
not pitching in any competitive games. It has heavy workouts
spaced throughout the week, especially leg work and
conditioning, and is intended to build long-term strength and
stamina, rather than keep a player fresh for games.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
1 minute rest between exercises
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2B
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2C
exercise group 1B
exercise group 3A
exercise group 1B
exercise group 3B
2 minute rest
exercise from group 4
5 minute rest before two mile run
exercise group 4F
record time and date.

cool down, walk one lap and stretch

TUESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
drill group 6A
2 sets of main pitch outside to a right hand batter
exercise group 1C between sets

3 minute rest



drill group 6D
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

exercise group 1C
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter
1 set change up
only use half location

exercise group 1C between sets
3 minute rest
drill group 5D
cool down and stretch
record all scores

WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set change up
only use half locations

exercise group 1D
3 minute rest
drill group 6D
1 set change up
only use 1st base side half location

exercise group 1E
3 minute rest
drill group 4A
cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter
1 set change up



only use half locations
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter
3 sets of alternate pitches

cool down and stretch
record all scores

FRIDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities

SATURDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
drill group 6A
1/2 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

drill group 6B
1 set main pitch outside to a right hand batter

exercise group 4E
3 minute rest
drill group 6A

1/2 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter
drill group 6C
1 set main pitch outside to a left hand batter

exercise group 4E
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
1/2 set change up
only use half location

1 set of alternate pitch
exercise group 2D between sets

exercise group 4E
3 minute rest
drill group 5C
cool down and stretch
record all scores



SUNDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
2 sets change up

cool down and stretch
record all scores



WEEKLY SCHEDULE TO INCREASE
VELOCITY

This workout schedule is designed for the pitcher who is
trying to increase speed on her pitches. It is best done in the
off-season, or at a time when she is not pitching in
competitive games. This schedule should only be performed
periodically, and for short durations like two or three weeks
at a time, rather than on a continual basis, because the
emphasis on speed exercises minimizes the pitcher's attention
to accuracy and mechanics. It is also recommended that this
velocity development workout be performed with one pitch at
a time for the entire schedule.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
drill group 5B
2 sets
exercise group 1A between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 6A
2 sets, choose a pitch
exercise group 1A between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 5D
2 sets, same pitch as 6A above
exercise group 2C between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores



TUESDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching.
1 mile slow jog or walk
do not record a time

WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
drill group 5B
exercise group 1B
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
2 sets, same pitch as Monday
exercise group 1B between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 5C
2 sets, same pitch as 6A above
exercise group 2B between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities

FRIDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
2 sets
exercise group 1C between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set, same pitch as Monday

drill group 5C
2 sets, same pitch as 6A above



exercise group 1C between sets
3 minute rest
drill group 5B

2 sets
exercise group 2D between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

SATURDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
exercise group 1D
drill group 6A
1 set, same pitch as Monday

drill group 5D
1 set, same pitch as 6A above

exercise group 1D
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
1 set, same pitch as 6A above

drill group 5C
1 set, same pitch as 6A above

exercise group 1D
3 minute rest
drill group 6
1 set, same pitch as Monday

drill group 5B
2 sets
1 minute rest in between sets

exercise group 2A
cool down and stretch
record all scores



SUNDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities



WEEKLY SCHEDULE TO INCREASE
ACCURACY

This workout schedule is designed for the pitcher who is
trying to increase the command of a pitch and is
accomplished best in the off-season, or at a time when the
pitcher is not pitching in competitive games. It is
recommended that this accuracy development workout be
performed on one pitch at a time, while still continuing to
practice all other pitches. The length of time to use this
schedule can vary, but good results are usually seen in three
or four weeks. The sample workout below focuses on the
curve ball.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
drill group 6A
curve ball
2 sets, all outside locations
exercise group 2B between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 6B
curve ball
all outside locations

3 minute rest
drill group 6A

2 sets, divide evenly among other pitches
exercise group 2B between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

TUESDAY
warm up and stretch



drill group 6A
curve ball

1 set, all outside locations
exercise group 2B
drill group 6C
curve ball
1 set, all outside locations
exercise group 2B
1 minute rest
drill group 6D
curve ball
1 set, all outside locations
exercise group 2B
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
2 sets, divide evenly among other pitches

exercise group 2D between sets
3 minute rest
drill group 6F
6 sets
curve ball
all outside locations: half, fat corner, black corner, skinny
corner, off the plate 2
cool down and stretch
record all scores

WEDNESDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities

THURSDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
alternate 1 set of curve balls to ½ set of some other pitch,



do this 4 times for a total of 120 curve balls and 60 other
pitches

for curve balls use all outside locations
rest every 1 ½ sets

exercise group 2D
2 sets

1 minute rest in between sets
cool down and stretch
record all scores

FRIDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 5A
drill group 6A
curve ball
1 set, all outside locations

exercise group 3A
3 minute rest
drill group 6B
curve ball
all outside locations

3 minute rest
drill group 6A
curve ball
1 set, all inside locations (back door curve)

drill group 6A
1 set, divide evenly among other pitches

exercise group 3B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

SATURDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities



SUNDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A

curve ball
1 set, all outside locations

exercise group 4C
drill group 6C
curve ball
1 set, all outside locations

exercise group 4B
3 minute rest
drill group 6A

curve ball
2 sets, all inside locations (back door curve)
exercise group 4B between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 6E
curve ball
use only skinny corner locations

exercise group 4C
cool down and stretch
record all scores



WEEKLY SCHEDULE TO INCREASE
ENDURANCE

This workout schedule is designed for the pitcher who is
trying to increase her stamina to be able to stay strong and
fresh deep into games, and be able to pitch multiple games in
a day. It is recommended that this endurance development
workout be performed in the off-season, or at a time when the
pitcher is not pitching in competitive games. It should be
maintained for a minimum of four weeks.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6D
choose a pitch

drill group 5D
2 sets
exercise group 2C between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 5E
3 minute rest
drill group 6A
2 sets, same pitch as 6D above
exercise group 3C between sets

drill group 5D
cool down and stretch
record all scores

TUESDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching.
Warm up and stretch
exercise group 4A
record all scores



WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6E
drill group 5D
2 sets
exercise group 2D between sets
no rest between sets

3 minute rest
drill group 6C
1 set, pick a pitch

drill group 5D
3 minute rest
drill group 5C
2 sets, same pitch as 6C above
exercise group 2B between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities

FRIDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 2C
exercise group 2D
drill group 5B
exercise group 4D
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
3 minute rest
exercise group 3C
exercise group 2D
drill group 6D
1 set, pick a pitch



exercise group 4C
2 sets
1 minute rest between sets

3 minute rest
exercise group 2C
exercise group 2D
drill group 6A
2 sets, pick any 2 pitches
exercise group 4B between sets

exercise group 4E
3 minute rest
drill group 5D
cool down and stretch
record all scores

SATURDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 6A
1 set, any pitch

exercise group 4A
1 repetition only

3 minute rest
drill group 6A
2 sets, any 2 pitches

exercise group 4A
2 repetitions only

3 minute rest
drill group 6A
3 sets, pick 3 pitches

exercise group 4A
cool down and stretch
record all scores



SUNDAY
Complete day of rest from pitching, exercise, and
conditioning activities



PART 9
HITTER WORKOUT SCHEDULE
CONCEPTS



SCHEDULE BASICS

“Preparation > Execution > Confidence > Attitude >
Swagger = Success”

Tom Dodd
fastpitch softball travelball coach

The following weekly workout schedules
are samples only, and may be adjusted to suit the hitter’s
routine. Sample schedules are included in this section for a
general workout, and for programs specifically designed to
improve a hitter’s bat speed/power/muscular endurance, and
pitch selection discipline. Vary the schedules each week by
substituting different exercises and drills within each
group.

NOTE: During the season, an important thing for a player to
remember is to avoid taking a large number of swings on a
day immediately before a game, or on game day itself, in
order to avoid the possibility of experiencing tired or dead
arms.

Refer to PART 3: THE HITTER, I LOVE MY TEE, for
instructions on how to properly hit off of a batting tee.

Definition of terms used in this section regarding tee work:

 Middle = middle of the plate horizontally, between the
knee and the waist vertically

 High = top of the strike zone (refer to PART 7: HITTER
WORKOUT DRILLS, Group 7A, Strike Zone, for
location description)



 Low = bottom of the strike zone (refer to PART 7:
HITTER WORKOUT DRILLS, Group 7A, Strike Zone,
for location description)

 Out = fat corner, away from the batter (refer to PART 1:
BASIC CONCEPTS, PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS,
for location description)

 In = fat corner, toward the batter (refer to PART 1: BASIC
CONCEPTS, PITCH LOCATION DEFINITIONS, for
location description)

ALL EXERCISES AND DRILLS IN THE HITTER
WORKOUTS ARE LISTED BY GROUP AND
NUMBER FROM PARTS 4, 5, and 7. IF A SPECIFIC
LETTER IS NOT SPECIFIED FROM A GROUP YOU
MAY CHOOSE ANY EXERCISE OR DRILL FROM
THAT GROUP. DO THE NUMBER OF REPETITIONS
LISTED IN THE EXERCISE OR DRILL UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN A WORKOUT
SCHEDULE. REFER TO THE DRILL AND
EXERCISE REFERENCE LIST ON THE NEXT PAGE,
OR SEE PARTS 4, 5, OR 7 FOR EXERCISE AND
DRILL DETAILS.



EXERCISE AND DRILL REFERENCE LIST

EXERCISES
GROUP 1 Lower Body
1A. Four Count Burpies
1B. Frogs
1C. Leaps
1D. Tuck Jumps
1E. Stationary Alternating Lunges

GROUP 2 Core
2A. Plank
2B. Sit Ups With A Hold
2C. Speed Sit Ups
2D. Legs Side to Side

GROUP 3 Upper Body
3A. Push Ups With A Hold
3B. Push Ups With A Walk
3C. Speed Push Ups

GROUP 4 Conditioning
4A. There Back There Back
4B. Cone Jumps 5-10-5
4C. Pick Ups
4D. Around The Square
4E. Two Mile Run

DRILLS - PITCHER
GROUP 5 Velocity
5A. Long Toss
5B. Power Pitching
5C. All Out
5D. Speed Pitching



GROUP 6 Accuracy
6A. Sets of Pitching
6B. Three In A Row
6C. On The Money
6D. 90 Seconds Same
6E. 90 Seconds Random
6F. One Shot

DRILLS - HITTER
GROUP 7 Discipline
7A. Strike Zone
7B. Perceived Strike Zone
7C. Measure Up
7D. Pitch Judgment Horizontal
7E. Pitch Judgment Vertical
7F. Watch It

GROUP 8 Bat Speed/Power/Muscular
Endurance
8A. Bat Exercises
8B. Bat Toss
8C. Weighted Swings
8D. Muscle Up
8E. Speed Hitting

GROUP 9 Mechanics
9A. Sets of tee Hitting
9B. High Tee
9C. High/Low Tee
9D. In/Out Tee
9E. Sets of Half Swings
9F. 90 Seconds Same
9G. One Shot
9H. Three In A Row



9I. On The Money

GROUP 10 Timing
10A.Sets of Hitting
10B.Sets of Half Swings
10C.Speed Hitting
10D.90 Seconds Same
10E.Three In A Row
10F. Force It



WEEKLY GENERAL SCHEDULE

This weekly workout schedule can be performed both
during the season and in the off-season. For in-season
workouts, please see the note at the beginning of this section.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 7A
drill group 7B
drill group 8C
1 set

drill group 9A
2 sets, middle in, middle out

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 9G
1 set, middle

exercise group 1A
3 minute rest
drill group 10A

2 sets, middle in, middle out
1 minute rest between sets

drill group 10E
1 set, middle

exercise group 2A
cool down and stretch
record all scores

TUESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 7A
exercise group 1A
drill group 9A
3 sets, high, middle, low
exercise group 4B between sets



1 minute rest between sets
exercise group 3C
cool down and stretch
record all scores

WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 7A
drill group 7C
drill group 9B
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 9E
2 sets, high

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 9G
1 set, middle

exercise group 1B
3 minute rest
drill group 10A

2 sets, high
1 minute rest between sets

drill group 10D
1 set, high

exercise group 2B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 7B
exercise group 1C
drill group 9A
1 set, middle

exercise group 4C



3 minute rest
drill group 10A
2 sets
exercise group 4D between sets
1 minute rest between sets

exercise group 2B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

FRIDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 7C
drill group 7D
1 set

drill group 8D
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 9C
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 9F
1 set, pick a location

exercise group 1A
3 minute rest
drill group 10C

2 sets, low, high
1 minute rest between sets

drill group 10E
1 set, low

exercise group 3A
cool down and stretch
record all scores

SATURDAY
warm up and stretch



drill group 7B
drill group 7E
drill group 8E
1 set

drill group 9D
1 set, middle

drill group 9H
2 sets, middle in, middle out

1 minute rest between sets
exercise group 1D
3 minute rest
drill group 10B

2 sets, middle, middle out
1 minute rest between sets

drill group 10A
1 set, middle in

drill group 10F
1 set, middle

exercise group 3B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

SUNDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 7D
drill group 7E
drill group 8C
2 sets, high, low

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 9F
1 set, middle

exercise group 1E
3 minute rest
drill group 10F

1 set, middle



drill group 10D
2 sets, high, low

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 10F
1 set, middle

exercise group 3C
cool down and stretch
record all scores



WEEKLY SCHEDULE TO IMPROVE BAT
SPEED/POWER/MUSCULAR ENDURANCE

This weekly workout schedule is designed for a hitter to
gain power, and is best performed in the off season.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2A
exercise group 3A
drill group 8A
drill group 8B
1 set

drill group 8C
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
3 minute rest
drill group 9C
1 set

drill group 8E
1 set

drill group 8C
1 set

3 minute rest
drill group 10A

2 sets, high, low
1 minute rest between sets

drill group 8C
1 set

exercise group 1A
exercise group 2A
exercise group 3A
cool down and stretch



record all scores

TUESDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1B
exercise group 2B
exercise group 3B
drill group 8A
drill group 8B
drill group 8C
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
3 minute rest
drill group 9A
1 set, middle out

drill group 8D
1 set

drill group 8C
2 sets

1 minute rest in between
3 minute rest
drill group 10A

1 set, middle out
drill group 8B
1 set

exercise group 1B
exercise group 2B
exercise group 3B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1C
exercise group 2C



exercise group 3C
drill group 8A
drill group 8B
drill group 8C
1 set

3 minute rest
drill group 9E
1 set, middle

drill group 8C
1 set

drill group 8E
1/2 set

3 minute rest
drill group 9F
1 set, middle

drill group 8C
1 set

3 minute rest
drill group 10C

1 set, middle
drill group 8C
1 set

drill group 8E
1/2 set

exercise group 1C
exercise group 2C
exercise group 3C
cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
Complete day of rest from hitting, swinging, and exercise

FRIDAY
warm up and stretch



drill group 8A
drill group 8B
1 set

drill group 9A
2 sets, middle in, middle out
drill group 8E after each set (1/2 set of 8E after each

set of 9A)
1 minute rest between sets

and
exercise group 1E after set 1
exercise group 4B after set 4

3 minute rest
drill group 10A
2 sets, middle in, middle out
drill group 8C after each set
1 minute rest between sets

and
exercise group 2B after set 1
exercise group 3B after set 2

3 minute rest
drill group 8B
1 set

cool down and stretch
record all scores

SATURDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 8A
drill group 8B
1 set

drill group 8D
4 sets, low, middle, middle, high
drill group 8C after each set (1/2 set of 8C after each

set of 8D)
1 minute rest between sets



and
exercise group 1A after set 1
exercise group 2B after set 2
exercise group 3B after set 3
exercise group 4C after set 4

3 minute rest
drill group 10D
1 set, 1/2 set middle in, 1/2 set middle out
drill group 8B after the set
and

exercise group 2C after the first half set
exercise group 3C after the second half set

3 minute rest
drill group 8B
1 set

cool down and stretch
record all scores

SUNDAY
warm up and stretch
drill group 8A
drill group 8B
1 set

drill group 8C
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 8D
2 sets, middle in, middle out

1 minute rest between sets
drill group 8E
1 set

3 minute rest
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2A
exercise group 3A



exercise group 4D
cool down and stretch
record all scores



WEEKLY SCHEDULE TO IMPROVE
DISCIPLINE

This weekly workout schedule is designed to help a hitter
improve her strike zone knowledge, judgment of the strike
zone, and her pitch selection discipline. It can be performed
in or out of season.

MONDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1A
drill group 7A
drill group 7B
drill group 7E
4 sets
exercise from group 1 after each set

drill group 9C
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
3 minute rest
exercise group 2A
drill group 7C
drill group 7F
4 sets, 2 high,2 low
exercise from group 3 after each set

drill group 10A
2 sets, high, low

1 minute rest in between
3 minute rest
exercise group 3A
drill group 7F
2 sets, high, low
Exercise from group 2 between sets

cool down and stretch



record all scores

TUESDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1B
drill group 7A
drill group 7B
drill group 7D
2 sets
exercise from group 2 between sets

drill group 9D
2 sets

1 minute rest between sets
3 minute rest
exercise group 2B
drill group 7C
drill group 7F
4 sets, 2 middle in, 2 middle out
exercise from group 1 after each set

drill group 10A
2 sets, middle in, middle out

1 minute rest in between
3 minute rest
exercise group 3B
drill group 7F
2 sets, middle in, middle out
exercise from group 3 between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

WEDNESDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1C
drill group 7A
drill group 7B



drill group 7E
2 sets
exercise from group 4 between sets

drill group 7D
2 sets
exercise from group 3 between sets

drill group 9C
1 set

drill group 9D
1set

3 minute rest
exercise group 2C
drill group 7C
drill group 7F
4 sets, high, low, middle in, middle out
exercise from group 2 after each set

drill group 10A
2 sets, high, low

1 minute rest in between sets
3 minute rest
exercise group 3C
drill group 7F
2 sets, high, low
exercise from group 1 between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

THURSDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1D
drill group 7A
drill group 7B
drill group 7E
2 sets
exercise from group 1 between sets



drill group 7D
2 sets
exercise from group 2 between sets

drill group 9C
1 set

drill group 9D
1 set

3 minute rest
exercise group 2D
drill group 7C
drill group 7F
4 sets, high, low, middle in, middle out
exercise from group 3 after each set

drill group 10A
2 sets, middle in, middle out

1 minute rest in between sets
3 minute rest
exercise group 3C
drill group 7F
2 sets, middle in, middle out
exercise from group 4 between sets

cool down and stretch
record all scores

FRIDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1E
drill group 9I
1 set, high

drill group 7E
1 set, high

drill group 9G
4 sets, low

drill group 7E
1 set, low



3 minute rest
drill group 9F
1/2 set, middle in

drill group 7D
I set, middle in

drill group 9F
1/2 set, middle out

drill group 7D
1 set middle out

3 minute rest
exercise group 2D
drill group 10D
1 set, middle in

drill group 7F
1 set, middle in

drill group 10D
1 set, middle out

drill group 7F
I set, middle out

3 minute rest
exercise group 3A
drill group 7B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

SATURDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1A
exercise group 2A
exercise group 3B
drill group 8C
1 set

drill group 7C
drill group 9A
6 sets, middle in, middle out, middle, high (2), low



drill group 7D or 7E after each set
7D for middle, middle in, and middle out
7E for high, low

3 minute rest
drill group 7A
drill group 7B
cool down and stretch
record all scores

SUNDAY
warm up and stretch
exercise group 1B
exercise group 2B
exercise group 3C
drill group 8C
1 set

drill group 7C
drill group 10A
6 sets, middle in, middle out, middle, high (2), low
drill group 7F after each set
1/2 set of 7F for each set of 10A

use same location as the set
3 minute rest
drill group 7A
drill group 7B
cool down and stretch
record all scores
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

As a young boy, Tom Dodd was a two-sport
athlete while growing up and continued playing baseball and
football throughout his high school career. Tom was an All-
CIF pitcher in high school who turned down scholarship
offers in football to accept a full athletic scholarship in
baseball to the University of California, Irvine, where he
became an NCAA World Series National Champion and
championship game winning pitcher. After college, Tom
became a State Champion and multiple time All-State player
in slow pitch softball, a semi-pro baseball champion, and a
championship member of several men’s open basketball
teams.



Both of his daughters, Sara and Lisa, played multiple
sports while they grew up, excelling at softball, soccer, field
hockey, and cross country. Both girls became All-CIF
pitchers and CIF Champions in high school softball and ASA
National Champions in travel softball.

For most of his baseball career Tom was a power pitcher
with great velocity who didn't need to have much knowledge
about pitching to be successful. But after arm injuries in high
school and college however, he couldn’t just ‘blow it by’
people anymore so by his junior year in college he had to
learn how to pitch to get batters out. This is when Tom
started to become a student of the game in both pitching and
hitting. His philosophy and understanding of the game of
softball have continued to grow since then and have evolved
to what they are today, reinforced by the success he has had
as both a player and a coach.

Tom has coached youth sports for more than twenty-two
years in club soccer, travel softball, and high school softball.
In travel softball his overall career record is 1,133-172. He
continues to coach today with San Diego Thunder, a fastpitch
softball travel team he formed in 1998. San Diego Thunder
has become a nationally recognized name, has a career win
loss record of 1,024-163, and has finished in the top ten at
ASA Class A Nationals six times. Tom’s Thunder teams
have twice won ASA Class A National Championships and
Tom is the only coach in San Diego to win more than one. In
2001, San Diego Thunder was voted the 14U fastpitch
softball ‘Team of the Year’ by Softball Today magazine and
garnered a similar accolade from USA Sports Rankings.com.
At the high school level, Tom's leadership and strategies
helped two different San Diego Section high school softball
programs win their first ever CIF championship.

Tom’s purpose for writing his first book, What’s the
Count?, and now its companion guide, What, More perfect
Practice?, is to share his understanding of what it takes to be



successful, not only in the sport of fastpitch softball, but in all
aspects of a person’s life, in ways that are frequently
overlooked today. And that is with great passion for the
activity, devotion and self-discipline, and a lot of good old
fashioned hard work.

Tom currently resides in San Diego, California and
provides individual and group lesson instruction in all phases
of the physical and mental aspects of softball and baseball.
He also continues to coach San Diego Thunder.
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BOOKS BY TOM DODD

What’s the Count?

A MENTAL PLAN for pitchers and hitters of all ages for
SUCCESS with the game of fastpitch softball

by Tom Dodd
Two Time National Championship Coach

In any competition an athlete is always looking for an
edge. Some advantage on the opponent that will increase the
chances of winning. Having an advantage does not guarantee
a victory, but having it supplies a benefit that will put the
athlete in a relatively favorable position to succeed. How



then, do you get an advantage on your opponent in the game
of fastpitch softball?

Since softball is primarily a series of individual battles
between the pitcher and the batter, a victory in these battles is
the key to an individual’s success at the game. It is also
typically the key to a team’s success, because the outcome of
any game is usually determined by who wins most of these
battles. What’s the Count? gives you plans to consistently
gain the advantage in these battles. This book is about
getting an advantage on your opponent, knowing when you
have it, and then using it. What’s the Count? provides a
mental map for you to succeed in softball much like a road
map provides you with a way to succeed in finding an
unknown destination. Without a map, or a plan, you can
easily get lost, whether it’s on the road or in a softball
competition. The mental plans in this book help prevent you
from getting lost in the game of fastpitch softball. If you are
a pitcher they tell you how to keep and increase the advantage
you start with at the beginning of every at bat. If you are a
batter they tell you what is required for you to take the
advantage away from the pitcher and use it for yourself.
When followed, these plans will steer you to success in the
game of fastpitch softball.



COMING

ThunderBALL

WILL TOWIN

An amazing story of HEART, DETERMINATION, and
RESILIENCE from a teenage girl’s softball team on their
quest to be the best. The National Championship journey of
2001 San Diego Thunder.



One Last Thing

If you enjoyed this book or found it useful, please post a short
review on Amazon. I read all the reviews personally so I can
get your feedback and make this book even better. If you’d
like to leave a review all you need to do is click the review
link on this book’s page on Amazon HERE. Thanks you for
your support!



What, More Perfect
Practice?

The Companion Guide to What’s the Count?

Training Programs for Pitchers and Hitters in Fastpitch
Softball

by

Tom Dodd


